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In connection with this Sundav school there.
People who come here from other States all the man who assisted for months in the care
i.urgess had begun is a Woman's International Bible Class and a
say they see no reason why Waldo county of him and was faithful to the last. Mr. Ricker
the square and his
hearty invitation is extended to all ladies to ! farmers cannot be prosperous and happy. when a young man worked in
Bargor 3 years j
when H. M. Bennett
?
unite with us for the study of the Bible. The
There are no better opportunities, and few as for Gilman Rich and
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sewer work and bep
discussions are informal and very helpful. We good, in other sections as are to)be found right farm became interested in
cattle. From there
rj of the square. The
iig
assure you a hearty welcome.
here.
People from other sections seeking he went to California where he remained six
i-iurgess were working
farms can find no better locations than we can
years in the cattle business, buying and selling
It will be of interest to all missionary workrew under Bennett,
give them; and in communities, too, in which on a large scale, but was obliged to return
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the
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every
a
denomination,
ensation, $2
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no one need fear to bring their children.
And home on account of inflamed
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be
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Portland,
‘tt for work that
Farm prices here are far below their value. Allen farm in
Monroe, and in connection with
inmissioner Bur- 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th. Thi3 is the fourth time
The boom in prices has not reached here. Not
farming bought cattle for the late I. C. Libby
for the difference be- that .The American Board has come to Maine.
I
that conditions will not justify it, but it for 25
*
years. His judgment was considered
at the same com- Its first meeting in Maine was held in Portland
is because we have never been used to try the best in that
in 1838, when the board had an annual income
day, and his integrity in all of
xpense of this mato drive sharp bargains, but are content to his
dealings gained him many friends. He
oad work will be of $236,170. The last annual report shows an take a
reasonable price for value received. was a quiet,
unassuming man who won the reit the State Com- income of more than $1,000,000, with 583 orIn
the past five
year there has been
spect of all he was connected with. He was a
churches
on its field in foreign lands,
ganized
for holding over
a good demand for farms from people from out
good citizen, a kind neighbor and a friend to
26 colleges and seminaries, and 5,000 native
ear to another.
of this State, and many from Aroostook have those in trouble. He will
be sadly missed by
i laborers at work. The second time the Board settled
here, and many more from there his family, to whom he was
held its meeting in Maine was in 1851, and in
an„indulgent fath;K! K \SI.
have been here and looked the situation over er and a
kind, loving husband. He married
1882, the 72d annual meeting was held in the
Old City Hall in Portland, with President Mark and intend to settle here as soon as they can Mrs. Laura Webber, and they had four chilp. r is the guest of
to do so.
They say that our farms dren, of whom three are living: Mr. Austin 1
Hopkins in the chair. Among the distinguish- arrange
can be bought for one third what they have to
Ricker, Mrs. G. A. Palmer and Miss Maud Ricked men who will participate in the coming
v ivitt
went to Aufor farms of equal value in Aroostook, and er.
Gertrude Webber, his wife’s daughter,
1
meeting will be: Dr. W. H. Gulick of Madrid, pay
car and will rethe
climate
far
and market
better here who was six
years old when she went there,
ai^;
the fair VVednes- Spain; Rev. J. H. Ritson, M. A., of London;
Sir Andrew Henderson Leith Fraser, K. C. S. I., than they are in the northern part of the always had a father’s love and care, the same
that was given his own children. He leaves
former Lieut. Governor of Bengal, India; Presi- State.
was operated on
Waldo county farmers have made great one
dent Samuel B. Capen, LL D., of Boston; Prof.
grar dson, Master Freddie Palmer. Much
P'-ta: Monday. The i
in the past ten years and everything
Harlan P. Beach, D. D., of Yale University, progress
sympathy is expressed for the family, espe•i Mrs. Knowlton
that in the future years they will obindicates
and 25 missionaries from Asia, Africa and
cially for the feeble wife, whose health is poor
ring.
tain far better results.
C. E. Smith.
and her sorrow, is deep. She has the
Oceanica.
sympad Tuesday mornMe.
Thorndike,
thy of all. Rev. Frank S. Doll iff officiated at the
For the first time since the completion of
'y, where she has
/
funeral.
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floral
were
offerings
many and
Bessie and Rena i the splendid brick edifice which is now the
AN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.
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beautiful. M. A. Haley was the undertaker
home of the Universalist society in Bangor
and
the ir terment was in the Monroe
services were held last Sunday morning and
cemetery.
who had been
in the spacious and beautiful auditori- Three Killed and Two Seriously Injured.
Mr. T. Dexter Guptill died at his home at
with the bride’s evening
Three members of an automobile party were Mason’s Mills Sunday
left Saturday for um. There have been services in the vestry,
evening, Sept. 29th. He
but Sunday’s event marked the completion of killed and two seriously injured Sept. 27th was born in Belfast
y will make their
May 26, 1839, the son of
the fine new church which has arisen from the when their car was hit by a passenger train on
the late Timothy and Prudence Tewksbury,
ashes of the one destroyed in the great fire of the
Norway branch of the Grand Trunk rail- Guptill. In bis early manhood he went to
tamed to Portland
i
April, 1911. The dedicatory exercises were .road in the town of Norway. The killed were Massachusetts, where at the
beginning of the
er parents, Mr. and
not held Sunday, being planned for later, but
Miss Dorothy Groz of East Sumner and Miss Civil War he enlisted in
Company K. of the
Brooks was call-, both services were
attended
and
in
the
Elizabeth Fairclouth of Richmond, students 11th Massachusetts
largely
Regiment and served from
ir'^ss of her father
ij...
evening there was not a vacant pew. At both at Kents Hill, and Harry Smith of South 1861 to 1865. He had an excellent war record
as to be able to be
ec.
the morning and evening services there was Paris, driver of the automobile. The
injured having participated in 26 battles, and has alspecial music, nev. Asmey A. Smith, pastor were wimam e.. wauter, son oi non. william
ways been an interested member of Thomas
ladies of the G. of the church, conducted the morning service. A. Walker of Castine and Forrest Conant of
p
H. Marshall, Post G. A. R. He has served as
nty-four enjoyed a Mr. Smith delivered a sermon dealing with the Hebron, both students at Kents Hill.
Le .c[
The Alderman from Ward 6 in the City Goverment*
Kare with Mrs. Frank church, its aims and ideals. His text was from former was
as
a
:
reported
having broken leg, He was a past piaster of Phoenix Lodge, F. &
The day was fine, Psalm 127:1.
i|.t
“Except the Lord build the broken arm and internal injuries that would A. M„ and a member of the New England
'heir
of
the
labor
in
vain
praises
that build it.” In probably cause his death. His parents were Order of Protection. For 28
house, they
tebyears he was
cnery and the day’s the evening the services were arranged spe- notified by telephone and hastened to his bed^
employed as a cabinet maker in Mathews
cially fcr the occasion and the pastors of 11 side in the Central Maine General hospital, Brothers Mill, retiring several years ago on
*e
co£nililir,
ry iuch saddened by Bangor churches, as well as the head of the Lewiston, arriving there Saturday morning. account of illness.
His death was caused by
death v ;;
Cuptill, who died Bangor Theological Seminary, were present to They found their son resting quietly, with Brights disease and a complication, and he
|
assist.
It
was
but
of
an
His
stormy
early recovery.
possessed all the
left leg was unconscious for three days before his
notwithstanding prospects
rlisg
;-Kt- a true man.
is fractured just belbw the hip, but there ap- death. Mr. Guptill was an honest man, a
Ai- that the entire auditorium was filled.
Bfr
good
no
internal
injuries. Conant had citizen and a devoted husband and father. He
pears to be
de
“»»ug, his influence
Mt- came in
an arm fractured and other injuries and will
I .-ie
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is survived by his wife, formerly Miss Ella A.
contact,
recover.
missed by his many
According to Edward Anderson, en- Mason, by three daughters, Misses Fannie M.
Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, will hold gineer of the train, the car was going at
;
young. He was an
top and Ne.la M. Guptill and Mrs. Alice M. Benar‘d his family have. a “world’s fair” at their hall Oct. 5th. All are speed, while Smith, the driver, was leaning ner, all of Belfast, and
lr^j]
by two brothers, Heri lvited to take part in the same.
::i their bereavement,
over listening to the working of his engine.
bert of Fort Payne, Alabama, and Elden Gupjto50lr
of
the
of
None
the
car saw the
occupants
South Branch Grange, Prospect, is gaining
till of Biddeford. He attended the services at
mg Rose Circle of
f
rider the direction new members every meeting and also rein- train in time to give warning to Smith and Trinity Reformed church and was interested
was
Anderson
unable to prevent the in the new
1 1
serve clam stew, stating old ones. Many are planning to attend Engineer
chapel at Masons Mills. The fu(■'
the North Waldo Pomona to be held at North collision. The automobile was demolished and
1 short
neral was held at his late home Wednesday
program
the young people hurled many feet away. afternoon at 1
o’clock, Rev. William Vaughan
cents, including Searsport Oct. 9th.
The body of Miss Groz was cut in two and of
“mment- This Circle will
I
Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville,
Trinity Reformed church officiating.
1
that of Miss Fairclou h also was frightfully There were
rr,JI|t of the church over has
representatives present from the
appointed October 9th for their fair. The
mangled. Smith’s body was found entangled various orders of which the deceased was a
for“.‘e“ townspeople are always ready to help in makin the wreckage of the machine. The two in- member.
f stained
glass. The ing these fairs a success. Let each one think
"
’'ruction at Mathews Bros’ what he can contribute that would be of inter- jured boys were taken aboard the train and
carried to South Paris, where a special train
Mr. Benjamin F. Wells died at his home on
est to his neighbors.
was made up which took them to the
Bridge street at 9 p. m., Sept. 26th, after a
hospital
Granite Grange, North Searsport, held a reg- at Lewiston, Dr. Stewart of
1,1
South Paris being long illness with Bright’s disease, which terSl">e Situation.
ular meeting Sept. 28th with a full house. in attendance.
minated in a slight shock September 22nd.
After the usual routine of business Deputy G.
The young people, who were each about 18 From the time of the shock until his death his
■“ footwear
H.York
a
fine
rapidly
gave
very
exemplification of the
old, had been invited by Conant to ride mind was perfectly clear, and he received the
Lomli'ions at distribut- unwritten work and also made interesting re- years
to South Paris in his car. Engine trouble de- many acts of devotion of the family circle
'f*®
urgent call marks on the good of the order. An old-fashSw"a'eTE for
veloping, a visit was paid to the Smith garage with deep appreciation and was bis old self of
del‘very. Spring ioned harvest feast, consisting of chicken, and the proprietor,
>re
Harry Smith, took the twenty years ago, at which time his health be*'
in
more freely, inbeans and pastry—all that man could wish for driver’s
OtrkeH U"'K
seat and sent the car over the road gan to fail. He was born in Belfast, the son
d“position ‘o provide for —waa served and a fine* program presented by
Shi„ fn,s
toward Norway to try out the engine.
of the late Nathaniel and Mary Clark Wells,
of fall and winter the
Worthy Lecturer. Sister F. M. Nickerson,
Ir
and1 nearly all of his life wa§ spent here. For
t
Charles Rhoades of Liberty, who was reXCeption*1 ■trenB‘h closed the meeting at a late hour, all feeling
37 years he carried on a fancy dry goods and
b"y*” 0per*ting that the evening had been well spent. Gran- cently operated upon in the Waldo County millinery store on Main
street, but retired in
re<iu,rements.—Dun’s ite Grange is all right under the able manage- hospital, has returned to his home, having 1887, Mrs. Wells
28th
succeeding to the millinery
ment of W. Is. Ira W. Veazie.
branch. In recent years he had been on sev| sufficiently recovered.
!
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»Mr.

(hut
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era) trips to the Pacific coast to visit relatives.
He is survived by his wife, formerly Miss Isabel Coolen of Southport; by a son, Benjamin
F. of Auburn; by one daughter, Mrs. Florence
I. Spinney; by two sisters, Mrs. Emma W.
Capen of New York and Mrs. Jane Cutter of
Sacramento, Calif., and one brother, George G.
Wells of Belfast. The funeral took place at
his late home Sunday at 2 p. m. under the auspices of Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., of which the
deceased was a member. Rev. David L. Wilson of the Congregational church officiated.
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Miss Louise Hall left
visit in Portland.

Mrs. B. H. Conant will succeed Mrs.
Daisy
Bliss as maker in the Ferguson
millinery store.
William McCormas left the Soldiers’ Home
at Togus last week on
furlough to go to

Wm. A. Mason is
spending
Boston and Brockton.

Miss Millie Mitchell left Sept. 20th for
Hagerman. New Mexico, where she will spend the
winter with her uncle, S. D. Mitchell.

construction, rig

and

sailing qualities

the

Co.

on

have

no

rudder, but

are

;

Miss Isabel Smalley has entered the
Chenoffice in the Colonial
building as assistant

ery

bookkeeper.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
Thompson left on
the Monday noort train for visits in Boston
and

Mrs. Frank A. Bramhall has returned home
from Portland, where she was the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Stantial.

trade with Miss L. H. Ferguson
the latter to clerk for J. W. Ferguson &

Mrs.

Coombs Brown, who has been
Hopkins store, is now employed in J. FI. Howes' dry goods store.
Misses Ruth and Edna Curtis and Mr. Clar-

to

ballast goes overboard.
with the men who sail

Trundy spent Sunday in Frankfort with
Mr. and Mrs. George Staples and family.

Mr. A. Cutter Sibley of North Weare, N. H.,
in Belfast last Saturday to attend the
funeral of his aunt, Mrs. Edward
Sibley.
was

Lynwood B. Thompson was called home
Monday because of the
illness of his father, Mr. Selwyn Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, who spent
the summer at their cottage at Pitcher’s Pond,
from New York last

Mr. and Mrs. Horace J. Morton of Chicago,
have been spending several months in Belmont, left for home last Saturday, accompanied by Mrs. O. C. Cammett, who will spend
the winter with them.

returned to their Church street home last Sat-

urday.

Dr. and Mrs. G. P. Lombard have closed
Louise Brown arrived Sept. 2fith from their
cottage on the North Shore, Northport,
Boston, where she had been for the past year and taken
rooms with Mrs. R. Frank Peirce,
and expects to spend the winter months in
Franklin street.
this city with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred I
Mrs. John Thompson and her daughter. Miss
W. Brown on Ceder street.
Lou Thompson, returned last
Sunday from
Mrs. Henry Lloyd has closed her summer
Lynn, Mass. They visited in Auburn and
home on Main street, and with Miss
Chenery, Waterville en route.
Miss

Richard H. Moody, who has been serifcr the past ten days at his home on
Court street, is gradually improving and
hopes
Mr.

Chenery, left Monday for New York. Mr.
Chenery accompanied them to Boston,

ace

I

|

steered with

It is a matter of
these canoes not

get wet above the knees in

case of a capsize,
they simply move as the craft goes over
until they are astride her bottom. Another
feat is in making a landing on the lee side of a
wharf to bring the canoe in head on so that
she just touches the wharf, but with not force
enough to break an egg. In one of the small-

of these

canoes

the

writer, with two

com-

panions, enjoyed a cruise of about 75 miles and
had some interesting experiences which were
written up for Forest & Stream

at

the ti

ously ill

Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Read of New Jersey, WilI to be out in a few days.
liam C. Whitney and the Misses Whitney of
Mrs. M. F. Peavey and Miss
Evelyn M. PeaBoston,who spent the summer at Saturday Cove
will leave for Boston next
left Sept. 25th for their homes. They are regu- vey
Saturday, to
remain
there until the holiday season, when Mr.
j
lar visitors, coming early and
staying late.
Ralph A. Peavey will join them.
Harold and Hugh Hayford spent their vaca.
W. H. Arnold arrived last Friday from Bostions at the home of their brother
Both

Ralph.

; ton with his

passenger touring car, a
accompanied by John Cunningham, who returned to Boston Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Keating entertained
Mrs. Martha Keating, Dr. and Mrs. II. E.
Knowlton, Misses Belle Keating and Ruth
Coombs and Robert Keating at Bohemia last
Sunday.
Mr. Henry Wadsworth Marriner has issued
i nvitations to the marriage reception of his
daughter, Ada Augusta,and Mr. George Lucas
Bowman on the afternoon of Saturday Oct.
19th, from 5 to 7 o’clock, at 44 Congress street.
Orrin J. Dickey entertained last Sunday at
papers.
Mrs. E. W. Pendleton and her sister, Mrs. his cottage, Wildwood Lodge, Temple Heights,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Clifford, Master Ralph and
Laura J. Scott, came over from Islesboro last
Miss Doris Clifford, Mr. and Mrs. Ross HamThursday morning and joined the Dickey exmons and son Bernard and Norman Littlefield.
cursion to Togus Friday morning.
They
Misses Annie L. Barr and Grace H. Hall restopped in Waterville Friday night, and from
there made Hying visits in Oakland, Skowhe- turned last Saturday from Augusta, where
gan, Solon and Kineo, returning via Bangor they attended the sessions of the State Library
Association. Mrs. S. A. Parker and Miss Belle
and Bucksport, and expected to reach home
Keating substituted in the library during their
today.

are

graduate trained

nurses

from McLean

Stoddard.

me.

A beautiful LaFrance rose bush in the garden of Mrs. J. W. Vaughan at Citypoint, which
was well filled with blossoms last June, has

during September
and

one or

Mrs.

J.

two

full blown

profusion of buds

a

roses.

Vaughan left Citypoint last
Thursday to spend the winter in North Attleboro, Mass. The family will be greatly missed
and it is hoped that early spring will see their
return with Mr. Vaughan restored to health.
W.

me uiuiounii v>ivic

as

was

At the election of class officers of the U. of
M. Juniors, Mark Pendleton of Isiesboro was
elected vice president and a member of the
executive committee, and Albert Barnett Ferguson of New York was made chairman of the
J unior Week committee.
*

At the ricent

meetings of

the

literary

soci-

Hill Seminary Lester E. Whittier of Searsport was elected secretary of the
Calliopean, and had the negative in the debate
on the resolve, “That a Democratic Victory in
the Next Presidential Election would be for
eties at Kent’s

tion.

Rev. Henry N. Pringle has resigned

seven

He

absence.

Graduates of the University of Maine around
interested in the announcement of
one of the members of that class, Frederick A.
Hobbs, Esq., counselor-at-law at South Berwick, as a candidate for attorney general of
the State. Mr. Hobbs is a Progressive and says
so in a letter in which he
appeals to the Republican members elect of the incoming legislature. Scott Wilson of Portland has been in
the field for this positiop since the State elec-

1896 will be

CITYPOINT NOTES.

shown

in the

ence

who

and

est

Eva

clerking

eight foot stick that is half way between a Hospital in Waverly, Mass., and are registered
paddle and an oar. It is held on the lee side in Pennsylvania. Hugh has entered Jefferson
of the canoe and in light weather is used to Medical College in
Philadelphia. He had been
scull the craft along. The principal use of on a private case the past year and Harold will
these canoes is oystering and no other build of succeed him.
boat would stand grounding on the
oyster
Mrs. J. Frank Rich of Kockland, who attendbeds, as the sharp shells would soon cut ed the
meetings of the Maine Federation of
through planking. They are able craft and Women’s Clubs in Bath last
week, is chairman
good sailers and whenever two or more get to- of the State committee on education and dethere
is
sure
to
be
a
gether
race.
If any ballivered an address on that subject Wednesday
last is carried it is sand in bags, and in case of
afternoon. ri he address, a very able one, has
a capsize—which is a not uncommon occurrence
been published in full in some of the State
pride

vicinity.

Charles A. Townsend, accompanied by F red
Seavey, left Monday on a business trip to
Aroostook county.

Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Chase, Mrs. C. H. Walden, Mrs. B. H. Conant and her guest, Mrs.
Frank A, Conant of Santa BarLara, Calif., returned last Friday from a sojourn at Rocky
Point, Pitcher’s Pond.

an

—the

Patterson of Portland is
spending the week with her cousin, Mrs. Charles H.
Crosby.
Mrs. Chester Walker of Rockland
sptnt the
past week in Belfast with her mother, Mrs. M.
A. Heath.

Economics.

lower Potomac and

the

Mrs. Frank

At the meeting last week in Bath of the
Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs Mrs. Reuben .Sibley of Freedom was appointed a member of the standing committee on Household

may

Chesapeake Bay they are severe enough to
cause the big schooners to shorten sail in a
hurry—the masts are unstepped and with the
sails thrown over the side, the sheets holding
them, so that when the squall is over they
are taken out of the water and
stepped. These

ity.

millinery

and

business!

Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Whitten
left last
Tuesday for a short visit in Boston and vicin-

Mr. and Mrs. Benj. F. Wells returned to
their home in Auburn last Monday.
They
were called to Belfast
by the death of Mr.
Wells’ father, Benj. F. Wells.
Misses Mabei and Lytle Townsend have entered the Ferguson store, the former to learn

be
of interest in connection with Mr. Johnson’s
narrative. The smaller canoes are made of a
single log or squared timber. The outside is
shaped first and then the inside is dug out and
a keel added.
The size generally used is
made of two sticks of timber,which are
clamped together until the outside is fashioned. The
two sides are then dug out,
leaving four or
five inches of solid wood at the bottom, centerboard is fitted and the parts are put
together
with trunnels. Washboards are then
put on
and thwart^ and mast steps added.
They
have two masts, with leg-of-mutton sails, the
foresail much the largest, and carry a jib. The
bowsprit has a slot in tne inboard end that
goes on over the stem and is held in place by a
pin. There is no stay and the jib is set flying.
The mast holes are about twice the size of the
masts and the masts are held in place by a
wooden plug or wedge.
When before the
wind this plug is put behind the mast, so that
it stands upright. On the wind the plug is
put before the mast, giving it a rake aft. No
sudden squall—and

Dorchester,

Mr. Alonzo J. Knowlton of North
Conway,
H„ was in Belfast last Monday on

N.

Carl Cottrell, who has been
summering in
Pittsfield and learning the undertaker’s trade,
is at home for the winter.—Kockland CourierGazette.

canoes seen in
Chesapeake bay. The
writer sailed in these
canoes—locally called
“cunners”-- on the lower Potomac for several
seasons and
perhaps something regarding their

few days in

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs
went to
Boston last Wednesday for a short
visit.
James H. Cunningham is
visiting his daughtre, Mrs. Manson Lowe, in
Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bray and Mr. and Mrs.
L. J. Pottle spent the week-end at the
Groeschner cottage on the South
Shore, Northport.

speaks

the

shcrt

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Tyler left last Saturto visit in Boston and
Brockton.

Orlando E. Frost delivered an addresB before
Milo federation at the Methodist church in
Milo last Thursday evening.

Mr. Johnson, in his interesting
story “From
Nassau to New York in a Catboat,"
of

a

day

the

THE CHESAPEAKE “CUNNERS.”

a

for

Mrs.

Miss Harriet Weaver of
Allentown, Pa., returned home last
Friday from a visit at the
home of Ralph Hayford.

Hiram 0. Pierce died Sept. 30th at his
home
in Waterville, aged 55 years. He was born
in
Camden,the son of Peter Pierce, who for many
years was employed at the car shops in Waterville.
He was a painter and paper
hanger by
trade. Beside a widow he is survived
by a
sister, Miss Ella Pierce, and a brother, Harry
Pierce of California.

Wednesday

M. E. Luce of
Haverhill, Mass., is the
Troy. guest of Mrs. J. M. Fletcher.
to Lynn, Mass.,
Miss Amy P. Sholes is
attending Shaw’s
Florida to join Business college in Portland.

Miss June K. Hills left last
Thursday for her
home in Boston after a visit with her
sister,
Mrs. Marion E. Brown.

1

Efferentcircular

Mrs. Thomas Orne of Cushing was the
guest
the past week of Mrs. Mary Wadsworth.

apparently in her usual health, but Point, Quantabacook.

the stomach and
failed rapidly. She was born in Brooks, the
of
the
late Samuel and Mrs. Aphia
daughter
Gould. In 1882 she was united in
marriage
with W. E. Townsend of Searsmont. About
30 years of their married life was
spent in
Nevada, but have lived about 4 years in Hamilton, where they had bought a home. In belief
the deceased was a Methodist. She is survived
by her husband, her mother, a brother, H. L.
Gould of Boston, and a sister, Mrs. Olivia
Hayes of Hamilton. The remains were taken
last Thursday to her late home in
Hamilton,
where the funeral services were held.

canoes

Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Pierce
spent the past
week in Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. C. Hervey Howes of Boston
have been spending two weeks at Howes

...

■

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Louise B. Brooks is
assisting Miss Nellie H. Hopkins in her closing out sale.

h. rs. True Hayford has gone
for a visit, and later will
go to
Mr. Hayford.

Mrs. Sarah H. Townsend of Hamilton,
Mass.,
died at the Waldo County Hospital at 2 a. m.
Sept. 26th. She came with her husband to
spend the summer in the vicinity of Belfast
and

PERSONAL.

Sec-

lifa^ue ox Maine

accept a position as assistant superintendent me oeei interests oi me united states.
the International Reform Bureau with headEdward Fletcher has gone to Wolfville, N.
at Washington. Mr. Pringle has been
quarters
S., to resume his duties as director of music
imuu6u
WUUUB
UI1
6
'/HJJJUIIll
connected with the league for 12 years and has and head piano teacher at Acadia seminary.
Saturday the writer witnessed a near tragedy
been extremely prominent in the enforcement He was accompanied by his wife and two chilthat for a moment* produced a lively sensation
He has many times been assault- dren.
Mr. Fletcher was prevented from being
of horror. A spirited horse drawing a single department.
ed, three times seriously, at Eastport, Bar ! present at the opening of the fall term on acwagon had just passed us, when he was seen
Harbor and recently, last April, in Waterville, count of illness, but was granted a generous
to leave the road on the left side, and attempt
but made a reputation for fearlessness in carleave of absence in which to recover.
to climb a steep bank. Before our ideas were
on the work of the league.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Poor went to Boston yesfairly adjusted to the performance, the nose of rying
a great automobile slowly poked around the
Kingsbury B. Piper of Fairfield was appoint- I terday. Mrs. Poor goes to Lexingion, Mass.,
sharp curve ahead of us, at the very narrow- ed State pension clerk to succeed the late to visit her daughter, Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan,
est point of the road, and the frantic horse Major George E. Dodge of Carmel and assumed a nd Mr. Poor, after a few days’ visit with Mr.
passed it and disappeared at a rattling pace. the duties last Friday. Mr. Piper was born in Charles E.Knowlton in Rutland, Mass., will join
Three feet from where he made his first plunge Monroe in 1866 aifd attended the public schools her and later they will go to New York city to
of that town. He taught school for ten years visit Miss Alice P. Poor.
was a deep ravine, and it was owing to the
driver’s good fortune and good horsemanship in California and $>n his return resided for a
Commander ar.d Mrs. Wm. V. Pratt and Mr.
that he did not go over the light railing as number of years in Augusta, where he was em- Alfred Johnson are
expected to arrive by this
the automobile swerved to the left and gave ployed as a clerk in the Vickery-Hill Publish- morning’s boat to visit the
Pennington’s at
him room to go through. Had he turned to the ing Co. offices. He then went to Waterville their summer home in
Northport. Mr. and
and
in
work
and
for
three
engaged
the
instead
of
left
so
newspaper
right
upon
Mrs. Pratt will spend about a week there for a
suddenly ctming upon the automobile he would have been years was editor of the Waterville Sentinel much needed rest after a very gay season in
and
later
editor
of the Fairfield Journal. He
forced down a steep embankment. Even our
Newport, and Mr. Johnson will come to Belwas in charge of the Democratic State comown sober and reliable animal looked at the
fast this week to look up matters for the
big machine with a sidewise glance of dis- mittee headquarters during the last State cam- second voluhie of Williamson’s History.
like and contempt as it so unexpectedly ap- paign.
peared. The road is particularly dangerous
Waldo County Farmers Union.
Wm. H. Durham of this city, who has been
through these woods on account of its mrny
very successful as a writer of scenarios for
Word
was received, Tuesday, at the State
and
at
each
end
of
the woods is
sharp curves,
moving picture films, is in California with the !
of agriculture of the organization
department
posted a warning which reads, "Automobiles
Vitograph Company, in which Miss Florence at Unity of the Waldo
County Farmers’ Union,
goslow. Blow your horns,” yet we had reTurner and Maurice Costello are stars, and
i capitalized at $10,COO, with pa- value of shares,
ceived no warning of the approach of this
will for the present write exclusively for that
$10. The officers are; President, Wilbur E.
automobile, and we are convinced that this
company and assist in staging the pictures.
silence is not the exception, but the rule. We
Reynolds, Burnham; treasurer, Chester A.
Mr. Durham has for the past f«iw years been
Hall, Thorndike; secretary, Wilmont L. Gray,
fear that some day we will be called upon to
writing scenarios, having before that written
chronicle one more sad tale of disaster, added
| Troy; directors, D. E. Loveland, Unity; E. A.
stories and articles which were published in
Twitchell, Burnham; Wilmont L. Gray, Troy;
to the many automobile accidents which arise
various magazines. He received and accepted
H. C. McCorrison, Thorndike.
from criminal carelessness on the part of those
a very liberal offer from the Vitograph Co. At
who, while they hold a license, should be com- the Belfast
week
one of Mr.
Opera House last
Andrew J. Harriman, a resident of East
pelled to conform to the requirements of the Durham’8
pictures was shown, ‘‘When Roses [ Bucksport, died Sept. 27th at his home there,
law.
72 years and 7 months. He is survived
I
aged
Wither,” with Miss Turner and Maurice Cos
by his widow, Mrs. Elizabeth Harriman; by two
tello taking the prominent parts. It was a j
The Waldo County Veteran association will
daughters, Mrs. Ada J. Coombs and Mrs. Flora
effective picture, telling a pathetic and Grindle, and by 16 grandchildren and four
meet today, Thursday, In Swanville and a large very
great-grandchildren. Mr. Harriman was a
sweet story of home love. Mr. Durham
attendance is expected. If the weather should very
deal mute and was held in high regard in the
|
are
has
friends
in
this
who
many
city
pleased community and will be missed in his neighborbe bad the meeting will be held on the next
at
his
success.
hood.%
pleasant day.
_^_
*-'**»*"
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SCHOOL SAVINGS BANKS.

REPUBLICAN NOMINA LIONS

Some of the children

WILLIAM H. TAFT.
OHIO.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

JAMES S. SHERMAN,
YORK.

OF NEW

in the lower

grades of the Belfast, public schools are
saving their money through the School
Savings Bank, until they “get into High
school.”
During the last school year
about $60 was deposited by.the pupils
in the four lowest grades.
Some years
the total has been considerably more
than this—one year (1909) it w’as between $700 and $800. Individual pupils
have sometimes had from $25 to $50 to
their credit.
In Augusta, for all the ele-

FOR PRESIDENT,

OF

now

Washington Whisperings.

schools

mentary

for

the

February
aggregated

Washington, D. C., Sept. 30, 1912.
Randolph of Chicago, one of the
hoard of engineers that made the first
lsham

building
just

Chicago Diainage Canal,
from

returned

has

extended visit to the

an

Speaking of the attempt

the part

on

negotiated the treaty between
United States and Great Britian,

tives who

the British

under which

seeking

are

to

prevent the free passage for coastwise
vessels

Panama,

at

not

were

stupid

to

ships.
I

treaty
wise

Delieve tnat

moment

a

provision in

any

Iiay-Paurcefote

the

be construed to prevent coastvessels from going through the
can

canal free

of

terms of the

prohibition

toll. Of course, if the
treaty should make such

then

we

shall have to con-

deposits

1

all

marine,

not

the kind of

need, but
right direction.

a

rine we

it will be

the

I

am

a

start in

in favor of free

treaty obligations.”
Randolph gave it as

our

Mr.

his

opinion,

that tht marvelous work that has been
done

the canal since he last

inspected
it, would make the opening of the Big
Ditch possible by August or September
on

of next year.
So many have been the complaints of
the narrowness of the approach to the

White House since 1902, when the offices
connected wtih the Presidential mansion

completed, that
surprising to see

were

all

work

in

it would not be at
a

force of men at

the near future

the

widening

whule front of the White House lawn.
Many members of Congress who have
driven through the narrow gate on the

Pennsylvania

Avenue side and have run
their machines through the drivewav. sc
that two machines cannot pass
without marring the lawns, have decided that money should be appropriated tc

narrow

make the needed

changes.
Mr. Carmi Thompson, secretary to the
President, believes that the complaints
in

relation 'to

the narrowness of

the

driveway leading to the offices will culminate in materially widening the roadway, even if some of the lawn that
fronts the historic structure must give
way to the demands of those who do
business with the executive office.
It was the late Senator Geo. G. Vest
of Missouri who took occasion, on one of
the dull days in the upper branch of Congress, to pay a remarkable tribute to the
log, “mams most faithful friend,” and
which has since found its way in the
school books and in

the books on eloquence as one of the finest bits of English extant. There is a chance now for

equally gifted orator to pay fitting
tribute to the horse, justification for this
being found in the demise of “Old Bill,”
the faithful big bay horse which for 23
years drew one of the Postoffice
Department w'agons in this
city, but for the
some

past

five years has spent his

time in

munching grass on a farm near Trinidad,
Md., under the watchful eyes of Caleb
Cleveland, his former driver. “Old Bill”
has passed into horse heaven.
When during the administration of
Postmaster General Cortelyou “Old
Bill’s” legs failed him, and two other
animals had to be secured to draw the
loads, which he for years had pulled without a balk, many bids wrere offered for
the old horse.
Mr. Cortleyou, however,
touched by Caleb Cleveland’s pleas, determined that Bill had earned a rest and

placed
eat

him

on a

pension

to do

nothing

and drink until his death.

Bill

but
was

35 years old.

Owing

to

legislation by Congress

at

the last session, it is now estimated at
the War Depertment, that more than
600 officers now on detached service will
have to be removed from their present
posts at once and sent back to their regiThe provision in the Army appropriation bill, which makes this shifting of officers necessary, states that an
ments.

army officer cannot remain away from
his command for more-than four years.
Many attaches in American embassies

abroad, instructors at military and training schools, and those stationed at the
War Department will be affected by the

of
hotel.

School Masters

THURSDAY

10

a.

m.

other new students have enrolled of any
year in the history of the university.
There are now 233 freshmen and altogether 288 new students on the books.

use

Doan’s Regulets.

25c.

a

box at

stores.

I
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THE

ma-

passage for all vessels dying the American dag if it can be done without violat-

ing

medicine,

merchant

merchant

:

had not money been saved in this way.

wise vessels will do much to stimulate
of an American

Club, Falmouth

ELECTRIC HOTEL.

In the October Strand there is an inarticle descriptive of the Electric Hotel which Georgia Knap is buildin
Paris.
ing
Every room in the hotel, he says, is in
direct communication with the pantry,
which is situated in the basement. Around
the combined kitchen ^nd pantry you see
the electric cookers 'and the various
switchboards controlling the electric currents.
But the apparatus to which I
would specially draw your attention are
the electric lifts—I cannot think of a
better word for them—which are placed
on the numerous little tables seen here
and there. What happens? An occupant
in one of the rooms desires breakfast.
He rings a bell placed near his bed-head,
immediately a voice, issuing from the
chandelier, where one of my loud-speaking telephones is hidden," asks what
monsieur desires.
Without going to the
trouble of seizing a telephone and speakinto
a
ing
receiver, he gives his orders.
Every word he says, though it is spoken
in quite an ordinary tone, is heard
by the
invisible servant. First of all, he wishes
•the shutters to be opened and the blinds
drawn. All such things are controlled
from the servants’ Quarters.
The mnm
he hnds too hot; its heat must be modified. Then he will be glad to have his
morning coffee and rolls, his newspaper,
and his correspondence.
No sooner said
than done —that is to say, in five or six
minutes his wishes are attended to.
How does he receive his breakfast, etc.?
Through the door, to which it is carried
by a servant? No, no. I have changed
all that.
It comes to him through the
top of the littie bedside table which is to
the right of his bed. The table is in
communication with one of the lifts in
the kitchen below. All the servant has
got to do is to place the petit dejeuner on
the round tray of the lift and turn on the
electric current.
On the tray and its
contents reaching the top of the table,
the top opens
automatically, and the
tray, secured by a catch, forms the top
ol the piece of furniture. The reverse
of this happens when the
occupant of the
room lias finished his meal.
He touches
a
button, ar.d immediately the tray and
its contents descend to the office.

teresting

The freshman class at Bowdoin numbers 116. The class of 1912 entered 115
The total

men.

registration

up to Sept.
27th was 330, three less than last year,
but seven more than in 1911 at this time.
The classes are divided as follows: Sen-

iors, 76; juniors, 66; sophomores, 71;
freshmen, 116; special student, one.
The Registrar of Bates College, Sept.
25th, gave out a revised and complete

list of the Freshmen class to date. The
list includes 134 Freshmen, and it is expected that a few more will enter later,
thus making a good sized Freshman
class. Among the Freshmen there have
already been discovered some good athletes in football, track, and baseball,
and also some good musicians for the
musical clubs. So the class as a whole
ought to be of considerable help to the

College.
At

meeting

of the junior class nomcommittee on Wednesday noon
in Alumni hall, U. of M., nominations
for class officers for the ensuing year
were made as follows: For
president,
Paul W. Monohon of Biddeford, Richard
F. Crocker of Belfast and Philip W.
Thomas of Portland; vice presidents,
Paul E. Murray of Skowhegan, Edward
L. Getchell of Winslow and Albert L.
Coyne of Worcester, Mass., Mark Pendleton of Islesboro and Ralph T. Coffey
of Orono; treasurer, Oswald B. Higgins
a

inating
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Mitchell $ Trussell, Belfast

For Sale

the West.

The Bangor Commercial has received
the following interesting letter from a
former resident of this section, now in
the west, relative to conditions here and
there:
‘‘I have read with the greatest interest, the proposed plan of the railroad
company- colonizing those great blue-

berry

plains

in

was
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Best in America

I

/

|| Leaders for Fall and Winter If

Our stock is large. We
shall reduce it by giving
the people of Eastern
Maine a chance to buy
Windows at the lowest

price they
II

I
||

FOR SALE BY

D. P. PALMER,
BELFAST

Come

or

ever

send at

knew.
once.

MathewsBros

resi-

Belfast—containing

and a bath. Hot
and cold water in six
sleeping
rooms

Excellent closet and
accommodations. Fine

particulars apply

Chas. F. Thompson.

We carry full In
well as painters' s

YOUNG PEOPLE—
We know—business men know—
what good money trained ting rs,
directed by a disciplined brain,
can earn.
Our practical courses in

DR, E. H. BOYINGTON
EYE

iai\c

otuciuc

a. 11

lauu

frauds;

help Maine population.”

___

LIVE AND DRESSED
POULTRY WANTED.
Cash paid: no commission
charged; well established, reliable firm; best prices. Send for
weekly quotations, and ship your poultry to us.
4w38

26

My

2

dear old

dog, most

friends;

RANG?

BUSINESS

FURNACE!

Stenography, Bookkeeping j
n

il!

develop

your ability and make
competent to hold a position
in any business house in town.
Write for our free Catalog. It?s
filled with helpful information.

you

S>TH£

S
'»

Kitchen

j

S4\vV 3JiH£3S COLLEGE

II

Mitchell i

GANGOrf.i »I UN

!

i

Dr. W C. LIBBEY,
DENTiST,
3 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

!

post a

card and ym:

Corner Cross

hi

WEAR

I

YEAR'S
—.

=TO

Fu-

I

THE

New York Tribune Fart

J

AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PAP

i

^The

Republican

|

The Tribune Farmer

9

Is

■®

weekly.

W

9
9

9

a

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated natio
Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and mo

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon
America, writes regularly for The Tribune .Farmer, thorough
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic anima
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farm
er and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns
horse or cow.

2

The

Z

fl®“To

0

I

Journ

FOR ONLY $2.25.

x

9

constant of all

STOVES

|

Dog.

Not quick to mind, but quicker far than I
To Him whom God I know and own: his eye,
Deep brown and liquid, watches for my nod;
He is more patient underneath the rod
Than I, when God His wise corrections sends.
He looks love at me, deep as words e'er spake;
And from me never crumb nor sup will take
But he wags thanks with his most vocal tail;
And when some crashing noise wakes all his
fear,
He is content and quiet if I am near,
Secure that my protection will prevail;
So, faithful, mindful, thankful, trustful, he
Tells me what 1 unto my God should be.

W F. WYMAN CO
Faneuil Hall Market, Boston.

H

J

I am quite sure he thinks that I am God—
Since He is God on whom each one depends
For life, and all things that His bounty sends—

j

For Sale

F. G. Hawes.

Doane on His

a

T HAVE INVENTED AND PATENTED A j
cow-tail holder to hold a cow’s tail
during I
milking, and which has proved satisfactory j
whenever used. The price is only 25 cents, |
The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street;
and they may be had at the stores or of me.
9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses;
JOHN PENNEY,
lot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
dm38p
Thorndike, R. F. D. 3.
JOHN R. DUNTON or
RALPH I. MORSE.
34tf

w

Bishop

SPECIALIST

Cow-Tail Holder

A

^GOES

Window
Prices.

12

the finest

connected.
For other
down to the little stream that starts in
what was called Stick Meadow.
I folto
lowed the stream down for several rods
and caught 120 fine trout; others caught
as many more.
I have often spoken of
those plains and wondered why they
could not be of some use otherwise than
for the growing of blueberries?
Belfast, April 15, 1912.— 16tf
“As I have traveled over the great
prairies in the west, my thoughts would
turn back to Maine’s great plains and
In the west
compare the difference.
land rose year by year and the Maine
were
left
and
plains
forgotten. While
through Kansas, the great wheat fields
Twenty-four years experience and skill in
often produce nothing; but in many sea- fitting glasses enables me to fit
any eye that
sons only seven to ten bushels of wheat
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
to the acre.
Why will not Maine’s
44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
plains do as well?
“Since the creation of man the amOffice Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.
bition seems to be to go west. He will
put up with all kinds of hardship and
deprive himself of nearly every pleasure
in life to go west. New England has
for years been the dumping place of

Down

Hubbard

l

of

dences in

a

she has poured out her wealth to
build up the west and left her own section to its own destiny.
“Her people have come west and as if
by some crazy notion have run the price
of land up to thousands of dollars per
THE FARMER’S WIFE TODAY.
acre, many acres for fruit growing,
reaching $4,000 per acre. But they are
A generation ago, the wife and mother, becoming convinced
that they have
compared her lot with that of her pio- bought a lemon. In New York state,
one can buy a 100 acre farm with fine
neer grandmother, and felt that she had
buildings upon it for less than 10 acres
much to be grateful for.
the
with nothing in the shape of buildings
Today
is
past
forgotten; comparisons must be can be bought in certain parts of the
made between herself and city sisters west, and the New York farm will, with
the same care injfruit, beat this to death.
and friends. The family album with its
1 believe that the Maine plains will proreminders of yesterday is seldom opened.
duce apples much finer in flavor than
‘Today’ is ever at hand in the automo- can be
grown west of the Mississippi
bile’s honk, the jingle of the telephone
and if they would give the tree the
bell, and the headlines of the daily paper. river,
same care and the apples the same careThese farm women find themselves in
ful pack, it would soon tie known all
a new civilization, but not of it.
They over the European markets and the
have as great a longing for the best that
would
life can offer as have the well-gowned Washington County, Maine, apples
bring the highest price of any apples in
club
women of the cities. In many cases,
When baby suffers with eczema or some
the world.
itching skin trouble, use Doan’s Ointment. from a financial standpoint, they can as
“If.the Annapolis valley in Nova Scotia
A little of it goes a long
way and it is safe for well afford the luxuries of modern life as
children. 50c. a box at all stores.
the majority of those who possess them. can grow' apples, why can not Washington
But Nova Scotia
county, Maine.
But, as the wives of farmers, they must !
do not give their trees the care,
A DISTINCTIVE NUMBER.
Their people
give themselves to the land.
I ouses go neglected that they may help neither do they pack their fruit as does
Always of unvarying interest, the Sat- I with work in the fields. Their hands are the Colorado or Washirgton and Oregon
urday, October oth, edition of the Boston I coarse and rough from assisting their fruitgrowers, and that pack is why these
Evening Transcript will be read by thou- ! husbands with pressing work on the land. western States is gaining a reputation
and leading the price above all others.
sands of persons with gratification and Wives of
wealthy farmers in this our
“We will often hear that Maine’s
benefit because of the many
country, while at their work, often respecially
winters are a barrier against living
written articles on a
variety of interest- semble in their appearance ignorant, rigid but
they are far better than the
ing subjects which will be printed in it. poverty-stricken peasant woman of Eu there,
and Kansas, where people have
Dakotas
Anyone who has city, suburban, coun- rope, Many a farmer’s son who has
try or seashore real estate, house or farm completed the course of the city High to have underground cellars to which
anywhere in New England to dispose of school has been helped to do so by the they flee when a blizzard is on.
“I can not conceive of anything in the
will find it advantageous to advertise in sacrifices of an overworked mother back
west that could
with that Maine
this issue of the Boston
Transcript, as it on the farm, who has taken upon herself Plateau all laid compare
out in tracts and settled
will have an exceedingly wide distribu- many of the tasks
that, otherwise, would
with pretty homes and
tion and bring excellent resplts.
have been his. In the hearts of these along the railroad
Many people who are not regular read- lonely, toil-worn women, love for farm close to the markets. Lumber is only
about one-half what it is here and the
ers always look in the
Transcript when life is turning to bitterness, and the
they need a house, apartment, board or daughters are electing new things.—Roy expense of living far less than in these
I can see one misroom, for they know that the largest Hinman Holmes, in the October Atlantic. mountain countries.
take in the county allowing any one man
lists of the better offerings are
printed
to buy more than 50 acres, unless he
there, as well as “want” advertisements
comes under a contract to farm it all
of specially capable business assistants
and improve it. There are too many
and good servants.
men who have capital who buy up large
tracts and never do anything but w'ait
for the industry of others to make his
land valuable by improving all around
Such men are parasites to the
him.
country; they neither build up a country
nor help a railroad, and that is why the
government in these irrigated lands will
not allow one man water for more than
160 acres and will not allow any one man
to draw over 40 acres of irrigable land
If the railroad sells out
in this valley.
its lands in Maine to speculators to hold
for others to make it valuable, they will
never build up a traffic for their road or

Lamson&l

One

Washington county. rooms.
boy I tented on those
plains and picked blueberries. Whole
villages of tents were scattered over that storage
immense plain.
One morning I went
stable
When I

IVlUXSfci UI

Waterford and Benjamin B. Anthony of
j
Wakefield, Mass.; secretary, Ma-y S.
Cousins of Old Town; Marion Buzzell of;
Old Town, Estelle I. Beaupre of Bangor j
and Louise Bartlett of Orono.

enforcement of the law.
A straw investigation made this week
shows that of the first five officers attached to six of the largest army schools
of the country,-60 per cent, of them will
have to report back to their command
immediately, and that 25 per cent, of
the remaining will fall within the letter
of the law within six months.
Among those affected are 30”or 40 instructors at West Point, nearly 150 officers in the War Department, and the attaches at Brussels, Vienna and Berlin.
While he regards the provision as most
excellent, Major General Leonard Wood,
chief of staff, said that to excute the or
der at once would reduce conditionsjin the
War office to a state bordering on chaos.

combination

baking

uie

Constipation causes headache, indigestion,
dizziness, drowsiness For a mild, opening

building

j

Meeting

p. m.

of1

months
the

form to the terms, but I do not think
they do. The admission of our coastthe

-<

March, 1909,
One
$448.54.

ounif imitfs

do not lor

WEDNESDAY

8

|

agree to a convention that
would work such an injury to American

enough

follows:

Makes Cooking Easy”

Hay-Paunce-

fote treaty to the Hague Court of Arbitration for an interpretation of the clause
relating to tolls on the canal, Mr. Randolph said: “Certainly our representathe

as
!

The Range that

canal zone.
of Great Britain to take the

The executive, committee of the Maine
Teachers’ association is busy perfecting
plans for the annual meeting of that organization, which is to take place in
Portland October 23, 24 and 25. The
times and places for a part of the department meetings have been arranged

tor

the Panama Canal for the
United States, and one of the leading
engineers of the country, having added
survey of

to his many achievements the

To Hold Their Annual Meeting In Portland
Oct. 23d, 24th and 25th.

Departn ent of secondary
school administration, department of
year the
superintendence.
2 p. m. General session, city hall.
schools, in the little town of Spruce
8 p. m. General session, city hall.
Head, Knox county, deposited $34.61.
a
FRIDAY
Surely this is a worth while effort. The
school
9
m.
a.
Elementary
School Savings Bank system was put
group,
into operation by the Belfast school com- secondary school group, college group.
2 p. m. Department of rural schools,
mittee some years ago at the suggesdepartment of primary schools, departtion o'f the Woman's Christian Temper- ment of grammar schools, department
ance Union.
It involves much work for of English, department of History, de,
of Science and Mathematicsthe teachers, but they have cordially partment
department of Classics, department of
approved the plan, because of its b. ne- modern languages, department of comfits to the children. The pupils bring mercial branches, department of kindertheir penny or pennies every Monday gartens, department of public school
music, department of libraries, departmorning, and when a child has saved a ment of manual training, and drawing,
Waldo
Trust
dollar the
Company issues a department of school committee memA Glenwood Coal or Gas Range for cooking, and a
^
bank book to that child. And here let it bers, department of household arts, deGlenwood Parlor Stove, Furnace or Boiler for heating
be said that the bank officials have been partment of agriculture.
means solid comfort and less fuel.
3 p. m. General session, city hall.
exceedingly kind. The W. C. T. U. is
most appreciative of the labors of both
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
teachers and officials. This plan of
thrift saving is often the beginning of a
The E. M. C. seminary football team
good habit for the child, who has has been organized with Ivan Perkins as
hitherto, perhaps, spent every cent for captain, and already eight games are
scheduled, the first to be played off will
ll^—l—H—b—T-.
tcujuy.
money so saved
be the Rockland High on Uct. 5, although
has been necessary to the comfort of the the
boys are trying to arrange a game
family. Sometimes it goes for clothing before that date.
MAINE’S OPPORTUNE! Y.
for the young depositor’s own wear;
New students have continued to regiss ometimes for vacation
expenses, or for ter since the University of Maine opened Possibilities ot the Blueberry Plains ol
Washington County as Compared with
something the family could not afford and a larger number of freshmen and
and

of the

THE MAINE TEACHERS

subscription price of

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.<"

subscribers and all old
up arrearages and one year in advance

iThe

The

new

Tribune Farmer,

one

Republican Journal,

|

^subscribers who will p;
we make this liberal offe

year,
one

year,

$1.00
2.00

Both for $2.25.

FORTUNES IN FACES.
There's often much truth in the saying "her
face is her fortune,” but its never said where
pimples, skin eruption, blotches, or other
blemishes disfigure it. Impure blood is baqk
of them all, and shows the need of Dr. King’s
New Life Pills. They promote health and
oeauty. Try them. 25 cents at all druggists.

|
|

Republican Journal Pub. Co.. Belfast,

Me.
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the swamp region amazingly, and
Though mild-mannered, his closely trim
to New York in tive slaves could scarcely bide in itfugiMyrtle's size—could have worked to up and Anally found a harbor of refuge
now
med mustache reveals a firm
ijn Windward and
where white men dare
as
and under jaw that even a drunken
fought her way clear of : behind Cape Lookout.
follow,
nolj
EASTERN 8TEAM8HIP
sailor
Cat-Boat.
this lee shore comfortably under storm 1 What really saved us that day off
a
they did in the days when Mrs. Stowe would not think of trifling with.
wrote her lainous novel of “Dred, a Tale
trysail and staysail. Myrtle simply could North Edisto Inlet, was my ability
our brief
On
the
Resuming
treatment of Horses, Cattle,
CORPORATION.
of the Dismal Swamp,” fit companion to scenes and incidents that summary of not ao it under any sail she could spread to tell the difference at a great disFREO JOHNSON.
BV M
attracted mv
her “Uncle Tom’s Cabin."
She wasn’t long legged tance between a nun and a can buoy. Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry, Birds and
attention as I sailed up the Latitude- * and carry.
HOME.
BANGOR LINE.
In fact, the only thing about it which
enough to work out to windward. So I Having seen the tall, hat-like
I Trained Animals, mailed free.
The islands off the Georgia and
rHEK LETTER
South say there is a limit to the smallness of turned round my head and atcan,
the Georgia impressed me as being “dismal” during Carolina
once
coasts, on which the renowned boats
^ L Myrtle, off1912.
For
for sea going. I believe a 41-foot located, far out to sea, the black and
Every Living Thing on the Farm
our whole passage across it was the belt sea cotton
Belfast and Boston, $3.25
grows (among them Jekyl
April 12.
ketch with auxiliary power could be so i white striped nun, marking the entrance
of dead, stark trees in the wealth of Island with its famous
Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.
It is 10 a. m.
club,
whose
hos^s
built and rigged as to go around the world, j to the channel. From my close study of
blossoms and blooms that bordered the
One
Mr' Pilsbury:
it
has
been
Way. $6.00 Round Trip.
the
pitality
A. A* For FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lnog Fever*
of the but I wouldn’t
p(*ear
five this morning we southern bank of the canal. These trees R. C. Johnsons to enjoy),privilege
personally attempt it in a ; the chart and coast pilot below, I knew
though
passed
boat
a
couldn’t
foot shorter. Myrtle
do and remembered that though there were, B. B. For SPRAINS, Lameneia, Rheumatism. TURBINE STEEL
waved off were evidently killed when the canal only at a distance, were
peadca ‘n,piorida being
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
objects of in- it with
surety; she’d get caught sooner as Charlie excitedly tried to explain to 6 C. For SORE Throat, Epizootic, Distemper.
| red table cloth by was dug a few years ago, by the mud terest to me. Still farther
the coast or
up
there
was
AND CAMDEN
where
no
the
and piled up several feet the islands in Beaufort
later, probably,
Ue«sp*P
me, various inlets on this coast that were
..there from
being
pumped
Harbor
'l
and bar to run in
D- D, For WORMS* Dots. Grubs.
over, and where she buoyed, there was no other where just
St. John’s Bar high against their trunks. In the twi- south and north of it, over which
B.and
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boston daily
herds couldn’t claw off, and then would come this
n.„w we are runlight of evening or early morning they of half wild horses rove, were skirted
precise combination of buoys exist- E, E. For COUGHS, Colds, Influenzas
except Sunday.
jjquartcf'
the end.
had a most weird and sepulchral aspect close at hand.
had
A°'
ed.
So
I
under
fixed
For
the
whole
clearly
coast
Bangor at 7.30 a. m. daily, except MonThese marsh or bank
F Fo For COLIC, Bellyache. Diarrhea*
ju'
Georgia
day.
I thought it had come to us towards thing in my mind, that once getting these
On the ponies, as they are called
e sail furled. On —here truly a dismal swamp.
i
are
locally,
G.
G.
Prevents
Leave Boston at 6.00 p. m. daily, except SunMISCARRIAGE.
two co-ordinates, as it were, I knew my
West of us, right bank, this strip extended over a rounded up and branded from
...m.
fe'ofd>
time to night of that stormy, gloomy 13th of
day.
faintly outlined a considerable area in breadth, and in some time as or the plains, and belong to April. I had been straining my eyes all course must with mathematical precision H. Ho For KIDNEY and Bladder diaordora>
jk
Leave Rockland at 6.15 a. m. (or on arrival
iish-yellow sand places farmers were ploughing and cul- various persons, though they rove abso- day for a sea buoy, of which there are lead into North Edisto Inlet. The whole 1* I, For SKIN DISEASES. Mange, Eruptions* of steamer from Boston) daily, except
Monday.
secret of pilotage, and indeed of detere.
FRED W. FOTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
aery hanging over tivating this land made by dredging, lutely at large, going even from one several out among the breakers off this
J. R. For BAD CONDITION. Indigestion.
coast to mark
over the mining any position in life in general,
island to another. I was
ti er three cardinal which should be very fertile.
possible
passages
very fortunate
60 cts. each bottle.
shoals. I had long ago ceased to con- which requires orientation or differentiaMy sail up the whole length of Chesa- in seeing a troop of perhaps
the delicate blue
gr
fifty 0f sider Charlie
tion, seems to me simply this:—pick out
as a factor in the situation,
Oil for Hoofs Ac. $1.00.
pn
away, as in a peake Bay ought to have a chapter some- them dashing through the flying
Veterinary
in
spray
ta
olor, into in- time, to tell of our escape from the fish the sunlight early one spring
having abused him roundly about noon and locate one specific, definite point
Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.
:
morning for
the unfortunate condition of our ma- from which, when once determined, all
ail or sign of life nets;and weirs at night, mostof which, from a small, flat, grass-covered
Jen
island i rine
At druggists or sent prepaid on
receipt A capable girl or woman.
...nil to be heard fortunately, were protected with lanterns over a partially
At two o’clock we were other points may be located. On our
[b.
submerged bar to the forcedglasses.
of price.
in among the shoals and felt our coasts, this may be an island, as in this
■ling and chug, hanging on them. They extended half- main land.
No. 4 Church Street,
Apply to
or
a
ora
barn,
Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine Co.. Oor. William
lighthouse,—no matit
:nd the metallic way across the Bay almost throughout
Upon inquiry from a native I found | way behind breaking bars of tumbling case;
Ur Telephone 25
38tf
nd
so
Ann
New
ter
as
York.
can
find
and
what,
lolong
Street^
you
for deepen- j
I know its its e tire length, and they certainly gave that this herd of wild horses
Iff
leads a water, sounding constantly
cate it. Then you know where you are
us excitement enough.
We were out migratory but
a 1 can locate
it
life between this ing water with a codline and ten foot and all is
regular
clear; all former errors are I
,s ijuickly as
pole. By sheer reason of our days of
among them only one night, however, island and the main land,
•AAA
spending a dav I PYTlori
and had a fine run up the Bay, and
wiped out and forgotten, and you are !
or. hestra demg ii or more on eacn, according to
safe and ready for a new start. How
the
water
the
was
where
uiruugn an me uarK nours our pacn was
the weather, tide and other
constantly
spots
about as brilliantly lighted as Broadway, The island contains.no fresh conditions. less roiled; by working the boat into much simpler and less cruel than so many
I t,
water, and j
V :
vards home, because of the numerous illumined pas- after the ponies had eaten
and holding her up in situations that arise in life ashore, wh t
them,
by
coaxing
enough of the
pursue us, perhaps even
ly and in senger steamers which passed us, often rank, salt grass with which it abounded the lulls of the wind, we managed to get ever mistakes
clear of the alternating feather-white unto the third generation. I have often
too near in spite of our lighted lantern to become
r.
\: us day of
would wait for !
thirsty,
they
been
to
find how many profesand
surprised
turbid water
of her ex- and side-lights and the horn which we low tide and all march over in
3.20 p. m.
By four
single file o’clock we were by
off toward it sional seamen whose liv.es have been
d make writ- kept repeatedly sounding to warn them to the main land for a drink
i
skimping
from
a
l
of our vicinity. It was “all hands on
spent upon our coasts are ignorant of
-o difficult
spring more than a mile from shore, but again.
It was an even toss with me whether the real significance of the splendid buoyuiliciently so, lookout all night” on this Chesapeake which they knew well. They also cross
age system our government has put
m
I
Its not too bad, and not too good,
r
on hot days from the treeless
my chiro- cruise.
island to to fight Charlie —for in some way not down for their
read than
They not
But I do like to see men dress as they shculd'
•
My fellow members of the Coot Club get into the woods on the mainland for j clear to myself even, I felt he had got- only do not take protection.
the trouble to familiar!i
v, please!
would have found opportunity enough on shade, and return at dusk or as the tide ten me into this scrape—or to keep on
ize themselves sufficiently with it to
with
and
this trip to break not only the game permits.
the
elements
adverse
battling
Thev can do it if they buy their Furnishing
avail themselves of its aid intelligently,
iovyn the laws, as it has been charged they did by
Later I made a special trip at low tide conditions. Then —I lecail it so well
(and it is the simplest, most logical sys!'•
&
ir, a startled some over-zealous wardens and minions to see these horses cross the
now—I
said
to
to
Goods,
It’s
A.
Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Interup
you
myself
ford, and it
tem possible) but I know lots of them,
t
lock quick of the law, but to break all the laws of was an
unusually lively and spirited J. 1 You’ve had over twenty years’ex- who are reckoned good men, too, who
woven
or
Lamson
&
Hubbard
1
Hats
Everwerr),
the Decalogue as well; for the famous sight.
doating!”
The leader went a couple of hun- perience to fit you for this sort of thing!
actually do not know the full difference
Hundred feet eastern shore of Chesapeake Bay, dr dred yards ahead to sound out the
Now use
and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and
ford, into the it!” And I did. I dove below between a can buoy and a nun buoy, and
%
flat
the
rather of Maryland, to be accurate, and
others always waiting at least a hunfloating
stifling, stuffy, closed-up cabin, their color systems.
dred yards behind until he had chosen which together with the pitching sea
as it is known the world around wherever
ig white in
Yale
Union
Suits—I
am
for
Collars,
these
I
would
call
agent
attention
yu
hereto the great
it at that dispeople entertain or are entertained, his course. Then, as he looked back and made me nearly seasick, and there, by number of lighted buoys the
government
his body abounds in all the good
the
and
of
are
not
waited
the
to
be
found
cabin
elsewhere
in
for
goods
of
light
life
them
to
little,
they
stinking
come up, giving at
things
has recently put down along our entire |
d overalls which the “Coots” know so well how to the same time a
whinny to them, they lamp I read the Coast Pilot, and studied Atlantic coast; they are a
in
the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps foonestle
^
md to their enjoy. Then, too,
incidentally, the Bay would all dash through the water, cast- charts, tide tables, U. S. Notices to coastwise navigation and great help
simplify its difface downward was so full of ducks and various other ing the spray with their fore feet
until I had a perfect
Mariners,
etc.,
high
ficulties very much. Maine and Florida
DWIGHT P.
i grabbed the water fowl that I think even they would into the air as
Masonic Temple
they ran up to where he picture of fifty miles of coast in my have both fared well in the distribution.
n inter and ran
have spared a little time from their was. Then they would rest until he had mind, with every contour, sand-bar, spit
Had
the
one now on Old Man Ledge been
and
the
channel
as
marked
made
on
usual avocations to do a bit of shooting
changed
another trial of the depth. In a
V
buoy
clearly
W*#*#*#
■
■
there in the days of the
she
the weird and justify the name of the Club.
part of the channel it was, I learned, it as if I were looking at a model of it I never would have struck Cambridge,
is-on his back and
under
a glass case, (such a model as I
over
their
The many types of shipping we- passed always
PCtbacks, and the leader’s used to love
[ gone to pieces in a single night as she did.
to make
strange as we would have
was to pick out the
1
place where course? for Prof. in my collegeGeology
brought forth a well-turned problem
a
more like
Then
I
there
went
would
be
the
Davis.)
least
column from The Journal man; I will
swimming and on
told Charlie to keep her off and
! made a long
ONLY TWO GREAT PARTIES.
where the current was least
deck,
note:
a
This
Gloucester
merely
strong.
fishing
let her skirt the edges of the shoals as
short and
schooner, looking probably for bait; va- he did on the day I spent observing them
derable noise rious
with absolute
long as she would without striking and
[Rockland Courier-Gazette. J
as
the
of
chart
I
with
their
accuracy,
types
“bugeyes”
over.
For half an hour we sped
mass took on
We are glad to see that Col. Hale bemasts raking well aft on the wind and held open in my hands before me all the rolling
on before the
: became flipincreasing gale, I clinging lieves what so many of us also believe,
plumb when before it; canoes ditto, i. e., while showed. If I hadn’t seen the to the mast and
then flopping
whole thing myself 1 could hardly have
straining my eyes until
V,
canoes, 30 feet long and 8
Chesapeake
ached from such constant tension, namely that there can successfully exist
lown ward out
j,
their bottoms solid, thick planks imagined such discrimination possible. they
wide,
tv mg a trail of
The way in which the mothers coaxed and the salt brine encrusted around in this country only two great political
put together with trunneis, I imagine,
them.
I noted the slightest change in
narlie cried ex- as no
parties. He is convinced, as many of
timbers worthy the name are visi- the little fellows along was a pretty picthe contours of the low, dark strip of j
Catch him!”
ble in them.
Then for steamers, we had ture, too, and not unlike taking children
the rest of us are convinced, that one of
land
seven
miles
the
I’d
eaten
art of
shell the old side-wheelers
nothaway.
“Pocahontas,” “in swimming’’ for the first time.
but
a
of
bananas
all
and
and
The whinnying and
color, plying up the James and York Rivers to
couple
-nape
day
[ these great parties will continue to be
s,
neighing and dis- ing
I was dead tired, but a sort of exhilara- the Republican party, and he elects to
if a good-sized
|
and Richmond, and the “Emma tending of nostrils, the vigorous shaking
Shirley
tion induced by over-fatigue seemed to
cached jumper.
Giles” running between West River of manes and waving of tails and kicking
oioji
again
|
and
inches
I
felt
I
was
conquicken
my
of
senses,
twenty
the
[E,
heels,
general prancing and
ports and Baltimore, touching at Annap- up
l is in accord with many or the rest of us
mid completely
seeing
sunsnine
ana
inrougn
spray,
who are unable to believe that a blind
olis—place of pleasant memories and uasjiing
rv- as a eharaclead me to conclude that the domesticat- tive to changes in the land forms on the |
|t
June weens
ana .\avy nops, as well
of the ambitions of Theodore
I
ed horse as we know him is but a sad and dim horizon. At last I found what I following
> iiuie
as early morning starts on horseback to
wanted: a faint, hardly perceptible blue j Roosevelt is necessary for the political,
v occurring on
follow the hounds all day through Anne staid animal compared with his primitive
moral and business uplift of the country.
r thrills of extheir wild, free, joyous streak in the dark sky line, and—yes- I
Arundel County.
The “Aloah,” Com- ancestors in
Our friends of the new Progressive
farther on, another wider one: two openmoments of modore James’
tN. Y. Y. C.) barque- state.
! party tell us that they are no longer Rewhich
marked
to
the
••
initiated
nt.
ings
eye
[hterFormerly one could have these ponies al- the two
rigged auxiliary yacht, was at anchor at
sides of a promontory or an is- ! publicans or Democrats—that they conwritten now Old Point
Comfort. At Annapolis, where 1 most tor the trouble of catching them, I land. But
stitute a separate and distinct party. We
which
was it?
i:\
That
reminded of we
was
the i
am told; but
through the general increase vital
who decline to follow them off into pospent the night, the old schooner
|
which took place
question.
in
value
of
horse
flesh
in
recent years
litical byways will accord to them every
‘‘May Brown,” still, as in my days of
To distinguish things at a distance on I
getting lost in residence there, flying the flag of Mary- they are more in demand, bringing now
sincerity of purpose, but we will hope to
ugh running up land and with a gun mounted forward, from $20 to$100 apiece. During the three the water, one must know not only what be credited with
equal sincerity when we I
ike and being
forms a part of the State's “Oyster days I
spent in the region I be- to look for, but know beforehand how renew our expressions of faith in the Re•'s
bv a darkey
are going to look when
came
a
do
see
covetous
admirer
of
things
the
to
law
and
order
you
the
and
declare ourselves to
among
publican party
n
it bout painter Navy” menkeep
and protect their Deds from leader of the herd to which I have them, and how to interpret small signs. be as soundly progressive in our ambioyster
|
.1 of water, with
This
I
did
that
as
if
An active, wiry chestnut,
day
thieves—an aggressive, rough-and-ready referred.
my whole sea- tions as any who, for whatever reason,
She had with her,
with good pony conformation, strong faring life had been merely a prepara- elect to cast in their fortunes with a
set of fishermen, both whites and blacks.
n
lejrep.t old white- They are good fellows, too, if you strike shoulders, sinewy, straight, smooth legs tion for this supreme moment. I men- party which as a distinct
political organilie;
her son, a picka- them
tion it without hesitation, for I was zation we
believe to be ephemeral and
right. It has always been interest- and a flowing mane, he always stood
whom she “bosof it at the time, and it gave me a
ly
head
to the wind when grazing;
proud
to
me
to
see
their
loaded
boats,
frequenting
incapable of effective progressive and
were dressed in
“decks awash” up in the bay, rise per- ly sniffing, and listening, head erect, ac- new self-confidence.
permanent political achievement.
sat up stiffly in
To make a longstory short, after some
out of the water as they reach cording to his ancestral instincts, for an
Here in Maine it has been the custom
ceptibly
had about two the salt water of much
greater specific enemy. Behind him, a few feet in the of the hardest mental work I ever did, to fight but one campaign in presidential
a! mg a halfthe others invariably bunched and some of the
lower down near Norfolk. Then rear,
longest periods of unin- ! years, concluding with the September
.! she hoped to gravity,
too, the oysters have become lighter by themselves, all facing the same way as terrupted, close attention to one subject, I election. The activity of a new third
’•}-i st-viliage,”
and
he
as
a
weather-vane
to
the
I got that boat so placed that what I was ; party, inspired by a zeal natural to the
serving
draining, and Captains who used to run
a i**tter from
cargoes of them all the way to New observer ashore. The principles of lead- looking for bobbed up ahead of us just situation, calls for equal activity fron
I bought her York tell me it is
surprising how much ership were never more forcibly brought at dusk, where 1 wanted it to be. When others. We hope no time will be lost by
ar for
pilotage, the smacks come up out of water on the home to me than while I was watching 1 shouted exultantly and pointed it out the Republican State committee in sendits occupants
passage, drawing perhaps a foot less at this splendid animal, whose every move- to Charlie, it looked like a small, black, ing word down the line for organization
diage, and 1 the end of the voyage than at the start.
ment had a meaning to his followers.
tall silk hat bobbing up and down in the by county and town committees.
Whatp;u ting,—the
If I had been in the Mariette I’m not breakers and churning about round and ever
At Annapolis a familiar figure was
realignment is necessary by reason
ad against
wouldn’t have tethered him to her round in the yellow sand-laden, tide- of defection in committee ranks should
at the head of the dock which sure 1
a
iheirprimi- standing
pall-post and brought him home with us, driven water. Charlie thought 1 was be attended to. There is a Republican
runs into the City Square so far that you
I:i bans, are
we couldn’t quite handie him aboard
but
mad when I told him to steer in close to party in the United States, with a glorican watch all
the life of the marketimeras.
In
the little Myrtle, provided of course we it, and wouldn’t do it.
}
I ran and seized ous history, with a platform of equal
a few feet
place
away from a camp- could
1 have no doubt the wheel. I knew 1 was right! My calanyway stool on
have caught him.
rights and a sound protective tariff, with
your own deck. His black face
aboard the
that
would
Charlie
have
had
culations
had
worked
tiioug’n,
out
and my instinct a man for its presidential candidate who
was transformed into a smile as soon as
t 1 ought was
he recognized us; so wide that one might nerve enough to have jumped on his back told me this could be nothing else but the is without superior for rugged honesty,
;i bv all the
almost look down between the rows of if we could have gotten alongside of him black can-buoy marking the channel to broad statesmanship and noble sincerity
shouting
in the boat while he was swimming the North Edisto Inlet, and I let her drive,— of
purpose.
big white teeth and see successive layers ford and
g ne and moput a hawser round his neck, or over shoals which, if I’d been wrong in
We hope to see a Taft Club organized
of those delicious soft-shell crabs, oysa
from one
even his tail, for like all saiiors he was my reckoning would have led to
and roe-shad for which
ship- in Rockland. We think there are quite a
It seemed ters, terrapin
But I wasn't wrong, number of Republicans here who would
crazy to get on a horse, and like ail I've wreck instantly.
of hours his little restaurant close at hand is ever seen, too, he probably knew worse and in an
ip!e
we
hour
were
anchored
like to make themselves known in some
r
saftdy
It
i finally ac- famous in this part of Maryland.
j didn’t take him long to get the bow line than nothing about them, even though he at Young’s Island, and the natives were such visible fashion.
i two Hahad
sailor’s
life
his
round
us
and
us
“where
by
begun
crawling
crowding
asking
we threw him over the pile heads of the
*'V
taking her wharf, I can tell
through the hawse-Dine.
in H —we had come from anvwav! where
AUTO REGISTRATION FOR 1913
you.
we had
and the night
MAKING NORTH EDISTO INLET.
spent
the.day
to come m irom tne desolate waste ot
mil made up
before in the blow, for we certainly
The new motor vehicle registration
Off Port Royal and St. Helena SoundE.
unpeopled waters and find a familiar
1 camera at
couldn’t have lived outside and they law
of our closest calls while tryrequires annual registration of autoordinary or face and hand to welcome you at the we had one to
hadn’t seen us inside.”
When we told mobiles and other motor vehicles, in[
Charleston, after being at them
the regions edge of the inhabited land is not the ing to get
L
round
and
looked
stood
at
stead of the registration being continuOwing to our us andthey just each other on the back.
Aod it was least of the pleasures of ojean cruising, sea two days and a night.
slapped
ous, as under the old law. Consequenteither, and and here I would like to say a word about compass errors—the instrument being
It was here, at Young’s Island, that
affected by its proximity to the engine,
ly Secretary of State Cyrus W. Davis
a man who probably welcomes as many
c
ae with a
we fell in with the Madeline from Boswill call at once for co-operative bids in
we were
as I have already explained—
1:
ng the Semi- yachtsmen, winter and summer, as any
friend Capt. Gethro, owner and connection with the registration
plates
miles out of our reckoning, and ton, my
other
in
the
and
does
it
t
twenty
well,
country,
Everglades
captain. He and his crew joined the ad- for 1913. A new color will be adopted
could photo- too. I refer to my old friend Capt. Ben j when we made land at daylight I had no
,i
of natives on the Standard
miring
throng
of
State
to
the
we
secretary
where
in
distinguish
the
\
were,
thmr canoe Whitten, who has charge of the New- means of telling
Oil Co. 's little pier, to which we all tied by
ii%a&i^i&iiSfa£i93ii3iB£ii&8&f9& ►?«►?« ►****«
the new registration from the old and he
unbeknown to port, R. I., station of the New York mist and stormy sky. These low shores up. A few
this same Made- will take
later,
nights
the
matter
soon with
up
very
!
alike
at
to
a
all
look
in
the
and
time,
of the
ne
especially
any
summer,
was as long Yacht Club
a powerful passenger boat some 50 the Maine Automobile association in reline,
much maneuver- dock of Mr. Flagler’s big hotel, the stranger, but in cloudy or hazy weather feet
long, was reported as lost outside,
He is
to the choice of a new color.
ting a deer, or Royal Palm, at Miami,in the winter. He j they are hopeless. And on this coast it is but got in some days later after a terri- gard
,
also looking into the matter of color tags
How satisfac- knows every boat of ary size, owner and j impossible to approach them closely ble
That
was the night we used
experience.
New
other
the few landmarks
England States, so
by
Transient Stable ?
pictures show. captain, both North and South, and if enough to recognize
tried to cross Beaufort Bar, but gave i as to avoid if
tt'
possible conflicting colors.
know anything about them that do exist; for the dangerous shoals
want'to
you
constitute
|SIe.
*
\\
street
iust
off
Main street. 1 have single and
situated
on
miles
Is
from
ashington
He make out for seven
shore,
nted States, when in his locality,— go to him.
It
can tell you just where your friend's and if one is swamped here there is no
'c iny
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patron,i
impresto land. In fact, I
! it that
hardly yacht is lying at the present moment; i hope of swimming
Iy28
age is solicited. Telephones —stable 235-2, house 61-13.
•
nt, as the subject find a cook in an emergency for your own imagine there is no more dangerous place
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
board.
on
Atlantic
sea
is
our
Cod
Ig
after
look
Cape
and I al- boat;
your mail, telegrams
:
in lhapter II. and packages during your absence and bad enough, as I know from having spent
i,
have
them
when
nt
them
from
ready
you step on hill two days and nights without sleep in
n
mi ly interest- float, and have your boat there waiting trying to get round it on more than one
■’eristic pictures, for you at precisely any day or hour of occasion since my college days and the
lito attend which it
c
r, we came the day or night you desire. Throughout New London races,
1857
»io
LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE
11 is, as 1 all the year all kinds of people pass was a habit then to sail round “the
I
f
Everglades across his various floats, from drunken Cape.” But “the Cape” is well providCOE
will tell you to use E. FRANK
FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
They
ed with every aid to navigation known to
}
st swamp in sailors to the first ladies and gentlemen
||
manned life-saving
in the Best Equipped Faitory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
4
it comprises of this and all other civilized lands, and science, and fully
(|
icsI is covered he knows how to meet them all as they stations are always on the alert to helh
& HALL, Belfast
_
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tedious dnd
8low Process.
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working them
the junij,8 k> rlch red water
is
'“"si ha« P r roots.
opened up and
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met, attend

to

their every

snakes, want while under his care and start them
nious reptiles
safely on their way, their belongings
vere repeat- stowed in shipshape fashion beside them,
ious vapors and nothing forgotten.
-d. We sufferHe is non one of those spineless “trim-

ccasin

mers” either, who answer every dissatisfied person with the stereotyped phrase
As
“I try to treat everyone alike.”
soon as a person heaves in sight, either
in a tender from the waterside or from
Thames Street at the head of the dock;
whether afoot, in automobile or liveried
coach, he seems to know instinctively,
even if seen for the first time, the man’s
calibre and the exact “number of guns”
he is entitled to, and the amount of consideration and deference shown is in acIt isn’t always the man in
cordance.
the smallest single-sticker who gets the
least attention, either.
His floats and station houses, with
comfortable verandas, are models of
shipshape neatness, resplendent with
varnish and fresh, white enamel paint,
bis own handiwork before the season
opens.

you out of trouble; .moreover there is a
constant procession of ships to follow
over Nantucket shoals if you miss your
way. But on this early spring morning
when we struck those Carolina shoals
south of Charleston, not a landmark, not
an aid to navigation, not a ship of any
kind did we see, nor did any show itself
during the entire rainy, misty, stormy
day from daylight to dusk. We were
“alone, all, all alone,—alone on a wide
wild sea” to all intents and purposes.
We floundered around on the edge of the
shoals, to enter which meant death; yet,

swept by stray currents,

we w^re scarcethem against the con“on shore” “breeze
of wind.” To describe the innumerable
times we headed her off shore with the
engine going full speed only to see her
fall off and be driven sideways towards
the breakers again—and this under a
three-reefed sail—would be too heartrending if I could give it as it happened.
And right here I would like to call attention to a fact that was brought home to
me very forcibly throughout this entire
day, i. e., the vast difference there is
between a boat, however large and
vessel
a
however small.
My own
craft, Mariette, of over 24 tons burden

ly able to keep off
stantly freshening

Thick-set, squarely built, firm on his
feet but quick-moving and active as a
good sailor-man must be, he presentsv
in the trim uniform ojf. the N. Y. Y. C. a
helped fitting picture of a swarthy mariner. and
*

65

feet

over

all—about
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the Prize Winner
Mrs. Edgar J. Fogg

of Lewiston

was

awarded

15 Prizes in Domestic Science
Fair, Lewiston, this

She
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uses

year.
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quality
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COE-MORTIMER

TRUCKING.

at the Maine State

always

i

for bread, cake and pastry

baking.

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten*
tion. Telephone connection

W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, B Hast
W.
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Everybody Does.

Ask for It

FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCERS.
\f,

_’___

STEA IMPRESSING
and REPAIRING
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO

ORDER^

At 52 High Street.

twice

I6tf
•;

1.

:i\

(

COMPANY

Tel. 216-13

NEW

YORK.

lv

f

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work in Chir.r ody. Manicur-

ing, Shampooing

and Facial Work.

Also a

full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro's Store, Phoenix Row.
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CHARLES A.
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gale

is a

serious
must

and

keep

especially so
up and doing

to
or

get behindhand.
The best medicine to take for it is
the great constitutional remedy

Manager

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Which purifies and enriches the blood
and builds up the whole system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
the line

is

people that

ADVERTISING Terms.
For one square, one
Inch' length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

“They say”

Appetite

Is loss of vitality, vigor or tone, and la
often a forerunner of pi'ostrating dis-

EVERY THUKSDAY BY

myth;

The Improvement Society will meet at the
office of Dunton & Morse, Monday,October 7th,
at 7 p. m.

Coughs

Dance this evening at Seaside Grange hall
with music by Keyes orchestra. Ice cream
and cake will be on sale.

and Colds i

A public supper will be given in the vestry
of the Universalist church Thursday evening,
Oct. 10th at 6 o’clock. Tickets 25 cents.

You couid

Local sportsmeh have not had very good success thus far, finding only scattering birds, but
confidently expect better shooting a little later.
A full attendance is requested at the meeting of Seaside Grange tomorrow, Friday, evening, as matters of importance are to be discussed.

WEDDING BELLS.

but we’ve had it—several of them.

Gibson-Berky. A brilliant society event
was
Monday’s wedding at West Newton,
Mass., when the bride was Miss Marian Berry

has been prohis recent visit to AtThe October business meeting of the Womlanta, Georgia, The Daily Constitution and the groom, Stewart Knowlton Gibson of an’s Hospital Aid will be held with*Mrs. E. A.
of that city told T. R. to take his hat the same suburb. It was an evening
wedding, Wilson, Franklin street, Friday, October 4th
and the scene of the ceremony the Channing at 2.30 p. m.
and go home,
Southern

verbial, but

hospitality
on

Unitarian church, with Mr. Sturtevant of Ja-

Dr. E. D. Tap'ey ha3 gone on a fishing trip
down the bay in his gasoline cruiser Red
Gables, accompanied by his brother, O. L. Tapley of West Brooksville.

“The Election and maica Plain at the
organ. The officiating clerits Result” the Civic League Record gyman was Rev.
Harry Lutz. Miss Berry is
says: “Waldo refused re-election to a well known in Maine society circles, for she
nullifying sheriff, elected as sheriff a has annually summered at Wis<&sset, and was
man of
ability and strict integrity, born in Belfast. She was given away by her
pledged tc enforcement, who ran ahead mother, Mrs. Arthur Leslie Berry, and was atof his ticket 125 votes; and reiused to tended by a maid of honor and four bridesmaids.
The bride wore a stunning creation
send to the State senate that loudof brocade with point applique lace and pearl
mouthed opponent of prohibition and
trimmings. Her tulle veil was caught by a
enforcement, the present mayor of Bel- spray of orange blossoms and she carried a
fast.”
shower bouquet of white roses and lilies of the
In

commenting

on

valley. Her maid of honor was Miss Louise
Emerson of Newton, Mass., who was gowned
in white charmeuse, veiled in American Beauty chiffon and her bouquet was white roses
and mignonette. White charmeuse and lace,
with touches of American Beauty chiffon, constituted the dresses of the bridesfhaids, who
carried American Beauty roses and were: Mrs.
Arthur H. Jacks of Evanston, 111., a sister of
the bridegroom; Miss Marian A. Stutson of
West Newton, Miss Elizabeth F. Aldrich of
j
Providence, R. I., and Miss Priscilla Kimball, j
of Bath, Me. Ewart C. Caldwell of Newton,
|

Judge Hurley held both complaints to
he defective, as they merely described
the saloons as located “on the east side
of Mein street,” without giving the

number.—Rockland Opinion.
It is
find a

surprising how readily the courts
technicality on which to free the

rumseller from the entanglements of the
law.

With the courts

on

his side the

THE MAINE Y. M. C- A.

The News of Belfast.
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not please us better than to ask your doctor

about Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

~—n-n

im

mi

■■

■J

Any good doctor will tel! you that a mcdi- J
cine Tike Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral cannot

do its best work if the bowels are conitipated. Ask your doctor if he knows
tnything better than Ayer’s Pills for cor-

Samuel Adams’ jewelry store, where 1a
seating
plan of the Bangor auditorium may be seen.
Steamer Notes.
naven

The

boats of the Vinal-

success

Suits, Coats*- Dresses

in

lieves, Deforming county associations, which
shall have oversight of the work in each county, under the leadership of a secretary who
knows what boys need, and what they want.
He visits at frequent intervals the small towns
of the county, and at first gets the volunteer
workers, who are indispensable, as local acquaintance is necessary to commence forming
boys clubs or even Y. M. C. A. branches. After
this is done, he has general ‘oversight of the
clubs or branches and keeps all interested.
This plan has been tried with immense success in New York and other States; its first
application in Maine, as seen in Aroostoo k
county, bids fair to outrival the success of the
project in other States.
The program of the past summer with the
Aroostook

County Association has been large-

members of the

training

boys clubs started

boys
followed,

the

for the field events which

FOR LADIES and

MISSES

Cleverly Cut, Beautifully Tailored

in ^

Warm, Fashionable Materials.
An invitation is extended to aii to visit this

dtp

n

JAMES H. HOWES

I

Fall and Winter

I Millinery Opening
|||
I|| SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5,
We will Exhibit

To which all

&

are

a

Full Line of Milliner

cordially invited.

MRS. F. G. SPINNEY

MILLINER

in

WELLS,
|iMMM»M9RMaK8«M9K
MRS. B. F.

Main St

bteamboat company en
fall arrangement. Sept. 30th.
The service is daily, Sunday ex:epted. Steamer Governor Bodwell leaves Vinalhaven at 7
a.
While Mr. I. A. Conant was packing his
m. and 1 p. m. and,
ucsi
auu
returning, leaves Rockland
uic
luaoo., v»n»
uidii,
USUt'IS, ill! UJ
at
his
home
on
he
Green
found
street
goods
from Tillson wharf at 9:30 a. m. and 3:30
cannot be avoided a concurrent sentence whom were fraternity friends of the groom, j
p. m.,
one of the old-time firemen’s belts in a good
;
touching at Hurricane each trip.
Steamer
may he given under which he can serve were Arthur H. Jacks of Evanston, 111., and state of preservation.
It is black patent
Vinalhaven leaves Swan’s Island at 5:30 a. m.
Charles
E.
of
West
brothGibson,
Jr.,
one.
Newton,
number
of
GO
sentences
in
day
any
leather with Belfast in red letters and has a
and returning, leaves Rockland at 1:30 p. m.,
M. R KNOW!
ers of the groom; marker W. Taylor of Pittsbrass clasp buckle. On the inside ts the name
touching each trip at North Haven and StonFor bargains in
We look upon the management of the burg, N. H., Carl W. Sawyer of Cambridge,
of its owner, Amos Worcester.
also shore lots aDemocratic campaign in W'aldo county Mass., Robert H. Hatch of Concord, Mass.,
ington; and until further notice will make a
prices. Houses
The October meeting of John Cochran landing at Isle au Haut on Tuesdays and Friashaving shown the least ability and the He«ry S. Smith of Norwood, Mass., Robert B.
RtsA
The quickest and easiest way to open up 1
greatest amount of mismanagement that Belknap of Benton Harbor, Mich., and Benja- Chapter of the D. A. R. will be held at the nays, weather permitting, each way ...An- the cordial reception given by Aroostook coun"
free
the
throat
head
and
_3w39
we ever saw crowded into any campaign
ty people to the new Y. M. C. A. proposition. your mucus clogged
Arts and Crafts room on Church street, Mon- nouncement is made by the Maine Steamship
min P. Burpee of Manchester, N. H.
is to breathe Booth’s
secretions
Catarrhal
ftom
Among
As soon as the State Y. M. C. A. authorities
by any party. —Hanson’s Herald.
HYOMEI.
the out of town guests were Mr. and Mrs. W. | day, October 7th, at 7.30 p. m. with Mrs. Whit- line of the Eastern Steamship Corporation
can attend to the necessary details of organiz
This is the lemon that the defeated
Don’t waste time with impossible methods-*,
H. Quimby of Belfast. Miss Berry is an at- ten and Mrs. Mahoney as hostesses. Pro- that commencing October 1st, the fare bethe Association in the remaining 14 coun
HYOMEI has ended the misery of Catarrh for
candidate for State Senator hands to
ing
tween
Roll
Historic
Landmarks
Bosand
of
New
Portland,
York
Call,
Me.,
gram:
will
be
retractive and popular West Newton young
A complete dinii._
thousands of despairing sufferers; it will do
ties besides Aroostook and York, it is expect
State committeeman Eben F. Littlefield
duced to $3; a reduction in the price of statethe same for you if you will give it a fair trial. six chairs, sideboai i
lady. Mr. Gibson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. ton; pajer: The Revolution to the Evacuation
ed that all over Maine, the form of rural Y. M
and
Catarrh
it
kills
condition. A}
good
Just
breathe
and county chairman Dr. Everard A. Charles Ellsworth
rooms
germs
of
will
Mrs.
Frank
H.
also
become
it;
Lexeffective at the same
Boston,
Mayo; reading,
Gibson, and was born in
C. A. activity will meet with approval from al I banishes Catarrh. A HYOMEI outfit, which inMR-'.
time. Never before has the rate for transporWil son. We of the other side did not Kansas City. He was graduated from Dart- ington, Whittier, Miss Cochran; paper, Pau
2w39
00.
cludes inhaler, costs $1
Separate bottles,
Maine people interested in the welfare of th<
tation between Portland and New York
find the gentlemen so severely censured mouth College a year ago and is a Boston busi- Revere, Miss Ginn; reading, Joseph Warren,
if afterwards needed, 50 cents, at pharmacists
by Pine Tree State boys.
steamer been so low, and the public will doubteverywhere. Money back from A. A. Howes
deficient either in ability or manage- ness man, being connected with the Electrical M. D., O. W. Holmes, Mrs. E. P. Frost.
& Co. if dissatisfied.
less be quick to avail themselves of the lowThe newly weds will be at
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fish of North Belfast,
SEARSMONT.
ment; but recognized, as no doubt they Supply House.
fares which will remain in effect until further
home after December first at 40 Sylvan Ave- who were married
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Staples of Rocklam
did themselves, that they were handiSaturday, Sept. 21st, were notice. The
steamships North Land and North called upon friends in town Sept. 27th-Rev
L.ICENSEO
nue, West Newton, Mass.
a
serenade
the
following Wednesday Star of
given
capped by one candidate on their ticket,
this route are most comfortable vesand Mrs. H. P. Taylor visited friends in Turne:
Real Estate. Live S!
about 75 of their friends and wellevening
by
and had he not been called off the stump
the
a
Hanson-Wood.
A very pretty wedding
most attractive one and as to
sels,
trip
last week, and attended the W. C. T. L. conwishers. The usual musical instruments were
Terms Reasonable
in this county it is doubtful if even a took place Wednesday morning, Sept. 25th, at
New- York city it is the grandest city in the
vention in Auburn-Mr. Eben Cobb “ha*
the home of Mr. and_ Mrs. Freeman Wood,
in evidence and the cow bells, horns and tin
world to visit at any season of the year... .The
fREEDO
solitary Democrat could have been elect- Middle street, when their daughter, M. Evelyn, cans were
bought a iew Buick touring car... .Charles
skillfully manipulated by the jolly steel fliers, the Massachusetts
was united in marriage to Ole Hanson, Rev.
ed.
and Bunker Jones has moved into the
Cobb
tenementjover
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fish
with
responded
O. W. Folsom officiating. Rings wTere exchang- performers.
Hill of the Metropolitan
Steamship line, be- & Paine’s store ...Hutchins Bro’s of Belfast
ed. At the strains of Mendelssohn’s wedding a treat of candy and cigars and entertained
tween New York and Boston, will be withPresident Taft and Gov. Wilson met
march, played by Miss Ruth Cahill, the bride their
have set a fine piece Y»f monumental work in
in a very cordial and graceful drawn from
guests
passenger service after this week, Oak Grove
-b
by chance in Boston last Thursday, and groom, attended by the bride’s sister, Miss
cemetery for Charles Ripley of
manner.
the
were
During
and
evening
they
preBant
the closing trip to be made from Boston on
Hanson. Jr., as best man, enshook hands and had a cordial meeting. Bertha,
Boston in memory of his father and mother. It
tered the reception room, one corner of which sented with a large and very handsome rocking
October 4th and from New York on October
As they are gentlemen it is not surpris- was a bower of palms and roses. The bride
is a block of granite seven feet high, weighing
chair, the appropriate presentation speech 5th.Beginning with the
was
change of railroad ten tons....Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Craig entergowned in a tailored suit of
ing that even in the midst of the acri- Alicebecomingly
blue with a black picture hat trimmed being made by Mr. Henry Ladd. Mr. and Mrs’ time tables last Monday either the steamer
tained a party of friends at the Windsor House,
monious utterances that have character- with white ostrich, and carried white roses, Fish are now enjoying a visit at the former
Pemaqnid or Sieur De Monts will make th-ee
Belfast, Saturday night Sept. 21st.... Mrs. A
ized the year 1912 they should have ex- j The bridesmaid wore an attractive gown of home of Mr. Fish in Newr Vineyard, Me., but
a
| blue silk embroidered with gold. She also will return and make their home in North Bel- trips week to Rockland and return from Mt. L. McCorrison visited her sister, Mrs. R. F.
changed the courtesies usual among carried roses. After the wedding,
Desert Ferry by way of Fox Island Thoroughlunch was
Dunton, in Belfast last week.
In
a
recent
served, the table being effectively decora'ed fast.
gentlemen.
a|n*
speeclj before a with
me boat will
c-ggeiiioggin neacn.
smilax and pink roses. The bride was a
|
Minnesota audience Gov. Wilson said;
leave
the
at
5.45
a.
m.
munnuL,
Ferry
6.05
Mondays,
graduate of the Belfast High school, in the : North Belfast. A company of friends
Master Freddie Palmer was called from
1 want to pay my tribute of respect to i class of 1903, and for the past three years has 1 and
On the Monday
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fish, to Wednesdays and 5.15 Fridays.
neighbors
the President of the United States.
I been working in the interest of her father in I the number of about
trip Castine, Stonington and North Haven will Hebron Academy to attend the funeral of his
at
the
home
75,
gathered
do not believe that any man in the Unit- Bath. The groom was a graduate of the Bath
be omitted; Wednesdays points on the Reach grandfather, Freeman Ricker ...Mrs. Evie
cf her parents, where they reside, Wednesday
ed Stages who knows the facts can ques- High school, 1904, and in 1908 he graduated
will be omitted; and Fridays the boat will not Twombly, Miss S. A. Mansur and Mrs. Delia
from Webb Academy of Naval Architecture
to
evening, Sept. 25th,
tion the patriotism or the integrity or and
pay proper observance
:
Marine
and is now employed
touch at Stonington and North Haven. From Bartlett of Monroe, attended the State conof their recent marriage.
the public purpose of the man who now : with the Engineenng
Although it was
Crowell-Sherman-Stalter Co. of
vention of the W. C. T. U. in Auburn last
presides at the executive office in Wash- Cleveland, Ohio at Lyons, N. Y., on the new somewhat of a surprise the hostess was equal Rockland, which will be departed from at 6
Little Olivia, the 9-years old daughter
ington. If he lias got into bad company Erie barge canal. They received many useful to the occasion and received her guests with o’clock Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, week
the steamer will omit North Haven,
that is no fault of his, because he didn’t ; and attractive gifts, including cut glass, china,
e
ease and hospitality.
Stoning- of Ansel Benson, is in a Bangor hospital, where
Several useful
ladylike
choose the company; it was there before- | silver, checks, etc. The bridal couple left on
she has undergone an operation for appenton and Castine Tuesdays; Dark Harbor and
articles
were
the
bride
and
were
the noon rain for a trip through Massachupresented
a
hand.
on the Reach Thursdays, and
setts and New York and will be at home after
Saturdays dicitis. .Miss Doris Knights entertained the
graciously received. The evening was passed points
L. T. L. and some of the parents, and her
will
omit
North
Haven and Stonington only.
Nov. 1st at Lyons, New York.—Bath Times.
i n bestowing congratulations upon the happy
The Kennebec Journal says it is genmother furnished ice cream and cake for all.
couple the time being interspersed with sev- PROSPECT.
erally believed that the 76th legislature P ROSPECT FERRY.
....Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Simpson <>f Belfast
ever
eral
Mr.
and
musical
selections.
Mrs.
are
Fish
The
Bee
Club
G; pt. S. S. Heagen arrived
Busy
spent the day Sept. 25th were in town Sunday ...Mr. Horace Webber
wili make a number of important changes
Thursday from : now in
Somerset County visiting his relatives. with Mrs. Inez Libby in Frankfort. The next has
gone to Boston to visit his daughter.
in the State highway law and amend- Pensacola, Fla., and will be the guest of his
once.
or
They will return in a few weeks to reside here. meeting will be with Mrs. Elsie Killman Oct
ments to the | restnt law are already be- mother, Mrs. G. W. Dow, for several weeks....
.Miss Millie Mitchell has closed her house 16th.... Miss
Miss Dora Pierce and friend, who have been
Georgia Haley returned Friday
ing discussed. One important amend- the
for the season and has gone to New Mexico, from a week’s visit with friends n
Bangor and
guests for two weeks of Mrs. W. D. Harriment which is likely to be presented at
where she will spend the winter with her vicinity.... Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Lindsey and
man, returned by Saturday’s boat to their
the coming legislative session is a proFrank Mitchell. She intends to visit daughter, who have been
uncle,
home in Peabody, Mass_Miss Sue J. Tukey
visiting his father,
WATCHMAN AT THE
California some time during the winter. Miss Horace Lindsey, for the
vision such as obtains in Vermont, giv- of Damariscotta was a
past two weeks have
week-end guest of Mrs.
i
Helen
who
has
been
with
Miss
Mitchell
Brown,
returned to their home in Massachusetts
ing the State highway commissioner dis- Mary Smith-Miss Bernice Kingsbury visited
I
SHOE FACTORY
the past summer, has gone to Boston_Pearl The friends of Mrs. Ansel
who
it
her
at
Gross,
the
to
withhold State aid
cretionary power
grandmother, Mrs. Wilson Dow, in North
of Danvers, Mass., arrived last Friday,
Eastern Maine General Hospital in
from any town that neglects to maintain Searsport last week.... Edward Avery took a Wiley
Bangor,
called here by the illness of his father, Capt. will be pleased to know that she
is getting
its pieces of State road already built. buckboard party to Monroe fair on WednesE. W. Wiley. Mr. Wiley has been suffering along nicely and
hopes to be home again soon.
Another suggested amendment is one day.... W. D. 1 arriman was in Belfast Satur- with
sciatica during the past two weeks. He
.Miss Ada Boyd of Frankfort was the guest
on business-Miss
Emily Genn lpft by is
compelling towns to complete construc- day
somewhat
at this writing_Mrs. of her
better
train Saturday morning for Auburndale, Mass.,
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Killtion on a piece of road before
they can to resume her position in Lassell Seminary.... Ada Wiley went to the Maine General Hospi- man, several days last week_Quite a numbuild farther on along the same road. In
Mrs. W. H. Harriman and two children, Mary tal Wednesday for treatment_Virgie Beck- ber from here attended the dance at Sandysome cases, at the present
time, where and William, left Friday for Bath for a fe* with, who is attending the Normal school at point last Friday night_Mrs. John Rainy
there has been a piece of road in the weeks’ stay while Capt. Harriman’s vessel Castine, was at home Saturday and,Sunday.... and little daughter are visiting her parents,
Mrs. Nina Stevens is visiting in Boston. On Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Clark, in
=
Swanville, for =
designated State road, where it did not sch. Jacob M. Haskell, is being repaired.
of us an
the month of October you can
her return she will visit her sister in Wells.
a few weeks-Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Dow,
seem to the town desirable to build, the
Mrs. Isabel Harris and son Jerome spent TuesFREE trial.
on
New Advertisements. You are invited to
suthorities have passed by that piece WEST FRANKFORT,
Edison
day in Bangor.
Ralph Clark was at work with his engine last shop
Saturdays at the Howes dry goods store,
of road and continued the construction
week cutting up silo corn for Horace Murphy Odd Fellows
it 2 weeks and then if you want to own the best
block. Special bargains are offarther along upon the same road. These in Swanville.... Mrs. Charles Grant
spent one fered for that day. See those for next SaturPotatoes tn Aroostook.
us in 50c. per week.
in the world
amendments seem to be needed. In this day last week with Mrs. Susie Carter... .Miss
day. There are many new arrivals in suits,
The
Fort Fairfield Review reports that the
city, instead of building a continuous Florence Ben3on is at work for Mrs. Ed. coats and dresses for ladies and misses and an
This small amount you would never miss and it
of potatoes has varied from 80
cents a
State road, unconnected sections have Chapin at Dodges Corner... .Mr. Clements is invitation is extended to all to visit this de- price
°
barrel to
o
that
than you could
25th
the
Sept.
$1.50_and
price
vou more
would
been left to build elsewhere, and little visiting his daughter,Mrs. Edgar Ward
Mr.
partment-The New York Bargain Store was about $1.05. Some of the starch factories
have begun operations and the
Yours
care has been given to completed sec- and Mrs. Fred Thayer were in Belfast last announces that owing to its increase in busiprice paid for
for it in any other way.
potatoes at the factories is 50 cents a barrel
tions.
It is money thrown away to build Thursday... .Several from here attended the ness the basement has been transformed into Help is
very scarce in the potato fields. Farmharvest feast held Saturday evening, Sept. an
a section of State road and then let it
up-to-date salesroom, where the latest ers are paying $2.50 and $3.00, but the laborers !
are usually
28th, at Granite Grange, North Searsport. A
asking $3.50 and $4.00, and it is
Copyright, 19C
in
cloaks, suits, furs and millinery will be freely
styles
What is needed, for the
go to pieces.
predicted that $3 50 may be paid before
chicken supper was served by the ladies and a
shown. Open evenings... Carle & Jones have very
ffiirijarii). S’tvn, \
in
town.
whenever
long. The season of digging has begun
protection of taxpayers, is a reliable sys- very pleasant time was enjoyed.
the
hear
Come in and
Rochester, i\
just received 6,850 rolls of 1913 wall paper to be so late that it promises to be unusually short,
tem of inspection by a State official, to
■and all the farmers are
sold at 5 and 10 cents. It is the largest line
burryingtoget through
of D. W. Benner of Palermo
see that the work is'done
before the possibility of too severe
tmroa,
and
winj
properly
frosts.
of 5 cent paper ever received in Belfast...
that it is not carried on to serve personal Center, died oept. 29th, aged 77 years. She
Mrs B. F. Wells and family publish a card
had
been
in failing health for several months
or political ends.
and blind for 12 years. She is survived by her of thanks-Those engaged in trapping fox,
husband; by three sons. Frank of Worcester, mink, coon and other animals will be interestWALDO.
Daniel of Lynn, Mass., and Augustus of Port- ed in the advt. of Edgar R. Page_James
Members of Frederick Ritchie Grange and
four dauehters, Mrs. Harriet Grov- Pattee offers at private sale the household
friends united in giving Mr. and Mrs. C. W. land; bv
in his former residence, 42 Cedar street.
Shorey a surprise party on the evening of or, of Augusta, Mrs. William Marden, Mrs. goods
I,
The Holeproof stockings are sold in BelSept. 30th, Mr. Shorey’s birthday. A hand- Fred Bailey, Mrs. Alonzo Scyts of Palermo;
fast only at The Dinsmore Store. They are
CI"'|S
some
rocker
upholstered in leather was also one sister, Mrs. Jane Hussey of Houlton.
A. Matthews publishes
presented to Mr. Shorey. The ladies came Mrs. Benner was born in Liberty, but for many guaranteed-George
and t.
a.caution notice... .Bound books in good conheavily laden with sandwiches and cake, years had resided in Palermo.
dition at 25 cents each at 76 Main street, up
which all enjoyed. A pleasant evening was
fils
stairB... .William Tell flour is a prize winner.
passed in conversation, music and dancing
ot
Ask for it at your grocers... .Young man
Among those present were Mr. and Mrs. A.
wanted to work in the retail department of
E. Sprague, Mrs. Bert "Shorey, Mrs. Lizzie
real skill on 1
The Dinsmore Store....Auction sale of farm,
Randall, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ellis, Herbert Paul,
tailors who 1
farming tools, stock and household goods at
M r. and Mrs. W. E. Harding, Sidney Evans,
East Thorndike at 10 a. m., Oct. 17th. J. W.
Miss Laura HolmeB, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. SimThe “soft
FINEST EVER FOR GAS. SOURNESS, FER- Deane auctioneer....See card of Geneva P.
mons, son and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
of
Fall
and
Winter
MENTATION, HEAVINESS AND UPSET
at
our
the
We
office
extend
a
of
Opening
Heal,
H.
without
public
stenographer,
most
to
attend
cordial invitation to the
Littlefield and son,Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith,
STOMACH.
C. Buzzell, Esq., Pythian block, Belfast. Office
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman CroSB, Mr. and
on
Mrs. Send name and address to Boooth’s MI-O-NA, hours 9. a. m.
October 5th. Our line is the largest and best ever, and we have a
is the
to
4
m.
Tel.
26-4.Carle
&
p.
Henry Gurney, Misses Mildred and Katherine
N. Y. Say -Send me sample of MI- Jones will 8*11 Ford cars, delivered in
Buffalo,
assortment
of
all the latest ideas.
Belfast,
note” of the sc."
Gurney, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. WebEter, Miss
and you will have an opportunity to and
fully equipped, at the following prices:
Ada Webster, Merle Smith, Clyde Shorey, O-NA,the distinctive
try for yourself a remedy for Indigestion, runabout $666; 5-passenger
Doris A. Shorey.
touring car, $630.
,
Dyspepsia, Gastritis or Catarrh of the Stomach
the
month
of
October
can
During
you
that has relieved and cured thousands upon
get
redeems from t
from Carle & Jones an Edison Phonograph on
thousands of people throughout America.
Day of
We are
to make a
Open Time on Deer.
at SPECIAL PRICES on
So certain are MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets in
absolutely free trial. After two weeks if you
a
this fall
a nice lot of'Ostrich and Willowv Plumes.
Bangor, Sept. 30. The deer burning season any case of disordered stomach that A. A. Howes
Anyone
in Maine will begin on Tuesday, Oct. 1st, and & Co. will supply you with the distinct under- want to own it you can have it by paying 50
season of the
are
will
be
Plumes
any
on
Saturday.
t'1'
run through Dec. 13th, and from all that can
standing that if you are dissatisfied with re- cents a week... One-third discount by Carle
be learned from guides, camp owners and sults they will refund the purchase price. & Jones, for
TERMS CASH.
threq, days only, on all their
year.
others acquainted with the subject, conditions Could anything be fairer? For Dizziness, Bilware in stock, to make robm for
holiday
are much more favorable this season than in
iousness, Headache, Nervousness, Sleepless- Agate
See their advt_Lost, rear auto
1911. Indications are that deer are at least as ness, or fny disease arising from an upset. goods.
numerous as at-any time in the last five years
Weak or sick stomach, MI-O-NA Stomach Tab- lamp with license tag "Maine 2671." Return to
and the animals appear to be in-excellent con- lets are highly recommended. 60 cents a box E. F.
12 Main St..
Rich, Bangor Savings Bank and be reall over America.J
dition.
jjjj
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laugh at the sheriff and
county attorney who have done their
duty. Even after conviction the sentence
may he suspended; or if a jail- sentence
offender can

tered

ana

on

KocKiana

their

^

in

Sherman having over 100 boys enrolled.
At the meets, which included baseball, fi *ld
and track events, the boys were provided with
good, clean sport under the best of leadership.
Baseball gathes were played off between teamiin the southern part of the county, which resulted in better feeling between the boys of
those towns. Groups were enrolled in Sherman, Hodgdon, Island Falls, Littleton, Presque
Isle, Houlton and other places.
A large extension of Y. M. C. A. work is t<
result in Maine in the near future following
one

Arrival^

Many New

Aroostook county and is now
being introduced into York county, where a
secretary is at work.
The efficient Christian service which has
been rendered in the cities of Maine by the Y
M. C. A. has been made possible largely
through the skilled efforts of strong, trained
secretaries, who have specialized in solving
the problems of boys and young men. The
need of this is just as great, if not greater, in
the country, but it has long been a difficult
question with Y. M. C. A. how to reach the
boys with the skilled service of the trained
secretary in scattered communities.
The
problem has been solved, the Association begreat

for coughs, colds, croup, bror.chitis. Thousands of families
always keep it in the house.
The approval of their physician and the experience of
many years have given them
great confidence in this
standard cough medicine.
Sold for seventy years.

At the meetings of Waldo Lodge, No. 12, Frithis sluggishness of the liver.
day, Oct. 4th'and Aurora Rebekah Lodge, No. recting
Kwu bT the J. O. ATE2 CO., Lowell. Masn
10, Oct. 8th, Independent Order of JOdd Fellows, business of great importance will be conT°ld Probabilities was wild in his guesses last
sidered and it is earnestly requested that
week. For"thr'ee;days ne
predicted;ram, and
every member be present.
we had
pleasant weather.’The forecast for
The Ladies of the G. A. R. furnished gone of Sunday was “fair,” and it rained
all]day and
their 5 cent lunches on Tuesday, Oct. 1st, after all night.
the regular meeting.
The Post was invited
Members of the Belfast Musical Society and
and a very social and enjoyable time followed. many others are
making arrangements to atThe lunch consisted of hot coffee, sandwiches, tend the Maine Music
Festival at Bangor next
cookies, cakes, doughnuts, etc. About 35 were week. Reduced fares will be
givah on boats
present.
and trains.
Reserved seats !are on sale at

Advertised Letters.
The following letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending Sept. 28th. Gentlemen—John Davis. Ladies—Mrs. Sylvia Marshall, Mrs. A. F. Mink, Mrs. Mary Munroe,
Mrs. Sarah I. Pendleton, Mildred Wood.

WATErfViLLE. Me., Oct. 1. Beginning this
month the State Young Men’s Christian Association will make an endeavor to organize in as
many Maine counties as possible a form of the
Y. M. C. A. County Association, which is designed to superintend work all over the different counties, reaching especially the smaller
communities.
The plan has been tried with
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on Church street, and
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and

Luce, who has been a substitute
carrier at the Belfast Post Office for some
time, has received his official commission as
clerk, to begin October 1st. Mr. Luce is in
every way qualified for the position.
rrank

uuc

heat the water for
gas service does not
Mr.
of the square.

service for lighting.
on
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they
Douglass,

this year and
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Dorchesa party of friends at
W. Doe, Cedar street,
.antes were played and
Those

Sargent

usual, it

was a

always

kept

large

present were
Bead, Mr. and Mrs.

Frances A.

A

Citypoint correspondent of

surprise to the owner, who has
a
small
flock of poultry.
That these three hens wintered in a barn and
one night it was 36 degrees below zero, and
several nights ran from 20 to 30 degrees below
and that the hens have been allowed to run at

(’ritchett. of

K.

Hen Item.

the Bangor Daily News says: “Basil Newell
gives us the following record from three hens:
One pullet began laying Dec. 15, two others
began Dec. 20 and up to this date, Sept. 25, have
not stopped to take a rest of even three days’
duration. While this may not be anything un-

as a

ry has had the entertine and expects to
a

B.

gi.The boys of the advanced intermediate
grade of the Universalist Sunday school were
entertained last Saturday, from 30 a. m. to 5 pm.,by their teacher, Mrs. Annie L. McKeen, at
Flowanah cottage, East Belfast. The weather was all that could be desired and the fields
and shores were most inviting.
A bountiful
dinner of the viands that boys most appreciate
was served at noon and a dainty lunch later.
The boys all report a “great time.”

their

;.nd the members are
;.'. hours and minutes

flagship,

High street haa

of paint.

re-

DO YOUR DUTY
to your eyes; don’t treat them as If
were slaves, for If you do some

Eben F. Cobb of Searsmont has
bought of
Charles Norton a Buick
touring car, model 25
1918. It is a beauty.

to work, and you wiil
be at their mercy. If you have the least
trouble with your eyes, you should not
delay in having them looked at. Come

The Brooks house has been sold to a
Belfast
for a private residence. The
name of
the purchaser is not made public.

to us and we will make an examination,
and if you need glasses will tell you so.

of the lost black cow
with
“cropped” horns can have her by applying to
E. E. Mayo, 205 High street, or to
City Marshall Knowlton.
owner

Mr. M. R. Knowlton has bought the
Cayford
restaurant, 66 High street, and took possession
Oct. 1st. Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Cayford have
moved to Massachusetts.

frrTTT) ^ j,

SttCML/ST

Up Stairs, Odd Fellows’ Block

The Wednesday food sales at the Arts
and
Crafts will be discontinued during the winter
but food sales will be held
Saturday afternoons
as usual and will include
bread, doughnuts,
cookies, cakes' etc.

Rev. Adolph Rossbach of Boston, formerly
pastor of the First Parish, Unitarian, church
in this city, will assist the Rev. Charles B.
Xmes at the wedding of Miss Frances A.
Howes to Richard P. Whitman, tomorrow,
Friday, evening. Mr. Whitman arrived Tuesday from his home in Campello, Mass.

/

Dr. and Mrs. Luther W.
Hammons, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Hammons and children and
Mr.
and Mrs. Addison Pendleton went to
Quantabacook Pond, Searsmont,
Wednesday to spend
ten days in boating, hunting and

and then shut into

a

small

yard

with 100

and hens and fed only whole
corn, and this has had no apparent effect
It would seem to inupon their egg product.
dicate that a hen lays when she is a layer
These hens are, one Buff Orpington and two
other

and

chickens

A Trip to Northern Maine and
New
Brunswick. A party of five,
consisting of
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Simmons and
daughter
Alice and Mr. and Mrs. John
Dow, left Belfast Sept. 22nd for a motor
trip through northern
Maine.
By way of Bangor, Houlton,
Presque Isle and Caribou Fort Kent was
reached. Then across the St. John's River

by
Jellison has bought a Ford touring
one night in Clair, N. B.
Reof Carle & Jones. It is the twentieth car ferry, spending
the river and following it on the
crossing
this firm has sold this season.
Mr. Jones
American side through Van Buren, the
way
ordered a runabout in January and received |
led to Grand Falls, N. B., where the river has
notice Tuesday that the car was ready for de- |
fall said to be second
a
only to Niagara,
livery. He went to Bangor for it Wednesday. i
Thence, by way of Fort Fairfield and Houlton,
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. Isaiah ! where the inspection of a
potato house was an
Cross on Miller street, tomorrow, Friday, at
I interesting feature of the trip. The home2 30 p. m. Let it be a full meeting, as the ward
way led'.'through Bangor, and Belfast
|
hostess is somewhat of a shut-in and it will be 1 was reached Saturday night. The
weather
an important meeting,—to hear convention rei was particularly favorable all the week and
ports, and make plans for Miss Elizabeth ! the season right for seeing our northern
neighGordon’s visit in the county the third week in bors
harvesting their immense crops of poOctober.
! tatoes.
Miles S.

fishing.
The total election expenditures of
Congressman Samuel W. Gould of the Third
district,
who was defeated for re-election, amount to
to
his
sworn statement, and
$2953.90, according
include $470. paid to Eben F.
Littlefield,
political agent.

car

Mr. and Mrs. L. F. French of The Colonia
their connection with the
house Tuesday and left Wednesday for a visit
in Winterport before going to New York for
the winter.
Mr. A. A. Drury and family moved in last Saturday and took full
possession

■

I

Tuesday.

Ladies of the G. A. R.
Circle, Ladies of the G. A.
invited by Sister Pendleton to spend

Outings

West Belfast. Work is progressing on the
hall for Equity grange. The building is
R., were
46 by 26 feet and two stories high. The hall
her
at
12th.
on
the
Thursday, Sept.
bungalow
and stage will be in the second story and the
East side of our beautiful bay. The day was
dir.ing room, kitchen and anterooms below.
pleasant, but owing to other engagements The hall will be heated by a furnace. Most of
(
many of the sisters were unable to go. Those
j the men who belong to the Grange are giving
who did attend report an excellent dinner, a work themselves and with their
teams.
The
|
fine time and a most enjoyable surprise in the next grange
meeting will be with Mr. and Mrs.
;
shape of a freezer of most delicious ice cream. Leslie Miller, and a clam stew will be served
Those who were unable to go are waiting for at recess. The
grange had a very interesting
next year. September 25th the Circle had an| meeting last Saturday evening with Mr. and
were
other pleasant outing.
invited by ! Mrs. Percy Edgecomb, who served a fine treat
They
of

the

Thos. H. Marshall

$26 in the working
up
capital of the Association for the Home for
Aged Women for the year ending October 1st,
two military whist parties will be
given at the
Horn ? early this month. The severe weather
at the time of the public lawn party caused
the deficit.
a

deficit of

Dr. Frank Y. Gilbert of the Portland Eye &
Ear Infirmary was in Belfast Monday to
oper-

|

on

j

j

Josephine

has been

visiting

Monday evening, with all the members pres- j!

her

sister, Mrs. Leslie Pay.
Brunswick last week and
later will go to Boston
Mrs. Julia McKeen
and Mrs. Hannah Wilson spent the day recently with Mrs. Annabel Underwood_Mr.
son, went to New

...

Smalley spent Sunday
and Mrs. Richard Merriam ...Mr. W. A. Monroe lost one of his work horses last week
H. H. Wentworth is threshing grain at his
barn. They are hauling grain there from
quite a distance.
and Mrs. Fred

with Mr.

;

Elijah Phillips

ent.

w?as

employed

to drive

the school team from South* Belfast in place
of Frank Staples. Mrs. Annie M. Frost asked
for the use of any one of the schoolrooms,
with a musical instrument, for the Loval Temperance Legion, but it was voted to hold to
the established precedent of not allowing the

new

j

Mr. Selwyn Thompson for a serious ear
trouble. He was assisted by D's. 0. S. Vickery and S. W. Johnson. Mr. Thompson was I
Sister Towle to spend the day at her cottage.
on the
operating table for three hours. The
"Ramp Kill-Rare,” on the eastern shore of Bel- 1
operation was very successful and the patient
fast bay. About 20 of the sisters gathered to
is improving.
partake of a delicious picnic dinner suppleThe cryolite trade from Greenland.which was mented
by hot coffee, clams, corn, cabbage and
formerly carried on by a fleet of barks that
have been gradually lost in the ice fields, i- potatoes. The day was spent in walks on the
now conducted in
steamships. A recent cargo shore, stories told by the open fire, and graph- :
from Ivigtut reached Philadelphia in fourteen
ophone selections. An original dance executj
days in the Norwegian steamship Nor.—The ed
by one of the younger (?) sisters was ;
Marine Journal.
much enjoyed by all. It was a delightful day
Several of these barks were built in the j
in a beautiful spot.
j
shipyard in Verona, where Peary's steamer, spent
•
the Roosevelt, was built later.
The October j
The School
Committee.
j
Poor’s Mills. Mis3
White, who meeting of the school committee was held last
ate

they
day

they will refuse

man

io make

<

Belfast

to be found at

0SiH!E3,'SZQEHSKW

had two additions
North port avenue, one
;:
for a billiard room.

ave

only

are

SKeSyiwmoFeoftom^

has

wm

hose free.

moot on

coat

restaurant closed

friends.

ciiiu

new

“The Little Yellow Box”

frequent guest of the
e in
this city and their
.,-r's pond and is pleas-

I'laui,

or

original Guaranteed
Holeproof. They come in

wton, Mass., Sept. 30th,
and Mr. Stuart Gibson,

my Belfast

hole

the

attended the

Quimby

n
\-

a

There needn’t even be a
first time if you will insist
that your money pays for

Mrs. Edward Berry
nabel Walker of Belfast),
i Mrs. Charles Kalloch

erry,

•r

taking
disappointare

ment.

Seaside Chautauqua
vith Mrs. C. A. Hubbard,
Monday afternoon, October
jr

when

so

holeproof

rusteee.
\ er$ House

■

marsano
a new

Tomorrow, Friday, night will be orchestra
night at the Colonial Theatre.

The

Kennebec county refFrank G. Farrington

,M!

And

|

buy imitations of

you

creditors of Chester W.
was hold in Augusta Sept,

the well is
up in the

come

bucket.”

f

f -he

to

sure

ceived

|
!

|
|

|

of grapes and candy-A very happy party
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Whitman

Newcomb

one

daughter;

Mr. and Mrs. Fred L.

evening last week. Those present were Mrs. Rachel Glunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Glunt, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hagerty
and son and Mr. George Sanker of Altoona,
Penn.; Mr. and Mrs. James Sanker, son and

OPENING-1
Fall and Winter

Millinery

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5.

Toothaker, Mr.
Seekins, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
P. Miller, May ford Morris, Winnie and Laura
Morris, Hattie, Carrie, Katherine and Howard
Newcomb and Albert Miller. The evening was
spent in playing games and cards and refresh
ments were served by the hostess.Mrs'
Geo. B. Dyer and daughter Sabra and Mrs. Fred
L. Toothaker went to Montville Friday, returning Monday-Mrs. Nellie Farnham spent
last Thursday with Mrs. Nancy Mudgett_
Miss Annie Mudgett and Mrs. Gertrude Decrow
went to Bangor last Thursday-Charles
and Mrs. Herbert

_^by ^

LOUISA H. FERGUSON.
THE PUBLIC 15 CORDIALLY INVITED.

Simmons, Maurice Wood, Levi Campbell and
! Will Hodgdon went to Union in Simmons’ autobuildings
j mobile last week to attend the fair. Henry
purposes. The bid
Davidson and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kimball
Rhode Island Reds.”
wash the basements of the school buildings for j
also attended Union fair.... Mr. and Mrs. Leswas rejected, and Mr. Gray was later em- j
$35
people went to KockHome Again. The Waldo county jail eviI he local milliners )
millinery OPENINGS.
lie Elms are receiving congratulations on the
to do what work was necessary by the
attend the rehearsal of
■ birth of a son, Oct. 1st.
dently has its attractions for some, as witness will have their openings of fall and winter ployed
hour. In response to a petition that Mr.
>ty of the Festival music. the
voluntary return of an escaped prisoner millinery Saturday, Oct. 5th, to which the pubNoyes extend the limit of the North Belfast
Pitcher, Mr. and Mrs. C. last week.
Sheriff Jenkins had only twTo board- lic is cordially invited. In connection with
school team route beyond H. S. Cunningham’s
>n Beckwith went in the
the millinery opening of E. K. Brier & Co.,
ers and both left him last week, but were not
*
I. Morse, Miss Katherhouse, it was voted that Mr. Noyes use his
♦
absent long. Clement Maxwell, who was serv- Journal building, M. H. Hilton will have an
j The first cost of a good job of paint—Devoe
discretion in extending the limit. There was is $50 (average size, of course). The first
♦ The
Miss Marian Washburn and
line of 5 cent paper ever received in
of
j
waists, neckwear, corsets, etc. At
ing a 60 days’ sentence for larceny, was the opening
or
fourth
rate
a discussion in regard to petitioning the city
third or
cost of a second
job, $55
Mr. Morse’s car. It was
♦
I. V. Miller’s, Mrs. Bryant, milliner, there will
first to take French leave. He was something
Yours
government for the usual appropriation of ! to $100.
hapman would be present of a “trusty” and shortly after noon of
be an opening of furs, hairwork, etc. Other
The wear is likewise. The better you paint,
Sept.
$100 for destitute children. It was voted to of course, the
rsal, but he wasjunable to do
And
the
more
it
wears.
longer
j
25th, was sent to the woodshed for some kind- openings are: Mrs. B. F. Wells, Mrs. F. G. have no sessions of
the schools after Tuesday, i you pay for your job, the shorter it wears!
♦
I
>appoi ntment of all.
ling. He didn’t 'come back. Not more than Spinney, milliner, Main street, up stairs; Miss Oct. 22d, to enable the teachers to visit the j Devoe is one of a dozen good paints. There
Nib will holt! the first meet- five minutes later it was found that he had Louisa H. Ferguson, Main street; The
As
as
bad
ones.
hundreds
of
are
not,
likely
Progres- Portland schools and attend the meetings of
Devoe is the only good one in this town.
t'ne home of he secretarj', forced a window in the henhouse and
escaped sive Store, H. H. Coombs & Co., Masonic Tem- the State Teachers’ association to be held in I
DEVOE
,
tt, Tuesday, Oct. Sth. Pro- and a general alarm was sent out. Thursday ple.
Mason & Hall sell it.
that city Oct 24th, 25th and 26th.
Miss Elizabeth Kelley;
The annual meeting of the Association of
morning when the turnkey went to the jail to
iatlon of Indian names,” take breakfast to the
only prisoner, George the Belfast Home for Agt-d Women was held
g. “A Tourist’s View Of Grover, serving a sentence for
at the Home Tuesday evening, Oct. 1st. The
vagrancy, he
i; reading, “On India’s
found Grover’s cell empty, a bar sawed off and
report of the treasurer, considering the high
v
:it.*r 0. Shaw. A memo- the outside door
evidently forced by someone cost of living and the permanent improvekite Mrs. Edward Sibfrom the outside. While a search was being ments to the
property, was encouraging. The
resident of the club for organized a telephone message was received
LICENSED
following directors were elected: Dr. Elmer
ars,
following the first from Maxwell, who said he was at Center Bel- Small, Mr. Charles R Coombs, Mr. C. W. W’esF. South worth, who
FOR WALDO COUNTY
mont, that he was tired and sick and wanted to cott, Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Dunton, Mrs.
^
Mrs. Amos Clement has
go back to jail and would wait there until they Sarah E. Pierce, Mrs. Frances H. Murch,
r the
Soon after constable Charles Misses E. P. Frothingham and J. A. Wiggin.
coming year,
came after him.
everything modern in
of the Automobile
hkdi lf.
The most remarkable
The trains Wellman of Belmont telephoned he had arrest- Dr. Elmer Small was elected president; Hon.
went on the winter
ed the other fugitive, Grover. Both were re- R. F. Dunton, vice presiacnt; Mr. C. W. WesCD3
ALL
ON
1912. It has
October
came into
Caskets and Burial
The trains on the Bel- turned to the jail that night. Maxwell denied cott, treasurer; Miss Sue M. Partridge, clerk;
>
'<
v s;
increase in FORD
Leave Belfast at that he helped Grover to get out and didn’t Miss J. A. Wiggin, collector.
the
been made
Suits.
Grover admitted that
and 2.50 p. m., arriving know that he was out
Mr. Dickey’s iast excurthe matchless FORD well >
A Trip to Togus.
And it
j
Home Telephone 48-3
f'i
1.30 p, m., 4.05 p. m. he had some help from the outside but would
sion party of the season tc the State capitol
IN STOCK.
Belfast and way stations, not tell anything more.
Office
)
within reach ot the average income. Ford Runabout l
48-4
and the Soldiers’ Home at Togus numbered
and 4.20 p. m., arriving
Car
The Old and New Navy. A lecture, inter- forty. Among those who made the trip were
?
Ford
12.01 and 5.35 p. m....
72 WAIN STREET, BELFAST
3 DAYS
to old and young alike, will be given in Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Palmer of Monroe, Mrs.
it the B. & A. also
>
went esting
(
for
cars delivered in Belfast and
is
The
above
and
Mrs.
Laura
J.
W.
Pendleton
E.
Scott
of
Memorial
Oct.
building Tuesday evening,
On the Searsport branch
8th by Chaplain D. H. Tribou, under thegaus- Islesboro. Mr. and Mrs. George W. Miller, Mr.
>
eaves Bangor at 8.25 a.
are
of the Methodist Society: Chaplain Tri- and Mrs. Sanford Howard, Mrs. T. E>. Barr,
:r,,)(>n
I
passengers for Sears- pices
Ask a FORD owner how he likes his FORD.
V
Mrs.
OCTOBER 3, 4 AND 5.
H.
Augusta S. FredQuiiiiby,
will take the 2.35 p. m. bou was appointed by President Grant in Mrs. John
The
r
Yours
truly,
very
Bank
•Northern Maine Junction, February, 1872, and was retired in
erick, Miss Mary Owen, Messrs. Charles F.
September,
angor from Searsport at
order to make room for
Swift and I. W. Parker. It was an ideal day
of
He
has
on board some of the
1910.
served
Belfast.
(•. m.
best known of the ships of the Old and the and the.country was looking its best. The restock of Toys,
our
A meeting of the stockholders of The
I'he following automobiles
for Ford
City
Waldo
New Navy, including the Colorado, the Hart- cent rains had freshened the grass and the
that
we carry in our National Bank of Belfast to vote on the proetc.,
were registered at the
Games,
a
them
most
making
attractive
posed increase of capital stock of the bank
the Powhatan, the New York, the Iowa evergreens,
ford,
of State during the past
Basement Salesroom, we are mak- from sixty thousand dollars to one hundred
»
and the Wisconsin. During his thirty-eight setting for the brilliant autumnal foliage.
___
thousand dollars and to determine the manner
no wind and the Kennebec river
the above price rather than in which it shall be accomplished, and the tranyears of active service he has had a large ac- There was
ing
iL-oper, Frankfort; touring
saction of any other business that may
with the officers and men who was like a mirror, in which the opposite shore
quaintance
;
legally
r. norse power, 40;
predomi- have
pack them away.
come before the special stockholders’
meeting,
helped to make naval history. Familiar was duplicated. At one place on the Belwill be held at their banking rooms on Satur:i
B. Moody, Troy;
10 quart 25c. Agate Pails will day. October 19. 1911, at 10 o’clock a. m.
touring ; with the traditions of the sea and the history fast branch potato digging was going on
rse power, 30;
predomi- of the Navy, few men have had such ample and at Burnham two patches of corn
C W. WESCOTT. Cashier.
cost
but 17c.
that were as brown and sere
seen
were
Belfast, Me., September 8. 1912. ow38
M. Jennys, Belfast; tour- opportunities to gather material for a lecture
50c. Kettles will cost but 34c.
horse power, 30; pre- as Chaplain Tribou. The pictures have been as if the stalks had stood through the
'nek.
selected from a wide field, and many of them winter. Along the main line corn was seen
worth will cost but $2.00
$3.00
M• Jackson, Thorndike;
cannot be duplicated.
Neither time nor ex- that was still green, but did not seem matured.
power; horse power, 18;
A.
E.
Chase
the
Co.
are
Brooks
At
in
has been
the lecture
building a
black.
1-3 OFF of each
Mr and Mrs.

Critchett left

in

Dorchester, after a
ettV grandmother. Mrs.

■■me

...

to

school

j

j

JUST RECEIVED

I

At 5 to 10 Cents Per RyIt.

j
16,850 Rolls of 1913 Wall Paper!

be

used for any outside
of Francis Gfay to white-

■

How Paint

largest

\

Belfast.

trulv,

i

CARLE & JONES.

X
$

f

■

1
3

|

“FORD”

j

j

I Announcement;

]

1

j

j

|

>

■’

price change
operation
gigantic
possible by
brings
production.

epoch

$555.

5-Passenger Touring

|

pense
spared
up to date and down to

_

Kilgore, Brooks; touring
'rso

power,

25; predomi-

Shipping

Items.

keeping

facts.

There is

an

unusual de-

Adams, Belfast; touring mand for sailing vessel tonnage and freights
j
rse power,
22^; predomi- for coal and other cargoes are higher than for
months, says the Boston Globe. The rates are
90 cents per ton for large schooners with coal
from Hampton Roads, $1 from Baltimore and

r-

75 cents from

ports in New York.

vessels receive about 10 cents

than the larger craft.
i

are

earning big

sums

in

The smaller
per ten
the vessels

more

Some of

demurrage.

It is not

for some of the larger schooners to
lie at anchor in the harbor for a week or 10

unusual

days

i1 50c. per week
-AT-

MULE & JONES'

before there is

an

opportunity

to go to

their berths... Recent charters: schooners
Harold C. Beecher, Delia Carleton and W. D.
Hilton have chartered to load coal at New
York for Rockland. Schooner Helvetia has
chartered to load lumber at a Nova Scotia
port for New York at $5 per M. Schooner
Emma S. Lord has chartered to load phosphate
at New York for Charleston and to return
with lumber. Schooner^ Hugh de Payens and
Metinic have chartered to load lumber at
Maitland, N. S., for New York, at $5.50 per M.
Schooner Caroline Gray has chartered to load
coal at New York tor Stonington.The
schooner Frederick Roessner, dismasted some
time ago on the voyage from a southern port
to New York, was bought by the Pendleton
Bro’s, who loaded her with coal for Rockland
and had her towed to that port. After dis-

charging she was towed to Belfast and is tied
up alongside the hull of the schooner W. J.
Lermond, also owned by the Pendletons. The
Roessner was built in Bath in 1890 and hailed
from New Bedford. She is 406 gross tonnage.

large siorenouse anu ai nuriinam a warenouse
for agricultural machinery and implements is

going

up.

There

were

few

signs of activity at

stations, as the shipping season has not
fairly opened. The price of potatoes is so low
at present that the tubers are evidently being
the

held for an advance. As usual the excursionscattered, some stopping in Augusta, Hallowed or Gardiner, but the majority gjing to
the Soldiers Home, which several of the party
A visit to the State
saw for the first time.
House and walks about Augusta were included in the general itinerary. One visiter noticed the frequency of drug stores and was told
that Augusta has 13-an unlucky number—all
save one on Water street.
Every visitor to
Augusta will be glad to know that the gloomy
old railway station is to give way to a new
station at the foot of Rines hill. Ground was
broken last week and the contract calls for the
delivery of the completed building to the railroad company on Feb. 1st.
The Kennebec
Journal says:
The new building will be 188 feet long from
north to south and 60 feet in width, with an
octagonal waiting room about in the center.
The building will not have a tower, the section
referred to as containing the waiting room
rising but little above the roof of the rest of
the building. The station will be built of tapestry brick and tile with cement trimmings to
imitate Indiana limestone. The interior will
be finished in cut stone walls and marble base
and dado. The floors will be of terazzo. Both
the walls and floor are a composition in imitation of stone. The yard arrangements call
for about 1000 lineal feet of platform. This
will extend from the portal of the tunnel
under Rines hill to Winthrop street. Arrangements will be made for caring for the foot
passengers from Court street by means of an
overhead bridge.
ists

1

Agate

$630.

CARLE & JONES,
County Agents

1912

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5.

I

7heir usual choice assortment ot dress and semismart line ot tailored

I

1
■'

Holiday

Cars,^j

E. K. BRIER & CO.

a

City National

Thf

Millinery Opening

dress hats will be shown, also
and walking hats.

are

Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

1

S

CORONER

ONLY,

cordially invite the public to attend their display of
FALL and WINTER MILLINERY

kj

|

EMBAIMER.

|

^

§

§

j|

j

1,

price
fully equipped.

f***”*”** AUTUMN

1

UNDERTAKER,

DiscounT

1)

|

II

1

j

j

Agate

chase

^

when I shall show Waists ot every description from 50c.

the above three
Yours truly,

Carle

|
1
j§

days.

FOR
I

& Jones.

orrosiTK caulk &

I hereby forbid all persons from
tilisting m
wife, Jessie E. Mathews, from this date, as l
no bills contracted
her.
by
Belfast, October 1. 1912.
GEORGE A. MATHEWS.
3w40p

junks.

shall pay

Where he may be consulted on the various defects of vision to which the eye is subject.
Consultation free. Eyes examined and glasses
fitted if desired. No case too complicated.
Broken lenses duplicated. Call and exchange
38
your old glasses for new.

LOST
Rear auto lamp with license tag “Maine
2671,” somewhere between Bangor, Monroe
and Searsport.
Return to E. F. RICH, Bangor
1 w40p
Savings Bank, and be rewarded.

3*-

|

Public
►

Stenographer

GENEVA P. HEAL.
Office of H. C. Buzzell, Esq.,
Pythian Building, Belfast, Maine.

1

Tel. 26-4.

Office

hours 9 to 4.

am

Caution Notice.

(LYE SPECIALIST)
Office 14 Main Street, Belfast, Maine,

|
S

SALE

disposing

of the household goods in
my former residence, 42 Cedar street,at private sale.
They include furniture T all kinds,
kitchen ware, etc., and may he seen on the
JAMES 1'ATTEE.
premises.
tflO

J. H. WOOD, o. D.

ffl

At the Home of Waists

on

Household Goods

pur-

i

For Sale
Pound books in

good condition

at 25 cents

each at 76 Main street, up stairs, to Oct. 8.
B. SMITH.
Iw40p
BROOKS.
I

A. Merritt has returned from Rosfull line of millinery and her shop
will be a busy place for the remainder of the
j season.M. J. Dow has sold several of the
Rice Potato Diggers and people are deliehted
I with them....All roads will lead to Jackson
next Sunday, when the church and town Centennial are to be celebrated.
Mrs. F.

!

ton with

j

j|

Next Door to National Bank,

j|j

I

a

have

WE

a

nice line

of Fall and Winter

Hats; also Silks and
Velvets for Dress

Trimmings

at

Mrs. F. A. MERRITT’S,Brooks

The

RHEUMATIC

Results ot

SUFFERER

an

Cost of

Investigation of

Prices for

the Past Ten Years.
The most marked upward trend of the
Throws Away Cane When Rheuma Bancost of living is disclosed in the Federal
ishes Swelling From Knees and Ankle.
Bureau of Labor s report of an investiEvery reader of Th“ Journal who is op- gation of prices for the past 10 years
pressed or tortured with Rheumatism, Sciatica conducted in the important industrial
or aiiiiniiB is iuvhcu w gu
centers of 32 States.
to A. A. Howes & Co.'s and
Fifteen most important articles of
secure a bottle of RHEUM A,
food, as well as coal, comprising twothe remedy that made Mrs. thirds of a
workingman’s needs, were inKnox happy and healthy. If
In many cities the investiit doesn’t drive the poisonous vestigated.
waste matter from your sys- gators gathered statements of merchants
tem and end your agony you on the cost of living and specimens of
can have your money back.
these are published in the report.
A bottle costs but 0 cents.
On June 15, 1912, the report shows, 14
"For 14 months I was so of the 15 articles of food were
higher
badly afflicted with Rheu- than a year before, and 10 had advanced
matism that much of the time
in the past 10 years more than 50 per
I was obliged to use a cane
cent more than the average retail price
111
vii me rccum*
wanting,
for
the 10-year period 1890-1899.
of
mendation
your druggist in Glens Falls I
used one bottle of RHEUM A and THE CANE
During the last decade prices of potaIS IN THE CORNER NOW. No one could be toes changed most and sugar the least.
happier than I am to be rid of the pain, swollen Their advances were 111.9 and 8.5 per
knees, contracting muscles under the knees, cent,
respectively. During the la9t year
and badly swollen ankles. When I tell you my
which decreased just one-tenth of
weight is 238 pounds you will understand what bacon,
the use of RHEUM A for Rheumatism means 1 percent, was the only one of the 15
to me. 1 certainly believe there is no remedy principal articles of food that showed a

Literary News

and

Exchange Value of Farm Products
1911-1896.

Average Price and Exchange Value of Farm Products

[Congressional Record,
THE

ADVANCE IN THE PRICES OF FARM PRODUCTS DURING THE PERIOD FROM
1896 TO 1911.

The Strand for October contains an
excellent amount of good fiction by such
Specimens of the statements of merwell-known writers as E. Temple Thurschants in various cities published in the
ton, James Barr, H. B. Marriott Watfollow:
son, Claude E. Benson and Post Wheeler. report
New York.
“Meats in general are so
Among the articles is an interesting dethat if prices continue much longer
scription of Georgia Knap’s wonderful ; high
“Electric Hotel” which is now being will be obliged to close up business.
built in Paris. Elizabeth Lonergan con- Have already lost about $200 since adtributes a well illustrated article dealing vance in prices.”
Chicago. “Jobbing price on flour has
with “Children of the Diplomatic Set,”
and George D. Abraham gives a thrilling advanced 80 cents per barrel and unless
account of “A Night Adventure on the there is a decline in the near future retail prices will advance.”
Wendell
Funffingerspitze.”
Phillips
Baltimore. “If the present high prices
Dodge writes on “Mrs. Fiske, America’s
Intellectual Actress,” and there is a prevail much longer in the wholesale
market
I do not know what will become
wonderful set of pictures drawn by
Strand readers, each picture being com- of the retail dealers.”
Boston.
"Cheap sirloins are so high
posed of twenty-one straight lines only. and
poor that I am not cutting any at
Both grades of cattle have
In the Wide World tor Uctober there present.
is an interesting article by Ramon Juraao gone up and the above prices just about
(A second)
entitled “The Master-Bandit.” It is a let me out without profit.”
very vivid account of the depredations of “Beef, especially on cheaper cuts, 10 to
20
percent higher.” (A third). “The
a
remarkable outlaw called Emiliano
Zapata, nicknamed the “Attila of the high price of meats is causing us to close
South.” The article reads more like our place of business on or about July
some chapter from a chronicle of the 4th.”
New Haven.
Middle Ages than a dispassionate account
“Beginning this week
of conditions in Mexico at the present we will advance two cents a pound on all
day. It will be read with interest by meats, as we are paying the highest
has
followed
recent price for beef and lambs in my time. I
everyone who
troubles in the Republic. Many other cannot say the reason; the jobber blames
articles and stories of adventure are to the farmer; the farmer blames the high
be found in the current issue of this un- price of corn.”
usual magazine, notably “In the Heart
Philadelphia. “No money in meats at
of South America,”
“Tope-Fishing,” the above prices.” (A second) “We
“To Menelik with a Motor,” “The Most paid June 17th 15 1-2 cents a pound for
Difficult Climbs in Britain,” “The Sta- rumps and rounds and 11 1-2 cents a
tion Ghost” and “How We Held the pound for chucks of beef, the highest
price in the history of our business.”
Mine.”

suuri

cuts

wnen

ne

wanted

anything. In this instance, he gets what
he desires, although he has to surmount

many formidable obstacles first.
The
heroine is a Countess as well as an exnice
and
we
don’t in the
tremely
girl,
least blame the hero for seeking to win
her, although we may not altogether approve of his viking-like methods. There
are
some good shot stories and timely
articles, and “Walnuts and Wine,” Lippincott’s big humorous department, is
lull of new jokes, jingles and anecdotes.

A
few
M ; gzme

months

The America!
published an article entitle!
“CbdAgeat Forty,” which was an ac
count of the various hard conditions un
der which laborers work in the steel in
dustry. The United States Steel Cor
poration appointed a committee to in
vestigate the truth of the article, anti it
truth, was well substantiated. As a re
suit the Steel Corporation has (akei
steps to remedy some of those hard con
ditions and an account of what it is doing
appears in the October number of Tht
American Magazine. In the same number appears the story of Charles B.
Towns, a great expert in the treatment
of drug and alcohol fienos. The article
is entitled “Fighting the Deadly
Habits,”
and it is full of practical suggestions of
interest.
Another notable article
great
is entitled “The Physics of
Baseball,”
m which Hugh S. Fullerton records
many
of the remarkable phenomena of the
game; as for example, the fact that the
differences in atmospheric pressure between Denver and New York makes it
possible for a baseball player to throw a
baseball much farther in Denver than in
New York.
“Where Stage Villians are
Real” is an account of a remarkable
meauR-ai prouucuon given twice a
year
by convicts in the State Penitentiary in
California. “Funny Face” is an account
of an interesting monkey by Stewart
Edward White.
“What Makes a Bad
Play” is Walter Prichard Eaton’s contribution to the theatrical department.
“Our Predecessors” is an article on Women by Ida M. Tarbell.
The fiction is of
unusual vitality and interest and the departments are well maintained.
ago

Not since Lowell’s famous
essay “On
a Certain Condescension in
Foreigners”
has America retorted more
aptly to foreign criticism than in Dr. Crothers’s
paper, “The Unaccustomed Ears of Europe,” which opens the October Atlantic. In reply to the violent strictures of
Englishmen on the noise and vulgarity of
our

public debates, Dr. Crothers pictures

the current amenities of British
politics
and contrasts the fundamental calmness
and good temper of American elections
with the neurotic
hurly-burly of Great
Britain in a time of crisis. Other papers
of diverse interest in this number are:
“The Ethics of Business,” by R. G.
Usher, “The Tired Business Man,” by
M* redith Nicholson, “The
Passing of
the Farmer,” by R. Hinman
Holmes,
“The Abolition of Poverty,”
by J. H.
and
“Election Superstitions,”
Hollander,
by Edward Stanwood. In this number
Ellen Key, the Swedish writer who has
had such immense influence over the
woman movement
throughout Europe,
makes her first appearance in an American periodical with an article on “Motherliness.” In lighter vein is a letter of
wise and whimsical advice written
by E.
S. Martin on “A Father to his Frdfchman Son” and a group of letters
regarding the now famous Atlantic discussion
of Smith and the Church. Among the
stories in the issue are “The Professor’s
Mare,” by L. P. Jacks, author of “Mad
Shepherds,” and “Sissa and the Bakru,”
by Katherine Mayo. There is poetry by
0. W. Firkins and the late Paul Mariett
and an entertaining Contributors’ Club.

SOME RETAILERS

Salt Lake City.
to be at the top, but

sour

QMpitation of the heart Digests

QUIT.

“Everything seems
nothing shows any

decline.”
Remarks of merchants accompanying
the price reports for May 15 told the
same story.
These are examples:

Boston.
“Probably this is the last
month we will be in the provision business. The high prices of meats are driving us out. We have been in business 15
years, but must get out before we are

put out.”
X

au

iwvci.

x lie

Bureau 01 L.aoor.

Advance since

December,

111^11 |_»i

U.CO VI

uicaio

Decernber,
1911.

Articles.

Corn, per bushel.
Wheat, per bushel.
Cotton, per pound.
Oats, per bushel.
Rye, per bushel.
Barley, per bushe'.

Hay, timothy, per ton.
Hops, per pound.

|

.46$
.92$
1.22$

*

60
0730
171

.29

.53$
-92$

’39
8^65

.56
.84
1.94

.41$

[22*

*78
5'10
3*22

.34$

j

-62

282

1*16
3.16
3.09

149
62
96
86
90

.16

m

I

.47

67
28
166
137

308
139
286

H-91

J41

8.26
6.31

-40

.0230

*393

20.56

*

.22£

Per cent.

Hops advanced.286
Potatoes advanced.282
Flaxseed advanced.149
Fat cattle advanced. 62
Fat hogs advanced. 96
Dairy butter advanced. 86
Eggs advanced. 90

At a Probate Court held at
for the County ot Waldo,
September, A. 11. 1912.

last

restored to health.
“I employed the
best doctors and
even
went to the
hospital for treatment and was told
there was no help for
me.
But while taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound I began
to improve and I
continued its use until I was made well.
—Mrs. Henry Leiseberg,743 Adams St.
Kearneysville, W. Va. —“I feel it my
duty to write and say what Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has
done for me. I suffered from ferru le
weakness and at times felt so miserable
I could hardly endure being on my feet.
“After taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and following ye ar
special directions, my trouble is gone.
Words fail to express my thankfulness.
I recommend your medicine to all my
friends.”—Mrs. G. B. Whittington.
The above are only two of the thousands of grateful letters which are constantly being received by the Pinkhem
Medicine Company of Lynn,Mass., which
show clearly what great things Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound dues
for those who suffer from woman’s i..s.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkhnm Medicine Co. (cord*
dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter villi
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.

enjoyed.

RECENT

DEATHS.

Mrs. Mary Jane Kelley, wife of the
late Henry Kelley, died at her home in
Fairfield Sept. 25th after five years of
failing health. Although Mrs. Kelley
had been in ill health for a long time,
death was unexpected. She was born at
Owl’s Head. Me., in January, 1835, and
passed her early life there. She married j
Henry Kelley at Unity and went to ]
Fairfield to live.
She made a great
many friends and was loved by all who
active worker until her health failed.

of the oldest resiLeonard Green,
dents of North Brooksville, died Sept.
14th, aged 82 years, 10 months and 6
days. Mr. Green was born in Brooksville, the son of the late Jeremiah and
Abigal Gretn. A widow and the following children survive him: Wm. H.,
Mrs. Dudley Jones, Mrs. Irving Conner
of Brooksville; Mrs. John Gray, Mrs.
JameB Gray, Mrs. Charles Gray and
Walter Greer of Sedgwick, and Mrs.
Arthur Vainum of Franklin.

At a Probate Court, Held at Be!
for the County of Waldo, in
18th day ot September, a. 1). 1

!

i
!

j

.<

I

f
5

i
:

I

88.—In Court of Fro bn?
fast, on the 10th dav of s-(.
Alexa’ider H. Nichols, administ!.
tate of Frank A. Curtis, late of s.
County, deceased, having presentfinal account of administration of
allowance.

WALDO

Hazki.tine, Register.
Belfast, within and
the 10th day ot

on

j
t

j

Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in The Hep
a newspaper published in Belfast,
that all persons interested niuv an
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
of October next, and show ealiave, why the said account should
DEO. E. JOHN'
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. Hazelti.n

ceeds after paying the expenses, among the said
heirs.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 8th day ol October, A. I).
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

88.—lu Court ot Protr.i
fast, on the 10th day of s.
Frank I Pendleton, admimstrar.
of Hattie M. Pendleton, late of SCounty, deceased, having present.-.'
count of administration ot said os-

WALDO

1

ance.

j

Ordered, that notice thereof !
weeks successively, m The Kepuia newspaper published in Belfast.

\

that all persons interested may art
bate Court, to be hell at Belfast,
of October next, and show can
have, why tliesaid account sbouied.
GEO. E. JOHNS.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p, Hazeltin

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of vv aldo, on the 10th day of
September, A. D. 1912.
/TUARLES E. THOMPSON, creditor of George
i \J Burns, late of Montville, in said County o?
1

| Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
| praying that he may be appointed administrator
; of the estate of said deceased.
| Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
I order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub| lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro! bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 8th day of October, A 1)
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot said
petitioner should not be granted.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

; At

|
|
\

<

PARKER, Evelyn s. Rears, NaNellie Hiil, Mrs. Annie
others,
living in different States,
Neaiiy
of Catherine Mayo, late of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that Myron F. Parker of Searsport,
in said County, may be authorized to sell at pub
lie sale certain real estate of said deceased, de
scribed in said petition, and distribute the pro-

Attest:
Chas. P.

j

A

thaniel F. Mayo, Mrs
MARTHA
heirs
and

A true copy.

>c

'V.

certain instrument, purportin'.:
will ami testament of Janie.*.' <;
late of Searsport, in said Comity
ceased, having been presented for
Order*d, That notice begiv
interested by causing a copy of t
published three weeks success^,
publican Journal, published at P.
may appear at a Probate Conn.
Belfast, within and for said
second Tuesday of October next
clock before noon, and show c o
have, why the same should not
proved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOH N
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazki.tix

PENDLETON, widower of Hattie
ill. Ptuidleton, late ot Searsport, in said
County of a' aldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all pel sons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in 'Pile Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the Sth day of October. A. I).
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County ot Waldo,
September, a. I). 1912

;

Marjorie

I.

Attest:
Chas. P.

!

ITTALDO 88.—In Court

ot

Proba*.

Vr
fast, on the 10th day of 8c;
Mary A. Devereaux, administrati:
of Susan P, Genn, late of Prosper,
ty, deceased, Having presented in
account of administration of
Iowa nee.

sa

Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in The K. •:
a newspaper published in Bel? V-t

that all persons interested may
bate
Court to be held at In-i

day lot October next, and show
they have, wliyjhe said account
allowed.

Hazkltink, Register.

a

Ur

{

j

city,
companions
boating
morning. Patterson,
Whitney
Sanderson,
Whitney’s
shortly
they
rapids
Big

drowned,

by

ple

below,
dragging

j

pilAltLES

pile,

Many

body

Whitney

formerly
daughter
Haney.

following quotations
book,

pVl'ENA

legs

1

long

habitually

j

through bogs,

possibly

“Young
easily tamed,
lighting
gallop
sticking, butting
ing

EXECUTRIX’S

best,

horns,

frequently

EXECUTRIX’S

ORA

playful,
fro, kicking,
occasionally
theygrow
they
dangerous,

Alexander

by accident, they

apprehension
downright stupidity.”

Rockland, Me., Sept.
tempt
Capt.
Kennedy
Supreme
day, when,
days’
jury
Judge
Payson admitting
Property
$75,000
Capt. Kennedy,
THE FESSENDEN FAMILY.
England
prior
In noting the sudden death of Eben
fishing
Fessenden in Winthrop, a former resi-1
Holiday
dent of Fryeburg, the Norway Adverday
j
tiser says: Mr. Fessenden’s father wasj
him,
SAVED BY HIS WIFE
William Fessenden, his grandfather, j
exception
She’s a wise woman who knows just whaLIo Ebeneezer Fessenden, who was one of bequests
do when her husband’s life is in danger, but the first settlers in
district
of
bookkeeper,
Menotomy
Mrs. R. J. Flint, Braintree, Vt.. is of that kind,
Ebeneezer was a brother of | Adams,
subsequently
"She insisted on my using Dr. King’s New Dis- Fryburg.
Rev. William Fessenden, a Harvard
covery.” writes Mr. F. "for a dreadful cough,
when I was so weak my friends all thought I graduate, who was the first settled min- wealth,
by
!
had only a short time to live, and it complete- ister over the district of Fryeburg in brother,
Kennedy,
Capt. Kennedy
ly cured me." A quick cure for coughs and 1776. These brothers came from Meit’s
the
colds,
most safe and reliable medicine notomy district in Cambridge, Mass.,
duly
by
bookkeeper.

for many throat and lung troubles—grip, bronchitis, croup, whooping cough, quinsy, tonsilitis, hemorrhages. A trial will convince Rev. Wm. Fessenden. For
many years
you. 50 cts. and $1.00.
Guaranteed by all Mr. Fessenden lived on
the home spot in
druggists.
Menotomy but left Fryeburg some years
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
ago. The body was brought to Fryeburg
and buried in the old cemetery.
Miss Annie Wingate is visiting her parents
in Troy.
Never can tell when you’ll mash a finger or
suffer a cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be preJohn F. Dyer of Burnham was in town TuesThousands rely on Dr. Thornes' Eclecpared.
day on businese.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
tic Oil. Your druggists sells it. 25c. and 50c.

and

10th day of

At a Probate Court Hein at neitast, within and
fo' the County of Waldo on the 10th day of
September, A. 1). 1912.

A true copy.

Attest:

Chas. P. Hazkltinr k,.,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast u
for the County of Waldo, on tln nL
September, A. D. 1912.
l. coombs, daughter „•
W. Coombs, late of Belfast, in *,
of Waldo, deceased, having present.v
praying that Mary A. Coombs may t„. 11
administratrix of the estate of vaUl
Ordered, that the said petitioner Ki\.
all persons interested by causing u
order to be published three weeks sUi
The Republican Jourual, a newspai
at Belfast, that they may appear
Court, to be held at Belfast, within
County, on the 8th nay of Octoh,:
at ten of the clock before noon, an.
if any they have, why the
piay*M
tioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOB Ns
A true copy, a ttest:
Chas. P. Hazklti.m

of Stockton

FRANK

copy.

A

Timber, Mont., Sept.
Patterson, proprietor
Trading

Two daughters and two sons, Mrs.
Lillian Rollins, Mrs. Carrie Kendrick,
Elbert Kelley of Fairfield and Herbert (moose)
L. Kelley of Waterville, survive.
clumsy
one

A true

I?

aPPbjW

GEOKGEE. JOHNSON

GKO. E. JOHNS
A true copy.
Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
Attest:
for the County of W aldo, on the 10th day of
Chas. P. Hazei.
September, a. 1). 1912.
IIMLLIAW T. FLANI1ERS, administrator of I
A l.I>0 88.—In Court ot Pi obat
>T 1 he estate of George W Flanders, late of !
fast, on the 10th
of s<
Northport, in said County of Waldo, deceased. I C. W. Wcscott, executorday
of tinhaving presented a petition praying tor'a license j E. Brooks, late of Belfast,in said (
to sell at public or private sale and convey eered, having presented his rtnai *
tain real estate of said deceased, described in
istration of said estate for allow;
said petition.
Ordered. That notice there.-; b.
:
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to I weeks
successively, in Tile Kep;..
1
At a Probate Court held at Keltast, within an(* all persons interested by causing a copy of this i a newspaper published in Beita-t
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues* order to be published three week*; successively ty, that all persons interested i>,
JEAN PATTERSON DROWNED.
in Tlit Republican Journal, a newspaper publish!
j Probate Court, to be held at Bt i:
day of September, A. 1). 1912.
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
certain instrument, purporting to be the last Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said day of October next, and sh<
Rig
they have, why the said aceom
20.
Jean
will and testament of William H. Thomas, County, on the 8th
of
A.
I).
October.
day
of the Montana late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, de- 1912, at. ten of the clock before noon, and show allowed.
GKO. E. JOH N
been presented for probate.
ceased,
having
if
at*
t
cause,
of
have,
said
any
they
and
why
prayer
cashier
of the
j A true copy. Attest :
company,
petitioner should not be granted
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
Citizens State bank of this
Chas. P. Hazki
was
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge,
terested
causing a copy of this order to be
and two
had a publishedbythree
A true copy. Attest:
weeks successively in The ReChas. P. Hazeltink, Register,
narrow escape while
117 A EDO SS.— In Court of 1
on the Yelpublican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
?T
last, on flu* 10th day 01
lowstone river this
may appear at a Probate court, to be held at
At a Pn bate Court held at Belfast, within and
I stelie A. smith, a'immisiiai
on the second
within
and
for
said
County,
1’elfast,
in company with Dell
and Elmer Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
for the County of Waldo, on the JOth day of Annie A, Thompson, late of v\,:
started down to
September, A. 1>. 1912.
before noon,and show cause, if any (hey have,
(’•unity, deceased, having ;,i,A. NEAi udininistn.P.i of the es- count of administration of said
ranch
why the same should not be proved, approved
after S o’clock. As
a nee.
and allowed.
\J late of Musts s. Neal, late id Searsmont, m
went over the
(
about half a mile
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
said County of Waldo, deceased, having pit*
Ordered, That notice then
below
Timber the boat upset. WhitA true copy. Attest:
a
seated
petition prayit.g fora lirnsv t. sell al i weeksstieeessively.nl flu- !;.
Chas. 1’. Hazeltine, Register.
public or private sale and convey certain real i a newspaper published in !'•• !•
ney and Sanderson managed to hold to
estate of said deceased, described m said peti- | ty. ilia! all persons mtei•-i«
the boat which drifted into a brush
tion.
Probate Court, to be heal at
but Patterson was swept away
the At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice to 1 day of October next, and
for the County of V- aldo, on the second Tuesswift current and was last seen half a
all
they have, why the said
interested
a
causing
ot
fids
persons
by
copy
day of September, A. 1), 1912.
be allowed.
mile
order to be published three \v i*k> Miecewsively
where he sank.
peoA certain instrument, purporting to be the last
GEO. E. joh
in The Republican .Journal, a newspaper pubare
the river for miles be- A will and testament ol Mary a. Sayward, lisheil
A true copy. Attest:
at Beltast. that they may appear at a Pro- !
low in an effort to recover the
Ha/.i
Chas. I
of late of Thorndike, in said Comity of Waldo, de- bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
ceased. having been presented for probate.
the well known business man.
said Couuty, on the 8th day
t October, A. 1).
That notice be given to all persons in1912, at ten of the clock bei ore noon, and show !
Ordered,
Mr.
was
4 DMINIsi RATKIX’S MU
of Belfast terested by causing a copy of this order to be cause, if any they have, why the pray er of said
.1 scriber hereby gives a
be granted.
and married Lena,
of Mr. and published three weeks successively in The Re- petitioner should not
been duly appointed idmimsn
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
of
Mrs. Charles W.
A true copy. Attest:
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
OKAS. 1*. Hazki.tixk, Register,
EDGAR A. BUNKER, late
Belfast, within and for said County, on the secj
of October next, at t< n of the
ond
Tuesday
in the County of Waldo, dt
Notes on the Moose.
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
bonds as the law directs, a
have, why the same should not be proved, apfor the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of demands against the estate r
The
proved and allowed.
are from Col.
desired to present the shimSeptember, A. !>. 1912.
GEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge.
all indebted thereto are reqa
Theodore Roosevelt’s
“The WilWENTWORTH, administratrix of ment
A true copy. Attest:
immediately to Robert. I
VJ
Hie
ot Edwin K. Wentworth, late of
estate
derness Hunter”:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
fast.
Maine, my authoriz'd t_Waldo, in said County of Waido, deceased, hav“The
of the moose are too
\ EE( m
ing presented a petition praying for a license to
and the neck too short to allow it to At a Probate Court held at
Mass.. SeptembeBelfast, within and sell at private sale and convey certain real es I Foxboro,
on short grass.”
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of tate of said deceased, described in said petition,
graze
September, A. I). 1912.
“It travels well
Ordered, That the said petitioner gives notice to
N JTICE. 1
but not
E. SMART, daughter and heir*at law of all persons interested by causing a copy of this
as well as the caribou; and it will not
by gives notice that she 1
Oliver W. Whitcomb, late of Searsport, in order to be published three weeks successively in ! pointed executrix of the las!
venture on ice at all if it can
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
said County of Waldo, deceased, having prej of
avoid it.”
sented a petition praying that she may be ap- at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
MARY BIRMINGHAM, la;
administratrix of the estate of said de- Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
pointed
when
moose,
caught, are ceased.
County, on the 8th day ot October, A. 1). 1912, ill the County of Waldo, deceaand are very
ten
at
of the clock before noon, and show cause, having demands against the
deOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice to if any they have,
to
to and
why the prayer of said peti- ceased are desired to present C
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
tioner should not be granted.
ment, and all indebted tberet"
and
mak- order to be published three weeks successively in
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
| make payment immediately.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
SAliAll 1
A true copy. Attest:
old
grotesque faces. As
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
are apt to become
Frankfort, September 10. lbi
Chas. 1*. Hazeltink, Register.
and even Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
their
takes the form of a mock County, on the Sth day of October, A. D. 1912, At a Probate Court held
at Belfast, within and
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
NOTICE. T!
for the County of Waldo, ou the 10th day of
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionby gives notice that s lie
“A truculent moose will do its
September, A. I). 1912.
er should not be granted.
pointed executrix of the last w
with hoofs and
h. NICHOLS, administrator of of.
to upset the boat.”
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
the estate of Frank A. Curtis, late of SearsA true copy. Attest:
“When run across
DANIEL S. GOODELL, lab
’Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
port. in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
showed a certain
presented a petition praying that the .Judge of ill the County of W aldo, dere.is
Probate may determine who are entitled to the liaving demands against the
slowness of
which
SS.—in court of probate, heict at Belbalance of the said estate now in Ids hands for ceased are desired to present
amounted to
fast, on the 10th day of September, 1912. distribution, their respective shares therein, and tiement, and all indebted tlu-r.
John C. tC'lark. administrator on the esiate of order the same distributed accordingly.
to make, payment immediately
Eliza M Philbrick, late of Thorndike, in said
M All V
THE KENNEDY WILL SUSTAINED.
Ordered, That the said
to
County, deceased, having presented bis first and ali persons interested bypetitioneragive notice
Searsport, September 10, l'.n
causing
copy of this
final account of administration of said estate for order to be
three weeks successively
published
27.
An at- allowance.
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish* !
NO’l l«
4 DMINISTRATOR’S
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three ed at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate ii. scriber
to break the will of
Peter weeks
hereby gives not
successively, in The Republican Journal,' Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said duly
administrator,
appointed
failed in the
a
in
the
8th
in
said
of
CounCounty,Ion
Court tonewspaper published
Belfast,
October, A. I). 1912,
day
liexed, of tlie estate of
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
at the end of two
LEON W. WYMAN, la titrial, Probate Court, to be held at1 Belfast, on the 8th if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionof
October next, and show cause if any er should not be granted.
day
ll! the County of Waldo, d<
the
sustained the decree of
the said account should uot be
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A
they
have,
why
bonds
as the law directs.
E. C.
the will to pro- allowed.
A true copy. Attest:
demands against the estate o!
bate.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Chas* p. Hazkltine, Register.
desired to present the same i<"
variously estimated from
A true copy. Attest;
all indebted thereto are request$50,000 to
was involved.
Chas. P. Haz eltine, Register
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
meat immediately.
who was one of the
VICTOR I
for the County of Waldo, on the JOth day of
best known mariners in New
Isles boro, September 10, 1012
September, A. D. 1912.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belto his retirement, was drowned a
OSCOE J PERLEY of Unity, in said County
fast, on the 10th day of September, 1912.
of Waldo, having presented a peti ion praynear his summer Viola J. Patterson, administratrix on the estate
year ago while
4 1)M I NISI KATOR’S
NOTH K
in said ing that Wilbur S. Lowell of said Unity, may be
home at
x\ scriber hereby gives notic
Beach. His will was of Robert F. Patterson, late of Belfast,
her first and appointed guardian of him. the said Roscoe J.
deceased,
County,
having
presented
administrator
duly appointed
drawn Jan. 11, 1902, the same
final account of administration of said estate, Perley.
that his first wife was divorced from
for allowance.
ALBERT B. FERGUSON, lat
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
and with the
of a few minor
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three all persons interested by causing a copy of this in the County of Waldo, deceits
bonds as the law directs. All p<
three weeks successively
all of his property was be- weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, order to be
«!
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
pub- mands against the estate of sa
queathed to his
Grace D. that all persons interested may attend atCounty,
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro- desired to present the same foi
a Prowhom he
married. bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for all indebted thereto are request*Relatives came in for no share of his day of October next, and show cause, if any said County, on the 8th day of October, a. D. ment immediately to Janies C. !’
they have, why the said account should not be 1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show fast, Maine, my authorized ager'
and the will was contested
a
allowed.
JEREMIAH s
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
William M.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
New York, September 10. ID!
on the
petitioner should uot be granted.
A
true
Attest:
copy.
GEORGE
E.
ground that
had been unJOHNSON, Judge.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
A true copy. Attest:
influenced
NOTH
his
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
scribers hereby give notic
been
administrate!
duly
NOTICE.
The subappointed
SAVES LEG OF BOY.
NOTICE. The subscriber here annexed, of the estate of
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
by gives notice that she has been duly ap- HAMILTON HOLTON WOOD.
"It seemed that my 14-year old boy would duly appointed administrator of the estate of
executrix
of
the
last
will
and
pointed
testament
hie. MassGEORGE H. CAMPBELL, Jr., late or
have to lose hiB leg, on account of an ugly
deceased, and given bonds as u
LEWIS B. HARDING, late of Troy,
Winterport,
ulcer, caused by a bad bruise,” wrote D. F.
All persons having demands ag.
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given In the County of Waldo, deceased, and giver
of said deceased are.desired to i"
Howard, Aquone, N C. “All remedies and in
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
bond9 as the law directs,
AH persons having
for settlement, and all indebted
doctors treatment failed till we tried Bucklen’s demands against the estate of said deceased demands against the estate of said deceased quested to make payment immedi
are desired to present the same for settlement,
are desired to present the same for settlement,
r. Dunton of Belfast, Maine, cm
Arnica Salve, and cured him with one box.” and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make ageut.
ORRIN G. WOOD.
Curas burns, boila, skin eruptions, piles. 2Sc payment immediately.
payment Immediately.
JOHN W. EDMUND*
GEORGE H. CAMPBELL,
EMMA LUETTA HARDING.
HENRV ,u‘!
HERBERT
at all druggists.
Winterport, September 10,1912.—8w39
Troy, September 10,1912.
Brookline, Mass., August 13, HH*

knew her. Mrs. Kelley was a member
play
of the Baptist church, where she was tight.”
an

why
ana allowed.

Chas.P. Hazbi.tink, Regisrer.

DR. E. S. WEBBER.

PROBATE NOTICES

the

a'"ff

J?, Ms

Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
on the Sth day of October, A. D. 1912,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why tire prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

Tins Winter

Temple.

Belfast, within

on

Annie

probate0,

County,

RUBBERS

5,

A

treat DOE, guardian of Blanche
Springs, in said County of
Waldo, having presented a petition praying for a
license to sell at private sale and convey certain
real estate of Iter said ward, described in said
petition, tor the purpose therein named.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weens successively
iu Tile Republican Journal, a newspaper publish
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate

ALICE
Doe

DENTIST

At 2 p. m. all met at headquarters,
where a business meeting was held. The
following officers were elected for the
ensuing year; W. H. Ayers, president;
W. B. Grant, first vice-president; Edward M. Higgins, second vice-president;
I. L. Richardson, treasurer; A. R. DevIt was voted to hold
ereux, secretary.
the next reunion at Bangor with the regimental reunion.

for Pennsylvania anthracite, stove size,
in 25 out of 29 cities from which reports
were secured, and there was no
change
of price in the remaining four cities.
During the same period, Pennsylvania
anthracite, chestnut size, advanced in 25
out of 27 cities, and bituminous advanced
in 17 out of 32 cities; the price remained
unchanged in 12 cities and declined in
three cities.
In the North Atlantic States Pennsylvania white ash coal, stove size, was 11 3
per cent higher on April 15, 1912, than a
year before; Pennsylvania aruhracite
white ash, chestnut size, 11.9 higher, and
bituminous 11 per cent higher.
These were the largest increases,
while in the Western States the
prices
were unchanged or there was no data for
anthracite, and bituminous coal was 1.7
per cent less than April 15, 1911.
The net prices of gas for household use
on April 15th,
compared with the previous year, showed that reductions
ranged
from five to 15 cents for manufactured
gas among 54 companies in 36 cities and
practically unchanged among the natural
gas plants.

.0936

200

$0.46

$q 23
*

Per cent
advance.

1

am at

1

EXCHANGE VALUES OF FARM PRODUCTS.
The exchange value of any article represents its real value, and the real worth
of any article produced on the farm is measured by its value in exchange for articles which the farmer desires to purchase. No compilation of retail prices for 1911
and 1896 are available, but the retail price of any commodity follows, in a general
way, the wholesale price. Without retail prices it is impossible to measure the ex- Room
Masonic
act purchasing power of farm products, but the proportionate change in purchasing
power is practically the same when wholesale prices are used as when retail prices
Telephone 6-4
tfl2
are used.
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 46 pounds of Rio coffee in December, 1911,
and 23 pounds in December, 1896.
Ten bushels of corn equalled in value 16 gallons of New Orleans molasses in
December, 1911, and 7 gallons in December, 1896.
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 7 barrels of salt in December, 1911, and 4
barrels in December, 1896.
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 123 pounds of granulated sugar in Decem- At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesber 1911, and 56 pounds in December, 1896.
day of September, A. D. 1912.
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 110 yards of Arroskeag gingham in DecemA certain instrument, purporting to be the last
ber, 1911, and 48 yards in December, 1896.
will and testament of
Small, late of
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 85 yards of Fruit of the Loom shirtings in Brooks, in said County of Mary
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate
December, 1911, and 34 yards in December, 1896.
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 74 gallons of refined petroleum in DecemOrdered, That notice be given to all persons
ber 1911, and 23 gallons in December, 1896.
| interested by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in The Republished
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 350 pounds of galvanized barbed wire in publican Journal,
published at Belfast, that they
December, 1911, and 117 pounds in December, 1896.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 433 pounds of 8-penny wire nails in Decem- Belfast, within and for said County, on the
I second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the
ber, 1911, and 170 pounds in December, 1896.
\ clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 1,066 common brick in December, 1911, : have, why the same should not be proved, approved and aliowed.
and 460 in December, 1896.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ten bushels of corn equaled in value 5 barrels of Portland cement in December,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
1911, and 1.2 barrels in December, 1896.

Increase in price:
Fresh milk, 2.4;
smoked ham, 2.7; hens, 3.8; granulated
Irish
sugar, 6;
potatoes, 7.6; wheat flour.
10.7; pork chops, 11.2; pure lard, 11.3;
fresh
strictly
eggs, 11.8; corn meal, 12.7;
creamery butter, 15.3; sirloin steak, 17.1;
rib roast, 17.5; round steak, 18.6.
The advance during the decade, comparing the price June 15 last with the
average for the 10 years, was as follows:
Granulated sugar, 8.5 per cent; strictly
fresh eggs, 26.1; fresh milk, 32.9; creamery butter, 33.3; wheat flour, 39.3; pure
lard, 55.3; hens, 58.1; sirloin steak, rib
roast, 63.8; round steak, 84; pork 59.5;

HEAVY COAL INCREASES IN EAST.

advance,

Per cent.

Corn advanced....,.200
Wheat advanced. 67
Cotton advanced. 28
Oats advanced.166
Rye advanced. 137
Barley advanced.308
Hay advanced.138

ner was

Coal also advanced considerably in
some cities.
The price on April 15th, as
compared with a year before, was higher

Actual

ber
1896

1896.

'September.
The prices of the principal farm products above enumerated show phenomenal
increases between the dates named, as follows:

per cent.

smoked hams, 61.3; corn meal, 63.7;
chops, 86; smoked bacon, 96.7; Irish potatoes, 111.9.

Decem-

$0.69
*1.00

Potatoes, per bushel.
Faxseed, per bushel.
Cattle, choice extra steers, per 100 pounds.
Hogs, heavy, per 100 pounds.
Butter, dairy, per pound.
Egg?, fresh, per dozen.

have cut our meat business almost in
two.
The cheaper cuts, which we ordinarily sell for 6 to 10 cents a pound, now
we have to get 10 to 14 cents.
Atlanta.
“The wholesale cost of fresh
meats, flour and butter has advanced,
! but we still are holding at old prices.”
j! Indianapolis. “Owing to the high
price of feed the milk supply this month
is the lowest for May on record.” (A
CO. D, FIRST MAINE CAVALRY.
I second.)
“Meat prices have made a
I sharp advance owing to the scarcity in
The annual reunion of Co. D, First
\ the medium grades of meat, and we Maine Cavalry Veteran association,
was
1 have been compelled to handle higherheld in Ellsworth, Sept. 19th, with headpriced meats.”
at
Grand Army hall. Ten of
Milwaukee. “We were compelled to quarters
the original 1861 members of the comraise our price of beef because of the
were
present, as follows: Napany
raise in the wholesale price.”
thaniel Bowden, Bluehill; W. Brooks
Los Angeles. “The decline of price
Grant, Orland; W. H. Ayers, Alonzo
: on potatoes is due to speculators losing
; Annis,
Charlotte; S. E. Griffin, West
their grip on the market.
Shipments
j
A. K. Gray, Prospect; Edhave airived from other States, and as Pembroke;
Mt. Desert; Lemuel
: ward M. Higgins,
new potatoes will come in
freely in a R. Lurvey, Southwest Harbor; Ephraim
: few weeks they had to let go.”
Murch, Ellsworth; A. R. Devereux, LaFIGURES IN DETAIL.
moine. The greetings of these old comThis was the showing made for the rades as they took each other by the
food prices in the last year, according to hand can better be imagined then told.
the report, on the foods investigated:
At 1 p. m. they, with their wives, went
Decrease in price: Smoked bacon, 1 to Hotel Cirone, where a bountiful din-

—

indigestion.
KodolFor
,*WUU1 Relieves stomad!,

piaints,

With advancing prices the products of the farm show a much greater advance
than do the commodities which the farmer purchases for consumption or for use on
the farm.
The average prices of the principal farm products of the East, the South, the
Middle West, and the Far West in December, 1911, and in December, 1896, show a
remarkable change in conditions during that period. All prices used in the following
tables are taken from Bulletin No. 39 and Bulletin No. 99 of the United States

[

taking

:

Elgin, 111.—“After fourteen years of
suffering everything from female com-

iu

-ilj

m2'"1

certain Instrument,
purporting to be
will and testament of
ii «* in,
late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo
ed, having been presented for
Ordered, That notice be given to an
Interested by causing a copy of this
published three weeks successively
publican Journal, published at Belfast o '- hi,
may appear at a Probate Court,to be 1tt»
fast, within and for said County, on 0 at
Tuesday of October next, at ten of n
1before noon, and show cause, if am n,
t
the same should not be proved
:'aiu*

Republican

Compound.

August 26,1912 and May 27,1910.]

oelfasTTm

At a Probate Court, held at
for the County of Waldo, In vacatn. lhll>
17th day of September, A. D.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The
Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
of October, A. D.
County, on the 8th dayDefore
noon, and show
1912. at ten ot the clock
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P, Hazei.tink, Register.

For Fourteen Years. Restored
in 1896 and 1911.
To Health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Speeches of Hon. Reed Smoot, U. S. Senator from Utah.

The table which follows shows the average price in December, 1911, and in
while nine of the 15 advanced more than 10 per cent, varying December, 1896, and also the advance during the period between those dates for all
from 2.4 per cent for milk, to 18.6 for I articles
except wheat, for which September prices are compared for the reason
round steak. Of the 15 only eggs, butto the reports of the United States Department of Agriculture,
ter, milk and sugar were lower, but the that, according
price of three of these four is normally more wheat is marketed by the farmers during September than during any other
lower during summers than during win- one month of the year.
ters.
Average prices in December, 1911, and in December, 1896, and the advance since
December, 1896.
IN THE DIFFERENT CITIES.

Notes.

Lippincott's cam always be relied on
for good fiction —fiction which is not only
clever in form, but which—a vastly more
important item—touches live sentiment.
The October issue is noteworthy in several respects.
For one, it contains a
complete novelette of swdft movement
and compelling interest, by a famous
British author, H. B. Marriott Watson,
whose books, "Hurricane Island,” “The
Big Fish,” and a dozen more, have won
him deserved success on both sides of
the Atlantic. His new story, “The Picaroon,” describes the surprising things
that happened to an audacious, resourceful young yachtsman who believed in

SUFFERED
EVERYTHING
"

decline in price,

for the disease like RHEUM A.”
Mrs. Daniel S. Knox.
(Signed)
Severance, N. Y., August 8, 1912.

a Probate Court heldat Belfast, within and
lor the Count; of Waldo, on the 10th day of
September, A. D. 1918.
T UCY A. JACKSON, admlnfstratrlx on the esli tate of Alfred 8 Jackson, late of Belfast,
In said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at
public or private sale and convey certain rea
estate of 9ald deceased, described in said petition.
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,V: Pickling.

Spiciest
Spices,
Pure, Sparkling

phe

Vinegar
l ittle Onions,

Celery,

Cauliflower, Etc.

also.

jars

A A.Howes&Co.,;
.OC CRIES.

ilL'GS and

FARMERS ORGANIZE.
Farmers’ union,
Unity, was organAdams hall, Unity,
lion of C. E. Embree of
manager of the Maine
The capital stock is
.1,000 shares at $10 a
.-.
a large attendance of
lato growers in this secin the principal towns
Central branch to Belable interest was maniE. W.
movement.
hosen president of the
ition an d Wilmot L. Gray,

a.ty

being planned.
daily at Mr. EmBangor asking for inare

towards

Isle

organizations

anil

■

Auburn,
cover

a

State.

all over Maine is
this fall and many of
will not gather more'
my apples as last year,
rchard which gave 1,000
•tutnn will furnish but 500
this situation is found all
?
apple belt.
..rvest
ge

Bosworth of Highlands,
raises oranges and grape
.g a month’s rest in Bath.
merly sailed out of the
command of the Sewall
h some years a Caiiforrays kept in touch with
city he has retained his
captain says that an
has to be carefully watch•r cultivated.
A layman
trying to raise oranges,
neglect the trees go
rner. He agrees that were
give as much attention
r. es
as do Californians
s
they could more than
ns and profits.
1

j

people

who'

i'ig away from the farms
also

is

a

continued move-

with their families to
y farmers of middle age 1
her occupations, dependn
of their income upon
from the farms they have
mall towns are made up to
1 of a population of ‘remany of whom are still
life. Instead of having
or task until their
days of
•ii have normally ended,
get away from it ail while
s|ill young enough ‘to get
;
"‘"t out of life.’ Like those
ttriv
°C s°*d who cf>anced
be
•hey, laving gathered in
I (pi v
enter upon the stage of
ihe
typical ‘retired farmer,’
hit, J
/"Iters very radically from the
in that as his wealth was
£ :
‘‘suit of a sudden smile of for««v8 not
t h
spend it in sudden
n

■

■

■

•ucceasf'"'T'
■

!T;irV

r,‘ckless generosity. —Roy Hinmf‘s, in the October Atlantic.
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NOTICE OF

m
■

near,”

always

!

Look thither whenso’er I may
dull routine of my way:
heavens in trust;
My priestly branches toward thee thrust,
Absolve thy fret, assoil thy dust.

LIBERTY

I

I

say,

From the

MassachuShe
setts for a few weeks’ stay with friends.
was accompanied by her cousin, Mrs. Cora
Goodwin of Montville... Mr. and Mrs. Green
of Portland spent a lew days in town last
week. Mr. Green is in charge of the Monmouth Company’s corn canning business in
this section... Will Greeley and Clayborn
Stickney spent two days in Gardiner last week
and each bought a fine horse... .George Rnowlton, who has been in Bath since last February,
returned home last week... Miss Reta Cox of
Lewiston was in town for a few days last week
calling on friends_Mr. Rowes of Washing-

Clough

has gone to

FORECLOSURE

“I hold for thee the

I
■

n.
it heeds not me;
The stars amid the branches see
But lonely man and lonely tree,—
And lonely earth, that holds in thrall
Her creatures, while Eve gathers all
To fold within her shadowy wall.

Yet, if I

■

come

j
i

in.

■
■

I

■
■
■

Now, with this spell around me thrown,
Dreaming of social pleasures flown,
I grieve, yet joy, to be alone;
While, whispering through its solitude,
Far from its green-robed brotherhood,
The pine tree shares my wonted mood.
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guest of his niece, Mrs. B. B. Wentworth.... It museth that felicity
Miss Marion Jennison of Waltham, Mass., is Which, being not, we deem may be;
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Marlton Knowlton. It mingles hope with certainty.
.1. J. Mead of Everett, Mass., is passing a
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in
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hog and about germination in the dark of P.
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from the doctors.
To tell tho
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After being a very successful high
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‘'After
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At its last commencement, Willamette
MISS MARION WELLS,
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‘DON’T YOU REMEMBER.’
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IA7HEREAS, Sarah M. Dow of Prospect in
* *
the County of Waldo and State of
Maine
by her mortgage deed dated the twenty-fourth
day of September, A. D. 1907, and recorded in
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Hook 286
Page 318, conveyed to us a certain lot or parcei
of land, with the buildings thereon, as describ-

Sold by Mason & Hall

...

NOW GETS BIGGER

PAY

BELFAST

and untold?

nct°ber. at heart was sober?
"AliCe p*P*e is *hot through with goldl
Allen in
her

October Lippincott’s

_

A

|

tar, Nose anJ Throat

j

Fdk SALE.

LITTLE GIANT

j

BEATS THEM ALL.

vi ti**

(he young

Mrs. Hattie W allace, 86 Waldo
Avenue, Belfast. Me., says: "Doan’s Kidney Pills are a
line kidney remedy. They have been
used in
my household for the past four years and I and
other members of my family have derived
great benefit from them. I willingly recommend this remedy to other kidney sufferers.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, Bole
agente
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no

COTIAGE

APPLES.

r

neighbors.

m
m

—

Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Hall, and son Howard of F']
i.
Malden, Mass., and Mrs. M. R. Esty of Natick,
Mass., returned to their homes by boat Sept. Remote, upon the sunset shrine
Of
a green hill, a lonely pine
27th after spending several weeks with Mr. Beckons this
hungry heart of mine.
and Mrs. M. O. Wilson.
“Draw
it
seems to

Mrs. Hattie

M

We Know
|
That He Knows i

| ^ ye.

There is
organization of an ase in the near future.
the

Avert the serious kidney
diseases,
Trent the weakened
kidneys with Doan’s
Kidney Pills,
A remedy especially for sick
kidneys.
Endorsed in Belfast by your friends and

;

to the other. Hawthorne said of Thoreau
that “he prided himself on coming nearer to the heart of a pine tree than any
other human being.’’ In those days I
certainly got nearer the heart of one
than I had ever come before, and regarded the green-robed minstrel with a mingled feeling of awe and reverence. P.

Fox-Trapping

or-

city, Waterville, Dex.-held, Union, Springniington. Fort Kent,
New
•■im,
Aslilanri,
le

ing.

Maine, and it
during the years of my residence in that
town, while passing from the one village

,,

..

.together they

constant, dead-tired feel-

hill between the

villages of Corinth,
was frequently visited,

_ADVICE

lent that my prediction
!i not be more than 60
acre in northern Aroosverage is a conservative
Mr. Embree, “and in the
I doubt if the average
70 barrels to the acre.
\ 1. Id is about 80 barrels.”
rs all over the State
are
well organized, according
.-I
There are potato ex: the
principal producing

farmers’

or a

on a

£linton.
2fn.ton-

Imre the first farmers’
mized in the State, $2,000
stock has been collected,
ai i-cot Produce exchange
has sold 80 of its shares,
i'S the stock is being disthe members.
: is received a letter from
of New Sweden, repegislature,which bears
:.
he made to the Bangor
iut a week ago, that the
northern part of Aroosli not average more than
acre.
Mr. Peterson
an
nas dug about 350 barrels
and
that
far,
they fall a
averaging 60 barrels to the

1

Nervousness

made is located
East and West

E?0*

■

cssistance

THE LONELY PINE.
tree to which reference is here

[The

DRINK HABIT

at

;■

n

to believe in equinoctial storms.
The settlers promptly had one. With
accessory freshet and tidal wave it
chased the Narragansett Indians into
the treetops; so at least runs the old
record. And ever since that early tempest of 1635, the line-storm, or in Longfellow’s phrase, “The gigantic Stormwind of the equinox,’’ has swept or
ravaged the Atlantic seaboard and even
the central valleys. Far out on Cape
Cod, a shaft commemorates 57 men a,:d
boys of Truro drowned in one autumnal
storm at sea.
The great September
gale is no longer a household word, but
it still roars and whoops in Dr. Holmes'
doggerel. A kind of storm that for 40
miles inland can blight the foliage with
salt, and drive the flurried sea gulls into
Worcester, impresses itself deeply on
men’s memories. The Nova Scotia gale
of ’73, with its windrows of wreckage,
over 1200 vessels, and with its harvest of
600 deaths, also wrote its story plain.
And the Steptember storms that are of
still more recent memory have brought
devastation upon the Gulf coast and uptn
the Sea Islands.
Yet critical men smile at old folks for
believing that the sun’s crossing of the
line compels a storm.
The celestial
equator, like the earth’s, is ‘only imaginary. They point out, too, that the
linestorm seldom comes exactly on time.
With two or three weeks’ leeway on
either side of Sept. 22nd, any marked
disturbance gets the name of an equinoctial and feeds the fancy for another
year. Once men may have thought the
linestorm rained and blew and raised the
tides over all the world at once.
But

BURNHAM

DICINES.

more

BORDER STATE BALLADS.
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NORTH 3EARSMONT
Some Belfast People Have Learned How
Mrs. Olive Ladd, Mrs- Louise Brown and
To Get Relief.
Mrs. Bell Staples of Lowell, Mass., and Mr.
Warren McKee of Belfast spent Sept. 2oth
How many people suffer from
an aching
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rokes... .Mr. Roland
back?
How few know the cause?
Woodbury took a trip to Winterport Sept.
If it hurts to stoop or lift—
29th.Mr. Raymond Hill, who has been
If you suffer sudden,
driving Horace Morton’s touring car in Beldarting pains—
If you are weak, lame and
returned home Sept. 27th and will soon
mont,
tired,
return to school in Camden.... Mr. Frank
Suspect your kidneys.
Watch for nature's signal.
Cooper and Miss Bertha Woodbury spent Sunin Morrill.... Mr. Aden Crockett of LibThe first sign may be headache or
dizziness, day
erty is painting Mr. Alfred Crockett’s house...
Scanty, painful, or too frequent urination.

It has always been easy for New Eng-

land

Time!
everything

Does Backache Worry You?

STORM.

pickling
W. have

TRUTH ABOUT THE LINE

Dow, Agent,

KENNEDY

Here Is

|

a

Genuine

Bargain!

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,
j
The Republican Journal, One Year,,
j
Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,

—

magazine

WORKS WONDERS

LAXAIIVE
SYRUP

ALo\!yR

eVlA

Don’t Miss this Extraordinary Offer

1

|

—

I

j^Republica^^

Co., Belfast, Me.

|

“

I JOHNSON’S
I

I

LINIMENT

speedy

relief from

coughs, colds, I

diarrhoea, muscular
rheumatism, bruises, etc.

cramps,
r
W

f

Parsons
Pill*

^B
■

I
■
■
B

■
everywhere
m I. S. JOHNSON & CO.
Boston, Mass. ■

Bilious

25c and 50c

People

SEARSPORT.
W. E. Closson arrived Saturday from Woodland.
Mrs. James B. Parse returned Tuesday from
New York.
Fred B. Smith
business.

was

Capt. W. H. Goodell

Bangor Tuesday

in

was

on

Bangor last week

in

business.

on

Dr. S. L. Fairchild has moved into the L. A.
Colcord house on East Main street.
The heavy ram of Sunday night was followed Monday night by a chilling frost.
Miss Edith Thurston returned Tuesday after
week’s visit with friends in Bangor.

a

T.

R. Savage of Bangor

day, the guest of his

was

son, E. T.

Prospect street.

building a cottage at Gilmore’s
H. R. Dyer
Point to be in readiness for the season of 1913.
Miss Rebecca M. Ross left last week for
a few
Montclair, N. J., where she will spend
is

weeks.

and Mrs. Percy Dodge have sold their
Mr. G. L.
cottage on Aroostook avenue to
Mr.

Curtis.

Miss Kate Dow, who has been spending a
few days at home, returned to Pittsfield Saturday morning.

arrived Saturday from
a
Venice, Calif., where he had been at work in
hotel since January.

Murphy

Mrs. Nina Treworgy of West Brooksville
her sister,
was in town Monday, the guest of
Mrs. J. B. Sweetser.
from
Barge Nesquehoning arrived Sunday
Perth Amboy with 1,500 tons of coal to the
Penobscot Coal company.
Fred M. Harris and Charles Johonnet of Boston have been at Swan Lake the past week,

guests of Mr. J. A. Clement.
Steamer Kennebec, Capt. Parmenter, finished discharging coal at the Penobscot Coal dock

Friday and sailed

for

Norfolk.

Fred C. Kane, who has been spending a two
weeks’ vacation at his cottage at Swan Lake
returned to Boston Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Billings, who have been
visiting Mrs. L. L. Nichols on Water street,
returned to Lynn, Mass., Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Smith of Thorndike were
in town Thursday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
E. Bangs

from

on

the Mount

frosts

Ephraim

when others get

ness

road.

home, West Main street, last Friday aiternoon to finish
reading Irving Bacheller’s
"Keeping Up With Lizzie,” beguq at Mrs.
Charles Emery’s home last week. After completing the much enjoyed volume the merry
company was served by the hostesses with

of Belfast were recent guests of Mr.
Mrs. E. C. Peavey.. .Mr. Frank Seekins
has employment with the Coe-Mortimer Co.
in Belfast.... Edna Hazel,
only child of Mr
and Mrs.Cyrus Roberts,died very suddenlysept
27th with convulsions, aged 4 years. Much sym-

cocoa with whipped cream, angel cake, sunshine cake, sugar wafers and chocolate fudge,
all of the excellent quality peculiar to this
home., And, amid laughter and happy companionship, a joyous hour was spent before the
company dispersed to the various parts of the
village, each feeling it was good to meet together in social converse, particularly with
"so good entertainers.” The afternoon was
;
one long to be remembered by all present.

pathy is expressed for the bereaved parents...
Mr.and Mrs. Chas. Seekins and two children and
Mr. John Seekins and family of Searsport, and
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Snow of Frankfort, visited
Mr. F. O. Seekins and family recently.... Mr.
F. J. Webb was in Brooks the past week,letteiing monuments... Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey
were in Searsport Sunday, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. John Innis.

SPRINGS.

H. R. Hichborn was in Bangor
Monday, returning at night.

Mr.

on

busi-

Herbert L. Hopkins, Church street, is
improving his residence by a coat of white
Mr.

paint.
May October bring a bright, smiling face
We are expecting those “perfect days” of
which the poet sings.
Mrs. Rose Sanborn, Church street, is the
has been
guest of relatives in Rockland. She
absent from

home for

Moving picture

lu«
m
Joseph Pelletier, who nas Daen living
Havener house on Leach street, has moved to
Belfast.

Ernest

us

STOCKTON

Capt.

on

lake shields

in town Satur-

Savage.

and Mrs. Percy Dodge have returned
from an extended visit in New Brunswick.
Rufus E. Sargent is spending the winwith William P. Rice

his family to Searsport, where he has employment for the winter.... Ira Veazie, Owen Marden and Fred Jarrett filled their siloes last |
week_G. H. York and wife visited Granite
Grange Sept. 28th.... F. E. Stinson has his new
is
store done and with a full stock of goods
ready for all who may come... We have had
The i
no frosts to injure the vines at this date.
left.

Mr.

ter

who visited Granite Grange last Saturday
evening, were entertained overnight and Sunday at the home of Harriette Nickerson.
North Searsport. Mrs. O. J. Cass is on
the sick list. Mr. O. J. Cass had a slight shock
last week.... A. Stinson and wife visited Mrs.
John Littlefield, Mrs. Stinson’s sister, in Brewer last week... .Albert Cunningham will move

a

fortnight.

shows

are

deluging

diock-

week, regularly, and occasional
extra presentations, to “good houses."

ton !

Twice

a

SAVES LEG OF BOY.
“It seemed that my 14-year old boy would
have to lose his leg, on account of an ugly
ulcer, caused by a bad bruise,” wrote D. F.
Howard, Aquone, N C. “All remedies and
doctors treatment failed till we tried Bucklen’s
Arnica Salve, and cured him with one box.”
Cures burns, boils, skin eruptions, piles. 25c

J. Goodere, Church street, aclast
companied by her son, Mr. Richard, spen.
Thursday in Bangor for shopping.
Mrs. Milton

We are earnestly hoping that our “Indian
1
summer" may be more pleasant and proportionately warmer than our real summer proved j! at all druggists.
this year!
Miss Esther Ellis of Quincy, Mass., is the ;
guest of her parents,'. Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F. SWANVILLE.
Ellis, Church street, for a brief visit. She arMrs. Zenas Downs went to Unity last week
rived last Saturday.
to visit relatives.... Mr. and Mrs. Emery CunMiss Sue Partridge of The Rev ublican Jour- ningham spent the week-end in Frankfort....
nal staff was in town last Friday looking after Mr. and Mrs. Percy Nickerson and daughter
business matters for the newspaper, and inci- Pauline returned home to Bath last Tuesday.
Mrs. E. L. Cunningham and daughter Edna
dentally calling upon acquaintances in the vil- 1
lage.
j went to Brooks last Friday.and returned home
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Flanders, babe and nurse, j Sunday... Mr. and Mrs. Louis Nickerson and
took Monday’s afternoon train on the return | baby Clyde went to Farmington, N. H., Saturtrip to their New York home after spending a ; day to visit her uncle, Dr. Philip Greeley, and
few weeks with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. j family.... Dr. Foster C. Small will go to Unity
Master
Flanders, East Main street.
j this week to practice medicine
The Ladies Aid society of the Universalist I[ Frank Curtis, who has been with Mrs. Luella
Nickerson the past summer, returned home to
parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon j1
with Mrs. James N. Treat, West Main stre« t, Boston last week... .Clarence Curtis, who has
for sewing. All are invited to attend this first ; been with E. H. Littlefield the past six months,
; returned home Sunday... The L. A. S. met
gathering after the vacation.
with Mrs. A. T. Nickerson last Thursday, inbe
Journal
will
The
Republican
Henceforth,
stead of wTith Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson. The
Wardwell’s
J.
H.
at
store,
on sale regularly
next meeting will be with Mr6. J. W. Nickeras
of
the
at
Main street, instead
postoffice,
10th.
of this son, Oct.
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Judge and Mrs. Fred Emory Beane and
formerly. Persons desiring copies
Mayor Emory O. Beane of Hallow ell were
in mind.
paper will bear this change
guests at the Searsport House Sunday.
Ward Lewis of Portland was in town
Capt.
W.
the
G.
rented
has
Llewellyn Patteison
Saturday to call upon Capt. Ralph Morse,
Patridge house on the Mt. Ephraim road and
West Main street, an old brother-captain, with
will move his family here from Belfast.
whom he had long associated in the changing
&
Coal
Penobscot
Supt. John Frame of the
life of master mariners. Capt. and Mrs. Lewis
Wharf Co. has been having great luck at Jack- were
guests of Capt. and i-rs. Fred N. Park,
man catching trout and shooting partridge.
in Park, for several days.
Hollis E. Webber, who has been spending his
vacation with his mother, Mrs. C. A. Webber,
on Park street, returned to Providence Satur-

day.
Prof. Burch, principal of the Searsport High
school, has rented the lower part of Mrs.
A. T. Shiite's house, Water street, for the
winter.

and Mrs. M. A. Cook have returned from
the (Jrland fair and report a good business on
Mr.

the

ground. They

left

Monday

for

Lnity

to

attend the fair there.
ftiibS iiarriette

K.

wtDuer

aruveu

oaiuruay

Providence, R. I., and will spend a two
eeks’ vacation with her mother, Mrs. C. A.

from
w

Webber,

on

Park street.

A. E. Trundy & Son are taking the logs from
the Opeechee stream which have been afloat
for many years. A large number of them had
been sunk for many years.

Sch. Chester R. Lawrence arrived Sunday
from Weymouth, Mass., with 150. tons of fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point and
finished discharging Monday.
The change o? time in the mail service went
into effect Monday, Sept. 30th, The morning
train leaves at 6.05 a. m. and the afternoon
train at 1 40 p. m.; arrivals, 9.45 a. m. and 4.05

their

summer

the

home, the William Houston
county road, have returned

homestead, on
to Somerville, Mass.

Capt. Frank E. Curtis of the steamship Oregonian of the American-Hawaiian line, accompanied by his wife, who have been passing

Shibles and

Hilton
Master Hilton is
son

in Belfast Sept. 28th.
taking violin lessons and is doing finely.Mr.
and Mrs. John Penney and family have the
sympathy of all in the death of their infant
daughter. She lived only one short week.
Funeral services were held at their home Sept29th, Rev. David Brackett speaking comfortthe
Mr. Edwin Griffin of Brookline, Mass.,
ing words. The family wish to extend thanks
son of Mr. and Mrs. John P. Griffin of Westto all who so kindly assisted them, also for the
boro, Mass.—formerly of Stockton—arrived beautiful flowers.... Mrs. Verne Kelsey and
last Friday and was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Pearl Chase called on Mrs. Jennie RichHarry R. Hichborn, East Main street until i ardson one day last week.... Mr, Oakley Giles
Monday, leaving then for Belfast. Mr. Griffin has returned from the far w^est, and says the
has a family, a wife and two children.
east is gocd enough for him, especially the
Miss Emma Hichborn was at home from board... .Mrs. E. L. Cobbett and Mrs. A. B.
were

snend Sunday with her sister, Miss
NpUie. Hiohhorn. and her recently arrived
brother, Capt. Edmund Hichborn, at the
family home. West Main street. Capt. Hich-

A Dorr, canea

Belfast to

born took her to Belfast early Monday evening. Miss H. is still employed in J. H. Howes,
dry goods establishment.

on

jvirs.

nannan

weDDer,

Mrs.

Helen Webb and George Leonard Sept. 26th.
Mrs. Cobbett went to Belfast Sept. 28th on her

j

way to
in
was

Rockport.... Ed. Shibles,

with

party,
Belfast Sept. 28th....Miss Mildred
W'ebb was at home from the M. C. I. over Suna

day.

week’s weather was as follows: Sun- CENTER MONTVILLE.
day, charming sunshine, warm day; Monday,
Mrs. Volney Thompson returned from a two
beautiful, summer-like day; Tuesday, some- weeks’ visit in Belfast Saturday. She was acwhat overcast, throughout entire day; Wednescompanied by her sister, Mrs. Lena Frost of
day, dull sky, threatening rain; Thursday, Belfast, who will make a visit here_Seven
warm
lovely day, very warm; Friday, fine,
cousins of Mr. T. S. Erskine of La Grange are
day; Saturday, sunshine and clouds, alternat- visiting him....Mrs. Cassius Curtis and son,
ing from morning till night.
who have been visiting Mr. Hartley Cox, reThe first regular meeting of the Current turned home Saturday.... Mr. Elijah Gay shipEvents Club for the season was with Mrs. ped three dressed calves last week. They were
Last

Herbert L. Hopkins, Church street, Wednesday afternoon. The program for the coming
winter is to continue the unfinished “Bay
View Course”—Egypt, Africa and Australia—
p. m.
which was begun last year, and has been very
The Searsport Electric Light Co. have wired
instructive and enjoyable.
the office of Harry E. Bangs, Esq., in Staples
Mrs. Addie S. Dickey, Morse Avenue is in
store
of
and
the
on
Main
grocery
block
street,
of SandyMt.
very
poor health. Dr. J. A. Pierce
on
the
road,
L. W. Stockbridge
Ephraim
point called upon her—-an old patient—last
the past week.
Saturday. It is feared she will be obliged to
Mrs. Jennie Roberts and daughters, Bessie
relinquish the duties of the telegraph office
and Marian, who spent the month of August
at

KNOX.
Mr. and Mrs. B. M.

which she has for so many years conducted so,
acceptably to all patrons. We hope to hear of
an improvement in the health of our genial

neighbor!

inspected by Inspector Foy....Mr. T.«S. Erskine is building a silo... Mr. and Mrs. Nate
Knox were at Mr. Clifton Morse’s
Sunday.... Mr. Will Bowen of Waterville, formerly of this town, was here Thursday in an
a utomobile.... Allen Goodwin Wi.s in Palermo
Sunday.Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Watts of
Freedom, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. K.
McFarland Wednesday and Thursday.... Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. Herbert, who have been guests
of Mrs. A. M. Ricker, went to their home in
Uxbridge, Mass., Saturday.J. V. Jackson is
making extensive repairs on his buildingsMrs. Ira P. Allen and Fred E. Allen have
moved into the C. H. Means house....Miss
Davis

of

Frankie Mayhew was a recent guest of Mrs.
Mrs. Almeda H. Rendell remains in a helpArthur
Watts, in F’reedom.Mrs. Engene
or
worse
no
better
j
less condition, seemingly
Reed, who has been visiting Mrs. Ira43. Cram,
to day. She occasionally sits in a big j
from
day
Main
on
Ford
streeet,
a week at the
cottage
has returned to Rhode Island... .Mr. and Mrs.
chair, but cannot stand alone. Mrs. Lizzie
returned to New York Tuesday.
J. H. Terry returned from Massachusetts SatBrown is her nurse, and admirably fitted for
.Miss Annie Wilton of Waldo is helpClara Pendleton is the name given to the
the business. Dr. G. A. Stevens is watching ; urday.
Mrs. M. C. Gordon.*. Embert Ramsay
little daughter recently arrived at the home of I
and mental conditions are ! ing
the patient.
Age
was at home from Pittsfield over Sunday...
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Blanchard in San Pedro,
against ultimate recovery, in the opinion of Mr« Arriella Dallvn of Oakland. California.
Mrs. Blanchard was formerly Miss
Calif.
one
of
be
case
the
may
the physician, although
visited Mrs. 0. C. Cushman part of last week.
Maria Gilkey, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Willong duration in the present state.
Mrs. Elnora Banton is at homeirom Alliam R. Gilkey of this village.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Marston, accompanied bion.... G. L. Edmunds, Perley Berry, W. S.
Local sportsmen are naving iair iuck mis
in
were
Mrs. M.’s mother. Mrs. Brockway,
Mehuren, and J. W. Wentworth went to Union
fall shooting partridge. The birds are not so by
town last Friday, coming up from Rockport, last Thursday.... Mrs. John Mayhew of Searsplentitul as they were back in 1877, when J. H.
where they have been through the summer. mont passed the week-end with her daughter,
Sullivan bagged 106 and L. W. Wentworth 94
It is rumored that the Marston place—form- Mrs. A. D. Baker.
during the shooting season of that year. Both
erly the Kellar house, on upper Church street,
used cocker spaniels of standard stock.
has been bought by Mr. William Morrison as a
has
Providence
Webber
of
Mrs. Josephine
family home. Old Stockton neighbors regret
opened her Searsport home for a few weeks the permanent remt^al of Mr. and Mrs. Marsand haa entertained her son Hollis and daugh- ton from town.
ter,Miss Harriett, a graduate nurse. Mr. WebThe Misses Sadie and Maud Merrithew,
ber has returned to Providence, but Miss Webis the
of
daughters of Simeon B. Merrithew, Church
ber will remain for another week.
from a
last
home
Saturday
arrived
street,
Luxuriant and Radiant Hair.
The report which has been in circulation
most pleasant visit of a fortnight in Amherst,
about town that J. H. Sullivan and his friend
If dandruff germs are devouring the nourishof
their
were
where
guests
they
Nova Scotia,
ment that belongs to the hair, it will soon beMr. Chesley Mathews are to attend the
is
Mrs.
C.
Cove.
friend Mrs. Flora Carpenter
gin to fall. Furthermore it will lose its life
world’s series of ball games in New York and
the daughter of Mr. Andrew Wheaton, one of and lustre and will become dull, faded and
Boston between the Boston Red Sox, chameven gray.
the
N.M.
of
section
a
and the New the contractors who built
If you have any signs of dandruff, go right to
pions of the American league,
livedin this village for a
had
who
and
S.
R.
R.,
your druggist to day and get a 60 cent bottle of
York Giants,champions of the National league
He recently erected a fine new PARISIAN Sage. This delightful hair tonic
time.
limited
has no foundation in fact.
home in Amherst, N. S., equipped with all is guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co. to'kill
Raymond Howard is modern
dandruff germs, clean the head of filthy danDodge’s Corner.
appliances, and the daughter’s home
druff, atop falling hair and itching acalp, and
painting W. J. Mathews* buildings....Mr. is near that of her parents.
preserve the color and beauty, or money back.
Thomas Houstin, who spent the summer with
And it does juat what it ia guaranteed to do
‘hi. lister, Mrs. T. P. Nickerson, is in very Judge and Mrs. Fred E. Beane, of Hallowell,
and that ia why its sales are so enormous the
to
motored
son
their
Emery,
hss been accompanied by
country over. PARISIAN Sage ia the favorite
poor health.... Mrs. Nellie Stsrky
last Sundayto cell upon maternal rela- of refined woman. One bottle proves it superson Engine.
Stockton
and
Nickerson
M.
Mr.
J.
visiting
Mrs. bean, Mr. end .Mrs. H. R, Hieh- iority.
....Mr. and Mrs. G. H. To* of WinUrport, tives of

SANDYPOlNT.
The remains of

DARK HARBOR.
Eliott Hatch has gone to Boston to attend
Tufts Dental college... .Master Percy Farng^
worth of Brockton, Mass., is visiting his grand-

left for home in the late afternoon. Mrs. B.
will' be remembered by older Stockton resident 8 as Miss Orilla McGilvery.a native of this parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Farnsworth...
town, the second daughter of the late Capt. Nearly the last of the summer colony at Dark
and Mrs. Henry McGilvery, who moved to Bel- Harbor left on Monday, tor the train boats
fast during the childhood of Miss Orilla. Stock- daily trips have been discontinued ...The 2nd
Baptist Sewing Circle met Tuesday at the
ton gladly welcomes her visiting sons and
home of Mrs. Pyan Hatch, who has been undaughters!
able to attend the meetings for a number of
From Cape Jellison piers the following shipweeks on ac count of a serious illness.... Miss
evening.
was
Monday
ping report
telephoned
Carrie Seely has resigned her duties at the
with
arrived
Millinocket
steamer
Sept. 23rd,
Dark Harbor post office to teach in Bar HarYork.
New
24th,
Sept.
general cargo from
bor.
load
to
sch. George H. Ames arrived, light,
lumber, and sch. George D. Edmunds sailed PROSPECT FERRY.
light, for HaH*s Ferry, Somes Sound, Mount
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bowdoin visited relatives
Desert. Sept. 25th, steamer Millinocket sailed in Sandypoint last Sunday.... Miss Ellen Heawith paper freight for New York. Sept. 2oth, gan visited Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Smith in Stocksch. A. and M. Carlisle sailed with lumber for ton Springs last week. Mrs. Simeon
New York. Sept. 29th, sch. Edith McIntyre Ellis of Stockton, Miss Esther Ellis of Boston,
arrived, light, to load lumber for Boston. Sept# Mass., and Mrs. Maggie Marshall of New York
30th, steamer Millinocket arrived with general visited Mrs. Phena Berry Sept. 25th.... Mrs.
cargo from New York to load paper for Bos- Phena Berry and Mrt. H. L. Berry went to
ton and New York.
Boston on last Friday's boat ...Mr. and Mr?.
By invitation of Mrs. Ralph Morse and her G. W. Silver returned home last Friday from
daughter, Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg, the following Islesboro.... Mr. Charles Feltch has moved his.
ladies, members of the "Current Events Club,” family from Rockland to the old Feltch home
and will live here the coming winter_Mrs.
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Mrs. Angie G. Mudgett,
Mrs. Charles C. Park, Mrs. H. J. Marden, Mrs. Alma Harriman visited relatives in Winterport
Lizzie G. Blanchard, Mrs. Charles Emery, Mrs. one day last week.
Levi S. Griffin,
Mrs. M. J. Goodere, Mrs.
Horace M. Griffin, Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, Miss OAK HILL (Swanville)
Mr. and Mrs. LeGrand Aldrich and two spns
Mary Hichborn, Miss Mabel F. Simmons and
Miss Leora A. Partridge, met at the Morse from Vineyard Haven, Mass., and Mrs. John

Hj

Used 102 Years lor Internal and External Ills.

Gives

born, Miss Alice Hichborn, Mrs. Charles Emery and their aunt, Mrs. Angie Mudgett. They

Peavey

and

SWANVILLE CENTER.
A daughter; was born to Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nickerson of Monroe Sept. |23d_The M.
C. R. R. is building a freight house at^Waldo
Station. It has been greatly needed for several years..., Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Whit# were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. C. Horn in
Monroe... .The Industrial club will have their
annual sale and supper Nov. 20th, if fair; if
not, the first fair night.... Mrs. Alice Elwell
Leland of Mount Desert was the guest of her
cousin, Mrs. E. E. Clements, in Searsport several days last week... The Industrial club will
meet with Mrs. John Morrill Nov 9th....Mr.
Claren ce Curtis has finished work for E. H.
Littlefield-Miss Marjory Walker, who has
been with Mrs. E. H. Littlefield for several
weeks, is now at home.

Mrs. M.

Elizabeth Perry has gone to Bar Harbor, where she has a position as milliner_
Miss Feme Mink is attending the High school
in Belfast_Miss Mabel Wadlin left Oct. 1st
to enter the Newton Hospital training school
for nurses in Newton, Mass. Everyone wishes
her success in the new work....Mrs. A. F.
Mink and son Ivan went to Camden Saturday
Master Ivan returned Monday, but Mrs. Mink
will visit relatives in South Hope and Appleton_M. D. Mendall. who was ill last week, is
much improved-The North Shore cottages
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Kotman
are all closed.
went to Bangor Monday and Dr. G. P. Lombard and Mrs. Lombard moved to Belfast on
that day_Geo. W. Furbish visited relatives
in Bucksport a few days last week.... A pullet
owned by the writer and hatched in March,
stole a nest and came out last week with thirteen lively chicks. Can anyone beat that?
Mrs.

children.

50c.

a

Eternal Vigilance

Price

Multitudes of

It contains the highest grade of
cod liver oil, medically perfected;
it is a cream-like food-medicine,

scrupulously pure and healthful
without drug or stimulant. Endorsed and advocated by medical
authorities everywhere.
scorrs EMULSION drives out

colds—nourishes the membranes
of the throat and
them healthy.

lungs and keeps

Nothing equals SCOTT’S
EMULSION for lung and bronchial
weakness—sore, tight chests and
all pulmonary troubles.
Equally good for infants,
children or adults, but you must
have SOOTrS.
Scott &

Bows, Bloomfield, N. J.

public that owing

to its

business, the basement has been transan up-to-date salesroom, where the

formed into

Latest Styles In Cloaks, Suits,
Furs and Millinery ££
to visit

We extend
our store

l8/,q

J |

Mackerel
and Lobsters
-AT-

THE CITY FISH MARKET.
Tel. 214

SHIP

NEWS.

AMERICAN

|

E. F. BRAMHALL & CO.

;

OpeninG

POUTS.

New York, Sept 25. Ar. schs Win Bisbee,
Rockland; Melissa Trask, Bangor; 26, ar. sch
pi- rence & Lillian, Bangor; 27, ar, stmr Millilocket, Stockton; sch Florence & Lillian,
South Amboy for Saco; J R Bod well. Point
Wolfe, N B; 28, sld, schs Julia Frances, Belfast; ‘..illis & Guy, do; Lizzie Lane, St George,
S I, for Nantucket; Annie P Chase, Perth Amboy for Belfast; 29, 6ld, schs Edward Stewart,
South Amboy for Newburyport; Florence &
Lillian, do for Saco; Manie Saunders, do for
Rockport, Me; Annie Lord, Perth Amboy for
Windsor, N S; 30, ar, schs M V B Chase, Windsor, N S, via St John, N B; Carrie A Bucknam,
Stockton; John Paul, Swan’s Island; James H
Hoyt, Vinalhaven; Charlotte W Miller, Ston-

....OF....

i

Fall Goods,

Milliner).
Furs,

ington.

Hair Work
OF ALL KIND>

Saturday,,

s

I. V. Millers
Mrs.

Bryant, Milliner

AUCTION SALE
OF FARM
Farming 1 ools,Stock air
hold Goods at East
dike, October IT.
at 10 o’clock .1.

Farm contains 75 acres,
of

11-36

for their past patronage

Jhe pleasure

of

seeing

you

a cordial invitation to the public
and inspect our up-to-date line.

NEW YORK BARGAIN 8TORE,
Colonial Theatre Block.
OPEN EVENINGS.

[

ings; 50

j
1

Halifax, Sept 25.
New York.
St John, N
Davis, Boston.

B, Sept 29.

Ar, sch Sarah L

M.
Jackson. In Montville, September 27, to
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis L. Jackson, a daughter.
In Castine, September 13, to Mr.
Leach
and Mrs. C. Ward Leach, a daughter.
Leach. In Penobscot, September 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. Pearl C. Leach, a son.
Moody. In Union, September 14, to Mr. and

Mrs. Edward Moody, a son.
Nickerson. In Monroe, September 23, to
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nickerson, a daughter.
Seavey. In Rockland, September 22, to Mr.
Mrs. Albert Seavey, a daughter.

silo.

goods, harne
blankets, wagon, sleigh and
tools. Also one good woi
1100. Sale positive.
No
miss it.
:

A. W. BOARD

J. WESTON DEANE, ,V
If stormy, sale will be held u,
2w4.l

N0T1C
wish to make public at:,
my office in Pythian Block u
tiruously during business ho,.
I

P. Heal, stenographer ,and

in the office during business I
time to do outside work in her
done at my office.
Telephone 26-4

WANT!
A young man to work
tail department of The
Store.
CARD OF THAN'
We wish to

expressjour sir.
ourfiiends, neighbors and t«I. O. O. F., for their sympatf
beautiful floral tributes in ou:
MRS. B.
B. F. W
M RS. i

Winterport.

CUht

for 11

PRODUCE MARKET.

per Dbl, 75al.00, Hay.
7 Hide.
dried, per lb.,
2.75a3.00 Lamb
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 2.50a2.75l Lami
23a30 Mutt
Butter,
Beef, sides,
7£al0 Oats,
8'Potat
Beet, forequarters,
60 Roun
Barley, bu,
19 Straw
Cheese,
16 Turkey
Chicken,
18 Tallou
Calf Skins,
20 Veal.
Duck.
34 Wool, u"
Eggs,
14Wood, !
Fowl,
18 Wood,
Geese,
RETAIL

Bachelder. In Camden, September 26, Mrs.
L. P. Bachelder, aged 68 years.
Greene. In Boston, September 16, Archibald L. Greene of Deer Isle, aged 23 years, 4
months and 1 day.
Guptill. In Belfast, September 29, T. Dexter Guptill, aged 73 years, 4 months and 3days.
Sibley. In Belfast, September 26, Clara
Thorndike, wife of Edward Sibley, aged 67
years, 4 months and 21 days.
Townsend. In Belfast, September 26, Mrs.
W. E. Townsend of Hamilton, Mass., aged 62
yean.
Wells. In Belfast, September 24, Benjamin
F. Walla, aged 74 years, 8 months and 17 days.

Weekly

Apples,

PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

DIED

PRICE

BELFAST
Corrected

Bakeman-Vance. In North Livermore, Sep17, Oliver Bakeman and Miss Letitia Vance,
both of Brooksville.
Buck-Morse. In Union, September 25, by
Rev. B. W. Rusaell, Jephtha Buck and Miss
Susie Morse, both of Belmont.
In Union, September 23,
DORR-Miller.
Ernest E. Dorr of Augusta and Miss Edith S.
Union.
of
Miller
Ellis-Bowden. In Belfast, October 1, at
the Methodist parsonage, by Rev. D. B. Phelan,
George D. Ellis and Miss Ella N. Bowden, both
of Brooks.
Woods-Gould. In Montville, September 25,
by Rev. David Brackett, Dr. Charles L. Woods
of Lowell. Mass., and Miss Emma B. Gould of

On

Full assortment modern t.i

MARRIED

ber

wo

Thorndike Station.

150 KN

inson), a son.
Chase. In Dutch Neck, September 21, to
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Chase, tw in daughters.
Carter, In Stonington, September 22, to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Carter, a daughter.
Clark. In Franklin, September 7, to Mr.
and Mrs Harry A. Clark, tw in sons.
Gordon. In Union, September 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank W. Gordon, a daughter.
Elms. In Belfast, October 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Elms, a son.
Haskell. In Pittsfield, Me.. September 27,
to Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Haskell, a son, Nathaniel

ton

good

maple tr,.
On teleph

L). and Cream Route.

j
Barbour. In Deer Isle, September 16, to
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald E. Barbour, a son.
Black. In Rockland, September 10, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Black, (nee Annie May Rob-

c

household

PORTS.

Sld, sch Carrie E Look,

i

Machine-worked

hay.

watered pasture,
chard, 700 sugar

stmr American,
water.

take scorrs EMULSION reguto repair wasted vitality and
enrich the blood to withstand
winter colds and exposure.

THE NEW YORK BARGAIN STORE

now.

F Small

4 p m, ar, stmr
Puerto Mexico, Sept 26.
Kentuckian, Delano, New York; sld, 5 pm,
Brodhead, Delaware Break-

People

ANNOUNCEMENT!

to have

"“““SI*!
THE IDEAL CLARION FOR WOOD

Northern

larly

j

our customers

gladly

I WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. Established
SOLD BY W. A. HALL. BELFAST.

FOREIGN

who occupied her house, have gone to Boston,
and Mr. and Mrs. Williams have moved in....
Mrs. Emma Larrabee and Jlj^r mother, Mrs.
Addison Hayes, have moved into the Walter
Haley house... .Mrs. M. C. Arey has gone to
Camden for a few days and Norman is staying
with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Campbell_Miss Priscilla Parker is at home
from Bangor for a vacation.... Mr. Percy N.
Hall and family from Brewer visited Mrs.
Hall’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Eaton, last
week....The Lend a Hand society held an
apron sale and supper at the Methudist vestry
last Thursday afternoon and evening, which
was a great success, financially and otherwise
|

hoping

circulars

asking.

stmr Kennebec,
Norfolk; 17, ar, stmr Mohawk. Custine, and
for Belfast.
Stockton, Sept 25. Sld, sch George D Edmar.ds. Hall’s Quarry; stmr Millinocket, New
York; 26, sld, sch A & M, Carlisle, New York,
29, ar, sch Edith McIntyre, New York; 30, ar.
stmr Millinocket, New York.
Sld, sch Pendleton
Calais, Me, Sept 25.
Brothers, Philadelphia (for orders),

Miss Georgia Pratt of Montville is the guest
of Miss K. H. Croxford at the home of Mrs.
John Cole, and is also visiting other friends.
It has been a long time since Miss Pratt visited Winterport, and her many friends are delighted to see her.... Mrs. Lydia Parsons of
Gloucester, Mass., is in town looking after her
property here. Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Foley,

Thanking

Descriptive
sent for the

sailed

WINTERPORT.

and

quality of materials
manufacture insures
economy of operation, convenience and long life.
CUrinn

»nd

Light, Neponset.
Sld,
Searsport, Sept 25.

box at all stores.

....

HAIR, LADIES,

climate.

1

EAST NORTHPORT.

increase in

structions of every description; all best adapted to the
requirements of our Maine

XI...

..

"WATCH YOUR

includes thoroughly made'
cooking and heating con-

Boston, Sept 25. Ar, schs Manchester 4
Haynes, Jacksonville; Charlie and Willie, Stonington; 26, ar, sch Gilbert Stancliffe, Bangor;
27, ar, sch Fred C Holden, Bangor for New
York (put in leaking); aid, schs Annie R Lewis,
arrived home Friday, the tug being hauled up (
Promised Land; Irene E Meservey, Bangor;
for this year.... Mr. Ashley Sanborn, wife and | Annie & Reuben, Stonington; American Team,
Jacquet
daughter of Indianapolis are guests of Mr ! Rockland; 28, ar, sch Wm E Litchfield,
N B; sld tug Concord, from ElizabethSanborn's sister here....Mr Charles Black, River,
for
Greenwood
Searsport
port, towing barges
who has been boarding with Samuel Staples and Easton 11 for Belfast; sch Georgietta Lawfor the past four months, left Monday for Cal- rence, Bangor; 30, ar, bark Mabel 1 Meyers, to
Hall and
ifornia for an indefinite stay_Mrs. Wilmont load for Buenos Ayres; schs Fannie F
W D Mangan, Bangor; Pochasset. Albany;
Fayles and children returned last week from William Rice, Thomaston; Nelson Y McFarGreenville, where they visited Mr. and Mrs. land, Scituate; sld, schs Charlie & Willie, Stonington; Morris & Cliff, Rockland; Oct 1, ar,
Alanson Bowden....Capt. Harvey and family
schs Thomas Hix. Bangor; Emma McAdam, do;
of Bangor spent Sunday at their cottage on
Wesley Abbott, do; Catherine, do; Mineola, do;
the Point.... Mr. W. A. Dan forth was here sld, sch Margaret M Ford, Rockland.
last Tuesday ar.d stored his tents and effects
Philadelphia, Sept 30. Sld, sch Pendleton
Calais.
for the winter.... Miss S. M. Partridge of Bel- Sisters,
Jacksonville, Fla, Sept 24. Ar, sch Alice L
here
on
relatives
one
called
fast
day last week. Pendleton, Cuba; sld, sch Fred W Ayer, Porto
_S. G. Staples and wife returned Friday Rico.
Port Blakely, Wash, Sept 25.
Sld, ship
from a week’s visit in Dover with relatives...
Aryan, Maclachlan, New York.
F. F. Perkins spent Sunday with his family
Perth Amboy, Sept 26. Ar, bark Mannie
here.... Mrs. J G. Dunbar of Brockton, Mass., Swan, Fernandina; sld, schs Anne Lord, Windsor; William Jones, Rockland: Annie P Chase,
has been the guest of her niece, Mrs. Lowena
Belfast, Me.
X’__
O_* oc
A
W
Rice, the past week-Mrs. Martha Partridge j
has returned to New York after spending the Paul, Jr, Bangor; 28, sld. sch James W Paul,
summer] here... Mrs. George McGee and son, Jr, Bangor; 30, ar, sch Augustus H Babcock,
New York.
George Morris, have gone to Hallowell, where
Norfolk, Sept 28, Sld. sch Maud Palmer,
Mr. McGee is employed-Miss Faustina
Bangor; 30, cld, sch Wm H Clifford, Bangor.
Bangor, Sept 25. Sld, schs S P Blackburn,
Griffin, wnc- is teaching in Brewer, spent last
Newport News; Ida B Gibson, Ne\y York; 28,
Saturday and Sunday at home.... Fine weath- sld,
schs Mary E Palmer, Newport News;
er he re the past week.
Lizzie D Small, New York; Lavolta, Bridgeport; Wm Keene, Boston; 30, ar, schs Lucinda
;Sutton, Newport News; Susie P Oliver, Jersey
When laby suffers with eczema or some City; Mary Augusta, Boston; Irene E MeserOct 1, ar, sch Charles Davenport,
itching skin trouble, use Doan’s Ointment. vey, do;
Newport News; sld, schs John B Carrington,
A little of it goes a long way and it is safe for New
York; Ida, Provincetown; Eagle, Boston;

Small and daughter
Feme have gone to South China to visit Mrs.
W. O. Fa rington... Miss Maude Turner is in
Pittsfield, where she has employment in the
M. C. I. dormitory... Mrs. D. W. Dodge and
Mrs. Reuben Sibley attended the annual meeting of the Maine Federation of women’s clubs
in Bath Sept. 25th and 26th.... Mr. Fred Plummer from Boston is passing his vacation with
his uncle, J. D. Plummer.... Miss Edith Lawrence is very sick.
Dr. Whitney from Unity
attends her.... Miss Hazel Knowiton and Miss
Cunningham visited friends in Tioy Sept. 29th.
....Mrs. Abbie C. Keen and sisters, Mrs. D.'R.
McGray and Fannie Carter, were in Belfast
Sept. 27th on business.

announce to the

VARIETY

Partridge is taking his place. .Mr. and Mrs. j
B. M. Eames spent the week-end in Prospect,
guests of Clifton Eames and family.
Mrs. F. A. Black and daughter, Grace, and
Miss Dora Shute were in Belfast, Saturday_
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Twist and children rej
turned Saturday from a visit with friends in :
Chester.... Mr. Trust is taking a two weeks’
j
vacation before beginning his studies at the |
Bangor Seminary.Miss Jennie Clifford i
went to Bar Harbor, Saturday to resume teachj
ing in the public schools.... Mrs. N. C. Part- !
ridge recently returned from a visit in North- !
port, where she was the guest of her niece,
Mrs. Ira M. Cube.. ..Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Griffin were in Belfast Thursday, where Mr. Griffin had some dental work done_Mrs.
Henry
Moulton of Stockton Springs and Frank Moulton and a party of friends from Boston were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Black....
Mrs. Alvah Clifford was one of the judges in
the baby show at the Monroe fair_Mrs W.
D. Harriman of Prospect Ferry and Miss Dora
Pierce and friend of Peabody, Mass., were
guests of Mrs. Harriman’s daughters, Mrs. J.
A. Pierce and Mrs. M. B. Grant, Friday and
Saturday.... Mrs. Alice Kittredge and daughter, Gracia of Milo, recently visited her aunt,
Mrs. Fred Perkins... .An automobile from
Belfast was in trouble at the foot of the Shute
hill last Sunday afternoon in the storm and a
pair of hones was necessary to get the car into the road. Monday morning an auto from
Belfast got the car back into the road.A
heavy rain and wind storm began here Sunday
afternoon, but there has been no frosts in this
to do damage at this writing_Ralph
j vicinity
Curtis, who has been captain of the tug H.
Chapel, at work for a dredger near Rockland,

M.

wishes to

CLARION

ry

FREEDOM.
Miss Dorothea Clark and aunt from the west
are visiting Miss Clark’s father, Alfred Clark.
.Miss Bertha Bryant is visiting her father,
Hon. G. E. Bryant... Dr. M. M. Small went to
Boston Sept. 30th to take a post graduate
course....

t

Ferdinand Maxfield, who ;
passed away Sunday at Columbia, arrived on |
the morning train Wednesday, Sept. 25th, and
the funeral service was held at the grave,
conducted by the pastor, Mr. Harry Trust. Mr.
Maxfield was a resident of this town for a
number of years, but sold his farm's few years'
ago and moved to Columbia, where his daughter resides. He had recently returned from
Portland, where he underwent an operation
for cancer, and appeared to be in his usual
health, but dropped away without a moment’s ;
warning. The remains were accompanied by
his wife and daughter and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. D. Ernest White. Mr. Horatio Maxfield
of Portland, Mrs. Wilfred Staples, Mrs. Donaldson, Mrs. Will Smith and Mrs. Maud Corbett of Stockton Springs and Frank Crockett
of Dix Island were among the out-of-town
people who were here to attend the funeral.
During their stay in town Mrs. Maxfield and
Mr. and Mrs. White are the guests of Mrs.
Susan Staples. .H.M.Griffin is taking a vacation
from the store of F. S. Harriman where he
has been employed for several years and Har-

RETAII

17 Lime.
18a22 Oat Men:.
99 Onions.
94 Oil, ker94 Pollock.

Butter Salt, 141b.,
Corn.
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,
Cheese,
22;Pork.
Cotton Seed,
1.801 Plaster.
10 Rye
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts.
Cranberries,
28 Sugar.
Clover Seed,
6.00a7.60;Salt, T. 1
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
4.60 Sweet I
UlWhest Me»'
Lard.
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